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C.li'F FILE PHOTO 
Liberty Knights protest free speech restrictions on the UCF campus. 
Rising debate about free 
speech green expansion 
NICOLE TALLEY 
STAFF WRITER 
Students contend that the free 
speech green is misnamed and actually 
limits the practice of free speech gather-
ings on campus. 
Marisa Vertrees and three other 
members of the Progressive Council are 
writing a bill proposing more free speech 
sites. 
"Ideally, we would like the whole 
campus opened," she said. ''The admin-
istration is not too enthusiastic about 
Expand the free speech green? 
-See OPINIONS, A-17 
that. However, they have been fairly 
receptive to opening up additional sites." 
Students asked President Hitt ques-
tions about the free speech issue at an 
open forum held April 2. 
In response to the student's con-
cerns, Hitt agreed to form a committee to 
investigate the free speech issue. 
Scott Vogelpohl said, "Students 
must be aware of this statement made by 
Hitt, so they do not allow him to throw 
such promises out to momentarily 
appease them and then forget about it 
later." 
Vogelpohl and about 20 other stu-
dents stood in the rain, holding signs and 
passing out pamphlets, to speak out 
about the free speech issue at UCF on 
Feb. 22. 
The students belonged to the UCF 
Liberty Knights, the Orange and 
PLEASE SEE Protestors oN A-3 
Suicide third leading cause of death for students 
KRISTA ZILIZI & 
MARCIA MEJIA 
STAFF WRITERS 
While suicide is the 
third leading cause of 
death for young adults 
between 15 and 24, UCF 
lacks an adequate amount 
of counselors available to 
its students. 
"I tell my superiors 
Most suicide warnings are a 
'silent cry for help) 
that [UCF has an insuffi- · 
cient amount of coun-
selors] and they think I'm 
just trying to expand my 
department," Robert 
Harmon, director of the 
Counseling and Testing 
Center said. 
The International 
Association 
Accreditation 
for the 
of 
Counselors recommends 
universities to have one 
counselor for every 1,700 
students-UCF has one 
for every 3,600 students, 
according to Harmon. The 
average waiting time for 
students is about three 
weeks for counseling ses-
sions, Harmon said. 
But last week, a local 
student committed suicide 
in his Jefferson Commons 
apartment. He was found 
by his roommates days 
PLEASE SEE Be oN A-7 
Need a 
place to 
live? 
-HOUSING. C-1 
_Open forum is a 
time for studen~ 
·to speak out 
·Parking and political 
issues addressed 
DANIELLE DEPARI 
STAFF WRITER 
An answer to your questions 
President Hitt and school administra-
tors Bill Merck, Gary Whitehouse and 
Thomas Huddleston met with both stu-
dents and staff April 2 in the Student 
Union for an open forum. 
One of the first issues addressed· was 
by student Josh Edmunson. Edmunson is 
concerned about a rumored bill that would 
eliminate the student seat from the Board 
of Trustees. 
Hitt .said, "There is not a chance that 
will happen. The seat will be preserved." 
Whitehouse added, "The president of 
Student Government is an official member 
of the board." 
Environmental engineering major 
Venus Smith is very concerned about the 
recycling facilities on campus. She asked 
what method would need to be taken to 
add plastic recycling bins to accompany 
the aluminum receptacles. Smith also 
mentioned that she has started a recycling 
system at her apartment complex and it 
has been successful. 
Merck said: "The recycling is run 
through the Physical Plant. In their facili-
ty, they sort recyclable materials. A better 
system. would involve participation of stu-
dent groups. To be effective there must be 
a real interest on the part of the students. 
If students are interested in expanding, the 
administration would be interested in 
hearing about it." 
Another concern is the $3.90 charge 
added per credit hour which the Board of 
Trustees approved for parking. 
Student Tyler Fisher said: "This 
charge has overlooked many student 
groups. There are international, handi-
capped and other groups of students who 
can't drive to school." 
Hitt explained the real reason behind 
this charge. 
Hitt said: "The charge is for trans-
portation access. This charge will help to 
provide a shuttle service to alleviate traf-
fic. It will reduce vehicles on campus. 
Mike Myers is a transfer student upset 
PLEASE SEE Light ON A-3 
~----------- Inside ___________ Th,_e_c_en .... t_ra_I F_lo_ri .... da_F_u_tu;e publishes every Wednesda 
UCFFAO 
The UCF chapter of the Student 
Nursing Association has won the top 
national award for best school of 
nursing newsletter from the National 
Student Nursing Association. 
Finger print scanning 
The controversial system will debut at the Rec 
and Wellness Center this summer. 
-SEE NEWS, A-8 
Does size matter? 
Baseball player David Mann proves that size 
really doesn't matter. 
-SEE SPORTS, B-20 
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Light pollution, free speech 
· discussed at open forum 
FROM PAGE A-1 
with the registration system. 
He said: "Registration is frustrating. As a 
transfer student, I face the problem that transfer 
credits are not listed in the registration system. 
So each time I register, I must stand in line at 
the Registrar to prove I took courses that are 
-listed on my degree audit as :finished." 
The administration responded by stating 
they would take a deeper look at his pe:i;sonal 
issue and attempt to solve the problem. 
An additional issue is free speech areas on 
campus. It was brought up that the university 
has grown, as has interest in public speaking. 
Edmundson emphasized that the area in front 
of the Math and Physics building is not a prac-
tical place for the only free speech area on 
campus. 
Hitt said: "It is common for universities to 
have a specific area for free speech. As enroll-
ment has grown we are looking into additional 
areas. We are putting together an advisory com-
mittee that will work with Student Government 
to create new areas. As the center of campus 
has shifted a practical place would be closer to 
the Student Union." 
As a representative of a group of LEAD 
scholars, Mikey Callahan discussed the issue of 
light pollution. He recognized that new shield-
ed lights have been put on campus, which serve 
to alleviate pollution. Callahan suggested either 
adding shields to old lights on campus or fully 
replacing the lights that do not have shields. 
Merck stated that the administration is well 
aware of the problem. However, adding shields 
is a major safety issue and must be thoroughly 
evaluated before action is taken. 
Brian Rose, a civil engineering major said: 
"The engineering building has a ridiculous 
design. It attracts students but it only has eight 
classrooms for thousands." 
Rose also pointed out that the engineering 
building is in need of a clock, tables and chairs. 
Hitt explained that the design of the build-
ing was created both by an architect and by 
engineering faculty to determine what the col-
lege would need space for. . 
It was also stated that the university does 
not have the funds at this time to build a foot-
ball stadium. Hitt emphasized that before a 
football stadium is built a new arena must be 
created. This is due to needing room for larger 
commencement ceremonies and basketball 
games. 
Various other topics were discussed at the 
forum. These included everything from weeds 
in planters, adding more environmental scene~y 
to campus, more ways to use the UCF card, 
uneven pavement in sidewalks, and the number 
of cultural activities on campus. Also a major 
issue was fingerprinting students when entering 
the recreation center to prevent identification 
fraud. 
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Protestors • 
common· at 
speech green 
FROM PAGE A-1 
Seminole County Libertarian 
Party affiliates and the 
Progressive Council. 
A UCF police officer 
informed the students that they 
were a few yards outside of the 
free speech zone. 
Controversy exists about 
which sidewalks actually define 
the border of the free speech 
zone, Vogelpohl said. 
Vogelpohl said the officer 
checked his student ID and 
threatened to charge all the 
protesting students with tres-
passing. • 
Tyler Fisher, recent winner 
of two Founder's Awards, ~t'­
nessed that day's events. 
He said, "I eagerly joined 
the protest since I hold to the 
classical ideal of the university 
as a place for the free exchange 
of ideas." ~ ·: 
He added, ~The -Operation 
of classes, however, should not 
be compromised by the exercise 
of free speech." 
On Feb. 22, Fisner and a 
professor discussed the issue on 
the sidelines of the protest. He 
said a UCF police officer 
approached them and asked, 
"Are you two discussing the free 
speech issue?" 
When ~ey answered yes, 
the officer ordered them to cease 
discussion and to talk only in the 
designated free speech zone, 
Fisher said. 
Fisher asks, ''Why can't all 
lawns at UCF be open to free 
speech?" 
Research revealed that UCF 
is not the only college grappling 
with this issue. Universities such 
as Georgetown University, Iowa 
State University, the University 
of Mississippi and scores of oth-
ers boast designated free speech 
areas. 
And students across the 
nation are fighting them. The 
University of West Virginia has 
even enlisted the help of the 
Foundation for Individual 
Rights in Education in their fight 
against free speech zones. 
A student editorial in the 
Daily Mississippi said, "the des-
ignated free speech zone is a 
new oxymoron." 
Faculty members at the 
U!!iversity of South Florida 
responded to a proposal for a free speech zone with outrage, 
and eventually stopped it. 
Dean McFall, associate vice 
president of university relations, 
said officials created UCF's own 
free speech zone "early in the 
university's history." 
The UCF Golden Rule 
2000 addresses the issue of a 
free assembly area by stating 
that any exercise of free speech 
must be held in a designated 
area . 
The Rule defines the des-
ignated area as "the open grass 
area between the Student 
Government Kiosk and the 
Math and Physics Building as 
bounded by the Apollo Circle 
and sidewalks leading to the 
southwest entrance of the Math 
and Physics Building." 
McFall said free speech 
zones exist because all univer-
sities are legally termed a lim-
ited pubbc forum. 
"That means that the pub-
lic does not have unfettered 
access to the campus and that 
university officials can desig-
nate an area where the public 
may exercise their constitu-
tional free speech rights," he 
explained. The Golden Rule 
states that -any such activity 
must not interfere with the con-
duct of classes or "other nor-
mal activities of the universi-
ty." 
McFall made a similar 
statement. He said, "As long as 
the exercise of free speech is 
lawful, there are no restrictions 
on what may be said on the 
green." 
McFall listed advantages 
to having a single free speech 
zone. 
"If the entire campus was 
designated, students and facul-
ty would be subject to potential 
harangues from anyone any-
where," he said. "Having · a 
central location minimizes 
complaints of people who may 
object to the message they hear 
while still satisfying constitu-
tional free speech require-
ments." 
He added, "Everyone on 
campus is pretty much aware 
of where the free speech green 
is and can avoid going near it if 
they do not want to hear the 
message." 
Vogelpohl said, "Having a 
free speech zone means that 
groups who have received an 
official permit can have access 
to the entire university." 
He added, "Groups not 
sponsored are limited to a zone 
which may be on the other end 
of campus from the thing they 
are protesting." 
Fisher agreed, saying: "If 
campus residents wanted to 
protest the high prices of cam-
pus housing, they would not be 
allowed to protest outside the 
Housing Administration build-
ing. They are restricted to the 
free speech zone." 
JOE KALEITA I CFF 
Outfielder Clay Timpner's double gives a $100 donation to the American Diabetes Association. 
Team hits doubles, 
benefits charity 
RENEE BEAUDETTE 
STAFF WRITER 
The UCF baseball has 
teamed up with the American 
Diabetes Association and 
Orlando Dodge to start the 
Doubles for Diabetes program, 
which makes · a $100 donation 
to the ADA whenever the base-
ball team hits a double during a 
game. 
Baseball coach Jay 
Bergman, whose father has 
diabetes, organized the pro-
gram with the help of Michelle 
Daily from the diabetes associ-
ation. 
In this program, Orlando 
Dodge will make a donation 
for every double that the 
Knights hit during games with 
the donation being made in one 
large lump sum at the end of 
the season. 
During last year's season, 
the UCF Knights hit about 160 
doubles, so Orlando Dodge has 
prepared to donate about 
$2,000. 
Mike Smith, president of 
Orlando Dodge, said, 
·"Hopefully it will be more. 
We've been good friends of 
coach Bergman for almost 10 
years, so when we were . 
approached about this pro-
gram, we said that we'd be 
more than happy to be 
involved." 
Smith added, "Hopefully 
this will get other people to 
reach into their pockets and 
donate as well." 
Coach Bergman got 
involved with the program 
because his father has lost both 
legs due to complications with 
the disease. 
"It's a worthy cause that I 
got involved in due to my 
father's misfortune," Bergman 
said. 
Bergman chose the 
American Diabetes 
Association as the charity to 
receive the money because 
they are so active here in 
Orlando. 
"That's the thing with a 
program like this, finding the 
right people to get involved," 
he said. · 
The ADA is active in 
Central Florida, sponsoring 
such events as the Diabetes 
Expo and Kiss A Pig. This is 
the first year for the program, 
and there's hope to continue it 
in coming seasons. The 
Doubles for Diabetes program 
will provide much needed 
monetary donations, as well as 
bring some awareness to dia-
betes. 
Experience Politics ata Higher level 
Internships at ProiectVote Sman 
Project Vote Smart -a citizen's organization based in Philipsburg, 
Montana dedicated to serving all Americans with accurate and 
unbiased information for electoral decision-making -is looking for 
interns for Summer and Fall 2002. 
The 10-week National Internship is available year-round in all 
divisions, providing an in-depth view of candidates and elections. 
National Interns receive free room and board at our Great Divide 
Ranch and scholarships are available. 
The Vote Smart Semester, starting in Fall 2002, combines the National 
Internship with 12 credit hours of politicaJ science coursework thro~gh 
the University of Montana at a tuition fee lower than most comparable 
programs. 
For more details, see our web site at www.vote-smart.org or 
contact John Russell at 1-888-868-3762 or 
intemships@vote-smart.org. _ _ _ _ _ 
"Home resales 
hit record again." 
--Orlando Sentinel 
Get Your 
Florida Real Estate License 
In JO Days! 
Morning and Evening Classes also Available 
Small Classes - Computer Practice Exams 
Special UCF Discount 
Call Jessica 407-481-8015 
of Professional Studies 
• 
Florida Institute 
~ Quality Real Estate Education 
- Robert Smither, Ph.D, Owner 
Edgewater Corporate Center 
3334 Edgewater Drive 
Orlando, FL 32804-3796 
Ph. (407) 481-8015 Fax (407) 481-8016 
www.fl-institute.com 
Accredited by The American Association of Professional Schools, Inc. 
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'We bring the beauty to your life" 
We proudly offer: 
• Massage chair pedicures 
•Manicures 
• Waxing & facial services 
• Acrylic nails 
• Pink & white 
Specials: l § 
Nails & S()a: l 
• $3 off a full set of nails I 
• After 7 fills the 8th is free ] 
• Free air-brush service with I 
any nail service ~ 
• $3 off spa pedicure ,j 
Wax&Tan: 
• After 7 eyebrow waxings, 
the 8th is free 
• I 0% o.ff any other wax 
service 
• 10% off any tanning service 
Please present student ID or coupon 
for these specials 
I 
•Silk wrap 
• Nail design 
• Airbrushing 
• Tanning 
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THE NEW SUZUKI AERIO AND A tf SX. THE ' Pfl.!iE-~~UL SE~#\'N , l ?i. 
AND , SPORT CROSSOVER THAl VE YOU MO~f. ·ev.1ERYTF11'N1G/ } 
With more horsepower 'tha'n the 2_,.0_02' H'onda Civic ap,d/;M Focus, it~/n/, surprise th~\ ; , 
the Aerio has the best acceleration. And ~ with · stan ar features like air fonditioning, · 
power windows/mirrors and a ·a.:s1peaker CD ste ' the Aerio i I .. r f,; 
shatters every small,...car preconception. You,,,rl1ew this 
was coming. You· just .didn't know from~where. 
t ·~· AMCI·Cert;fied -- / 
/ Acc·eLeration Jest;ng 
2 .& 
? / / 2002 Suzuki · 2002 Honda 
r Aerio S AT " Civic DX AT For a limited time, 
lease-ttte,Aerio s tor 
8 
9 
0 
-:(< 
., 
-
St.andard . 141 hp 115 hp 110 hp orsepower 
~ ....... 0-60 mph 
Acceleration 9.60 sec 9.86 sec 10.59 sec 
,,.,..._ Highway Merging 
Acceleration <20-6o mph) 9.6.5 sec 9.97 sec 10.38 sec 
Highway Passing 
Acceleration (40·70 mph> 8.15 sec 8.71 sec 9.34 sec 
Air Conditioning Std Opt Opt 
Power 
Windows/Mirrors Std N/A N/A 
Nicely equipped 2002 Suzuki Aerie S with AT for MSRP of $14.499. 
BOB DANCE SUZUKI 
3775 N. Highway 17-92 
Sanford, FL 32773 
1-800-297-0004 . 
·~~-~~· 
per month for 39 months, 
$199 only $1,849 to .start 
(security deposit included; 
tax, title, registration, license 
extra) - on approved credit.t 
Or pUrCh3S8 any Aerio at 
Q % annual percentage rate. 
Savings up to $2,500 on 
Aerio sx.tt For qualified buyers. 
·.SUZUKI. 
'.W. w w . ·1' u z u k i . c o m 
1-877-MY-SUZUKI 
Even with airbags, always wear a seatbelt. r or specific details. please read your owner's manual. Don't drink and drive. 
*Taxes. title. f reigM and license extra. Dealers set own price. 
112.000 miles per year for total 39.000 miles for lease term. Excess mileage charge $0.15 per mile. $450 acquisition fee. $200 security deposit. $199 first month payment. and 
$1.000 cash down required for total $1.849 due at signing. Tax. title. license and registration extra. Total payments $7.761. Closed-end lease through participating dealers on 
approved credit through American Suzuki Automotive Credit. At lease end. purchase option for $5.426.64 plus applicable tax. lessee is responsible for maintenance/repair. 
Requires dealer participation that could affect monthly payment or other terms. Payments may be higher in some states. 
TT $2.511.03 in interest savings based on special APR of 0% for 36 months compared to standard APR of 9.40% for 36 months on new 2002 Suzuki Aerio SX AT with 
ABS with MSRP of $16.57 4. 0% APR financing on all new 2002 Suzuki Aeri~s on approved credit through American Suzuki Automotive Credit for 36 months. Per 
• SI.ODO financud with 10% down: 0% APR for 36 months at $27.78 per month. Not all buyers will ~ualify. Both offers end April 30. 2002. Order yours now. See 
participating dealers or call 877-697-8985 for details. ©2002 American Suzuki Motor Corporation. 
UCF study says that 
mentally ill are 
treated improperly 
· ~e(fple see the mentally 
ill as a wildcard and that 
makes them afraid. 
Having these people in 
the community would 
dispel some of that fear. 
Researchers want 
to see a change in 
the system 
NICOLE TALLEY 
STAFF WRITER 
Three fourths of 188 
total respondents to a recent 
UCF survey said Florida's 
mental healthcare delivery 
systems are "in a crisis situ-
ation." 
Three fourths of respon-
dents also said that mental 
healthcare is both directly 
related to public safety con-
cerns and inadequately fund-
ed. 
Florida circuit court and 
county judges, sheriffs, state 
attorneys, public defenders 
and police chiefs participat-
ed in the study. 
The UCF criminal jus-
tice department and the 
Florida Partners in Crisis 
group joined forces to con-
duct the research. 
Bernard McCarthy, 
chair of the criminal justice 
department, headed the sur-
vey. 
"Florida's jails are used 
as a dumping ground for 
mentally ill people," he said. 
"They are a substitute for 
the s.ervices not provided to 
the state's poor, who can not 
afford to pay for treatment." 
McCarthy explained, 
"Florida's politicians are 
using the criminal justice 
system to handle all of soci-
ety's social problems." 
McCarthy said, as a 
criminal justice educator, it 
his responsibility to be an 
advocate. "That is why I 
agreed to do the survey," he 
said. 
Chris Sharp, a UCF grad 
student, and Larry Bacon, of 
-CHRIS SHARP 
UCF Grad Student 
the Florida Partners in 
Crisis, did the study's leg-
work. 
Sharp said, "The men-
tally ill need to be handled 
differently from regular 
off enders." 
Sharp eventually wants 
to remodel the delivery sys-
tems. "Healthcare workers, 
social workers and criminal 
justice workers need to col-
laborate their efforts in this 
area," he said. 
Sharp proposes commu-
nity supervision as an alter-
native and a follow-up to 
incarceration. 
"It costs much less than 
incarceration," he said. "It 
would also improve the 
mentally ill offender's sense 
of stigma." 
He added: "People see 
the mentally ill as a wildcard 
and that makes them afraid. 
Having these people in the 
community would dispel 
some of that fear." 
Mentally ill people 
placed in these centers 
would be constantly super-
vised and screened prior to 
placement, Sharp said. 
His work as a Seminole 
County probation officer 
first sparked his ·interest in 
the treatment of the mentally 
ill in the criminal justice 
system. There he directly 
supervised mentally ill 
offenders. 
Bacon, also an alumnus 
of UCF, said: "We asked the 
criminal justice department 
to do the survey because we 
think it will alert legislators 
to the fact that improper care 
of the mentally ill is a crim-
inal justice problem as well 
as a mental healthcare prob-
lem." 
Students can visit 
www.floridapartnersincri-
sis.org to learn more about 
this problem. 
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Saturday, April 27th 
Auditions 3 - 6 PM 
Lin~J~bses at 5. PM. 
performance by Cider 
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Get ready for an exciting time in campus dining! We are renovating three dining areas 
this summer to improve seating, traffic flow & food variety & options. 
Thanks for working with us to ensure your campus dining experiences get better each yeat! 
CLOSE: May 1 
REOPEN: June 3 - 17 Monday through Fridays for lunch only. 
Regular hours resume June 18. CJtt..m., ~ t WHY: Add seating, international station, add faculty dining area and 
. . 
N -~-6'Wc 
two private drnil]g rooms, Improve line flow. 
CL0$E: May 1 
REOPEN: By June 18/Summer B 
WHY: Create a fresh new look, add Java City gourmet coffee, 
improve speed & quality of dining experJence. 
CLOSE & REOP,EN: Dates have not been finalized. please 
check our website or location for more information. 
. ~ . 
WHY: Expand convenience store, Java City gourmet coffee and 
grab-n-gp options. 
NEW FOR FALL! In the Business Administration building Java City, a national 
brand, features gourmet coffee and specialty drinks, including Espresso, Mocha 
Latte Freeze, Tropical Orange Smoothie & Cappuccino. At the Express Shop 
(in the old information k.Jos~) grab a specialty coffee or ice cream cone and 
founge near the Fountain, or rush off to <::lass. 
Check our website for more information about our renovations, location hours and reopening schedules. 
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Be direct with friends who may be suici~al 
FROM PAGE A-1 
later. · 
Last year, a Full Sail stu-
dent also committed suicide 
in his apartment, and was 
also found a few days later in 
his room. 
Although Harmon said 
he doesn't know of any on-
campus suicides in the last 
20 years, he speaks to dozens 
of UCF students who have 
attempted suicide and are 
undergoing intensive coun-
seling. 
But suicide is more com-
mon at other universities, 
such as Michigan State 
University and 
Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. · 
In 1997, six suicides 
occurred in a span of three 
months at Michigan State. 
MIT's suicide rate 
peaked in the 1980s at 
almost 19 per 100,000 stu-
dent years. 
"Counseling centers 
across the country have 
reported an increase in 
de.pression," Harmon said. 
Depression is the main rea-
son suicides occur. 
But there are several 
other factors that may con-
tribute to a student having 
suicidal thoughts. 
A major life transition, 
su.ch as loss of a loved one or 
breaking up with someone, 
are life changes that can 
cause a college student to 
feel unloved, depressed, i.so-
lated and lonely. 
When UCF Zeta Tau 
Alpha member Laura Lamby 
was killed in a car accident 
last month, Harmon asked 
the Zeta house mother to be 
alert for behavioral changes 
that might reveal suicidal 
thoughts among Zeta mem-
bers. 
Suicidal thoughts may 
be triggered when students 
fail in academic or social 
areas, and when no one 
seems to care or want to help 
them. 
Sometimes students look 
to suicide as way to end 
overwhelming and unbear-_ 
able pain or problems. 
Alcohol and substance 
abuse can cause a student to 
lose self control and engage 
in impulsive suicidal behav-
iors. 
Ways to help 
Warnings signs of sui-
cide are not always obvious, 
Harmon said. Most frequent-
ly suicide warnings are a 
silent cry for help. 
Giving away favorite 
possessions or losing interest 
in friends or hobbies are 
strong indicators of suicidal 
thoughts, according to 
Harmon. 
A previous suicide 
attempt, changes in behavior 
or personality, or talking 
about suicide are more 
noticeable indicators. 
Directness is most effec-
tive when dealing with some-
one who may be suicidal. 
"Ask flat out: May I help 
you with anything?" Harmon 
said. "Tell them you care 
about them." 
Don't debate, argue or 
lecture a friend about sui-
cide. Instead, encourage 
them to seek help with a 
qualified counselor. 
Never leave suicidal stu-
dents alone, but encourage 
them to seek help immediate-
ly. "Remain a good, support-
ing friend," Harmon said. 
Myths and facts about suicide 
MYTH: People who talk 
about suicide don't ·kill them-
selves. 
FACT:. Eight out of 10 peo-
ple who commit suicide have 
talked about killing themselves. 
MYTH: Asking a person if 
they feel suicidal will plant the 
idea in their head. 
FACT: Talking about sui-
cide doesn't make a person 
more suicidal. Acknowledging 
problems is the first step in 
solving them. 
MYTH: The stress of being 
a college student makes suicide 
more likely. 
FACT: Studies show that 
suicide is less likely among stu-
dents than non-students of the 
same age and s.ex. 
MYTH: A drunk person 
who talks about suicide should 
not be taken seriously. 
FACT: More than half the 
students committing suicide are 
intoxicated by alcohol or are 
thought to have a significant 
substance abuse problem. 
MYTH: Being at a presti-
gious school makes suicide more 
likely. 
FACT: Student suicide 
. rates are not related to institu-
tional prestige, size or class 
standing. 
MYTH: Suicide students 
are mentally ill. 
FACT: Although the likeli-
hood of actual suicide for stu-
dents with deep depression is 
four times greater, non-
depressed students may also be 
victims of suicide. 
"1UcF Coming Thursday, · "7ucF 
fi&Mlcl April 18, 2002 iM.7.fcl CENTER CENTER 
The University of Central · Florida's 
EDUCATION JOB FAIR 
In the Education Complex Gymnasium 
A CHANCE FOR 
. STUDENTS TO DISCUSS 
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
WITH SCHOOL OFFICIALS 
www.crc.ucf.edu---------------------. 
Thursday, April 18, 2002 .9:00 a.m. To 1:00 p.m. 
Sponsored by the College of Education and 
the UCF Career Resource Center 
CATHLEEN CRANE 
STAFF WRITER 
Under the influence 
Police charged Dean 
Ashby II with DUI and viola-
tion of a driver's license 
restriction April 4. 
Officer James Mangan 
stopped Ashby, 18, after he 
failed to make a legal stop at 
two intersections. 
When Mangan 
approached Ashby, he smelled 
a heavy odor of burnt cannabis 
coming from Ashby's car and 
his clothes. Ashby talked 
slowly and had red, watery, 
bloodshot and glassy eyes. 
Mangan asked Ashby how 
much cannabis he smoked that 
night and Ashby said none. 
During a search of Ashby's 
car, Officer Elwood Furnas 
found a tin box with cannabis 
residue and eye drops. 
Ashby had trouble with 
five field sobriety tests and 
Mangan arrested him. Ashby's 
breath test at the Orange 
County DUI center showed a 
blood alcohol level of .000. 
Police then took a urine sam-
ple. 
Taking a drive 
A night out for Corey 
Hicks, Quashawn Capers and 
Jahmel Blakeney ended with 
misdemeanor possession 
charges for each and a felony 
charge for Blakeney. 
Officer Elwood Furnas 
stoyped Hicks for driving 
about 40 mph in a 20 mph zone 
at about 10:20 p.m. ~pril 5. 
Furnas approached the car 
and noticed a plate and bowl 
inside the car containing 
cannabis remnants. Hicks said 
he had smoked cannabis about 
two hours earlier. Furnas saw 
two bottles of a red beverage 
on the front seat between 
Hicks and Capers. He also 
saw Blakeney in the back seat, 
moving around apparently put-
ting something behind the seat 
cushion. 
Officer James Mangan 
arrived and searched the car. 
He found a knife in the seat 
cushion where Blakeney had 
been sitting. Blakeney said the 
knife was his and it had 
slipped out of his pocket. 
Mangan tested and placed 
into evidence the cannabis and 
a sample of the red beverage. 
Police charged Hicks, 20; 
Capers, 18; and Blakeney, 20, 
with possession of cannabis 
under 20 grams and underage 
alcohol possession. They also 
charged Blakeney with felony 
possession of a weapon on 
school property. 
Police Beat Reporter Cathleen Crane can be 
reached at ccrane@ucffuture.com 
Controversial . finger scanning 
system will debut in the summer 
JASON IRSAY 
STAFF WRITER 
The implementation of a 
controversial finger-scanning 
system at the Recreation and 
Wellness Center will not debut 
until next semester. 
"I'm hoping that we can get 
it all instituted by the beginning 
of the summer semester," Rick 
Falco, coordinator of the 
Recreation and Wellness Center 
said. The system will take an 
indefinite period of time to be 
fully implemented. 
"We're not going to be able 
to just put that technology in, and 
boom, we're on, because to use 
the finger-scan software, we 
actually have to have an enroll-
ment," Falco said. 
"I would check your face to 
your fingerprint one time, and 
then you're enrolled, and that's 
the last time you have to do 
that." 
Public opinion is split over 
the finger-scanning system. 
Some students feel the system is 
unnecessary and invades the pri-
vacy of students, while others 
think it will improve security. 
"I think it's ok," Omar Aqel, 
a senior computer engineering 
major said. "I don't have a prob-
lem with it. It's not necessary. I 
think the ID is enough, but more 
security is good." 
Freshman Heather Seward 
agrees with Aqel. She said, "I 
think it's a really good idea 
because anyone can take your 
card, but they can't copy your 
fingerprint." 
Other students do not like 
the idea. 
Graduate student Lakeesha 
Rowers said, "It's very intrusive. 
I guess it's simpler than having 
to carry your ID, but you can get 
a lot more personal information." 
Alex Seharf, a junior busi-
ness major, said, "I don't like it. 
I think the card is enough." 
Falco said the system is dif-
ferent from fingerprinting. He 
said, "There isn't actually a fin-
gerprint stored." 
Siemens Westinghouse 
manufactures the finger-scan 
software. The Finger-scan web 
site explains the technology on 
its web site, www.finger-
scan.com: "Finger-scan technol-
ogy also acquires the fingerprint, 
but doesn't store the full image. 
It stores particular data about the 
fingerprint in a much smaller 
template, requiring from 250-
1,000 bytes. After the data is 
extracted, the fingerprint is not 
stored. Significantly, the full fin-
gerprint cannot be reconstructed 
from the finger-scan template." 
The finger-scan system 
should eliminate unauthorized 
use of the Center by non-stu-
dents. Falco said, "We're trying 
to block that out so we only get 
the people who are supposed to 
be in here." 
He cited the particularly 
busy 5-9 p.m. block as a time 
when students often have to wait 
to use a machine. 
Falco also said that students 
do not have to use the finger-
DAN THOMPSON I CFF 
Finger-scan technology could soon replace the ID card scanners that are 
currently in use at the Recreation and Wellness Center. 
scan system. "We're going to do 
two different options," Falco 
said. "One is you can actually 
scan your fingerprint. Two of the 
three inbound lanes will have 
that." 
The third lane will have a 
scanner for student ID' s as well 
as a keypad in which students 
will punch a four to eight digit 
PIN number of their choice. 
The entire security system 
costs $150,000. The scanners 
themselves cost $1,000 each. 
lege of Bus]pess Administration at 
teE'lti().~~l University now offers ... 
... dergraduate 
s Core Online 
All .. St~te .. Uni¥ 
*. 
Sys\em students are now able 
e u ergraduate _business core classes ''f<.11 
ternet. 
class: 15 minutes 
{, 15 minutes 
·· f~t as you can type your password! 
h'fltJ9rmratic>n go to http://cbalearn.fiu.edu/ 
cbalearn@fiu.edu (Bam-12midnight, 7 days a week) or 
t0ftJ"> .. 0f~'f.l$-itJjLJ or toll free 1-866-379-3835 (Bam-Bpm, M-F) 
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Dealing with the stress of final exams 
SHEYLA NIEVES 
STAFF WRITER 
Finals week has arrived. It's 
that time of the year when stu-
dents rummage for sources needed 
for an American history paper or 
photocopy a classmate's constitu-
tional law notes from the entire 
semester. 
Many students are running 
low on energy during this period, 
and stress from finals often adds 
to their pressures. The combina-
tion produces a variety of physical 
and mental changes on students. 
Students say the anxiety from 
finals week causes them to eat 
more and sleep less. Junior 
Feleste.ne Lutfi said she becomes 
- more irritable and sleepless, and 
Freshman Jannan Cawley said her 
asthma worsens. 
Students often try to find 
ways of coping with final' s associ-
ated stress. Some may choose to 
exercise, meditate or change a few 
habits. 
"I budget my time so it's not 
as stressful and I cut back on caf-
feine," Mike Blondeau, a 53-year-
old political science major, said. 
Math education major Kari 
Life moves you in many directions. 
Take AT&T along with you ••• 
and arrive with up to 4 hours of calling on us! 
It's time to plan your next move-who you'll room with, what classes you'll take ... 
how you'll stay in touch with all your friends. Ask for AT&T when you sign up for 
phone service and then add the AT&T College Plan. 
Here's what you get with the AT & T College Plan: 
•All direct-dialed domestic calls are just 7¢ a minute, all the time, 
including state-to-state, in-state long distance, and local toll calls· 
- all for a low monthly fee .. of $3.95 
• Up to 4 hours of calling on us - just for signing up 
- 2 hours off your AT&T Long Distance bills: up to 30 minutes a month for four monthst 
- PLUS a 2 hour prepaid AT&T Phone Card: with up to 120 minutes of domestic callingtt 
*Customers must hove or select AT&T as their local toll carrier to receive 7¢ rate on local toll calls. ** 11 .5% Universal Connectivity 
Charge applies. In-state connection fee applies to subscribers in certain states. State charges may also apply. For more details about 
these charges or to learn if in-state connection fee applies in your state, coll 1 800 333-5256. You must be on AT&T Residential 
Long Distance Subscriber to receive the AT & T College Plan rates, subject to billing availability. Enrollment expires 12/31 /02. 
'30 free minutes of domestic direct-dialed long distance and local tolls calls will be credited each month against qualifying usage 
on their bill for the first full 4 months of service ofter all discounts and credits ore applied. Unused minutes cannot be carried over. 
Qualifying calls do not include conference calls, AT&T Colling Cord, Directory Assistance, Operator-Handled calls, 700 or 900 
number services, or mobile, marine, or cellular services. In addition, monthly recurring charges, non-recurring charges, and taxes 
are also excluded. 30 free minutes offer expires 12/31 /02. ttA surcharge of 2 U.S. minutes applies to calls made from pay 
phones. Minutes ore based on domestic colling. International rotes vary and ore subject to change. Cord! ore not returnable or 
exchangeable unless defective. Safeguard your At&T Phone Card and PIN. You will be responsible for loss, theft or unauthorized 
use. Services provided by AT&T Corp.; service in AK provided by AT&T Aloscom . For AT&T Phone Card rates and surcharges, 
coll Customer Service 24 hours o day, 7 days a week at 1 800 361-4470. © 2002 AT&T. All Rights Reserved. 
Thompson said she becomes 
more organized, tries to get 
more sleep and spends more 
time at home. 
For other students, the best 
thing to do seems to be to do 
nothing out of the ordinary. 
In truth, a week of cram-
ming is unlikely to prepare stu-
dents for a semester's worth of 
reading, note taking and study-
ing". One would need to have an 
exceptional memory or luck to 
succeed with that plan. 
Instead, it seems logical to 
KRISTA ZILIZI 
STAFF WRITER 
Greek community honors 
organizations 
The 2002 Greek Awards 
held April 9 recognized Greek 
organizations and individual 
Greek members in areas of aca-
demic excellence, campus 
involvement, athletics, leadership 
and outstanding achievement 
The following fraternities 
and sororities were recognized as 
chapters of excellence: Alpha 
Delta Pi, Kappa Delta, Sigma 
Chi, Delta Upsilon, Delta Delta 
Delta, Lambda Chi Alpha, Delta 
Gamma, Tau Kappa Epsilon, 
Zeta Tau Alpha, Alpha Tau 
Omega, Alpha Xi Delta and Phi 
Delta Theta. 
Academics 
The following chapters 
achieved an average grade point 
of average that meet or exceeded 
UCF's average student GPA: 
Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha Xi Delta, 
Beta Theta Pi, Chi Omega, Delta 
Delta Delta, Delta Gamma Delta 
Upsilon, Kappa Delta, Kappa 
Sigma, Pi Beta Phi, Pi Kappa Phi, 
Sigma Chi, Sigma Lambda 
Gamma, Zeta Tau Alpha. 
Alpha Delta Pi and Sigma 
Chi were honored for achieving 
stick to your routine. 
Self-proclaimed procrasti-
nator Terri Rohm, 19, said: "I 
work best under stress. I won't 
sleep three days and I'll put out 
a great paper." 
So what is the key to cop-
ing with finals week stress? 
Political science major 
Ellaretha Jones said: "You can't 
just . study non-stop or you'll 
bum yourself out. Go to the 
movies and take a break. Chill 
out and don't let it consume 
you." 
the most outstanding grade point 
average and Delta Gamma and Pi 
Kappa Phi had the most 
improved grade point average. 
Chi Omega and Delta 
Upsilon were recognized for their 
outstanding scholastic program. 
Campus involvement 
Pi Kappa received the most 
outstanding campus leadership 
involvement as well as Sigma 
Lambda Gamma. 
The following were recog-
nized for their outstanding leader-
ship within, as well as outside of 
the Greek community: Kristen 
Murphy of Delta Delta Delta, 
Brian Battles of Lambda Chi 
Alpha, Delia Goolsby of Pi Beta 
Phi, Justin Key of Phi Delta 
Theta, Nory Quiles of Delta 
Gamma and Phillip McDaniel of 
Delta Upsilon. 
· The following students were 
named outstanding new members 
of the year: Lindsey Eppleman of 
Alpha Xi Delta, Anne Cecil of 
Kappa Delta, Michael Pascucci 
of Lambda Chi Alpha, Yolan 
Tanner of Delta Gamma, 
Annahita Smedal of Zeta Tau 
Alpha, Bryan Taylor of Pi Kappa 
Phi and Allen McGinnis of Alpha 
Tau Omega. 
Greek Beat Reporter Krista Zi I izi Zizo can 
be reached at kzilizi@ucffuture.com 
Corrections 
In an article written by Danielle DePari in the April 3 issue. student Rachel 
Russo was identified as having won the Honors Team leader position, however, she 
has only applied for the position. 
Last week's story. on the spring football scrimmage said that Ryan Feely 
made a field goal and Kevin Beorlegui missed his. Beorlegui actually made a 39-
yard field goal and Feely converted an extra point. 
Rob Campbell missed from 37 yards. 
last week's Greek Beat said Phi Delta Gamma raised the most money. and it 
should have said Phi Delta Theta. 
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Henna appearing all around campus 
LISA APPLEGATE I CFF 
Henna has become a popular alternative to permanent tattoos. 
All students, faculty, and staff 
are invited to attend the 
Eternal Knights 
Memorial Service 
Honoring the memory 
of the UCF students who 
passed away during 
the 2001-2002 
academic year. 
Wednesday, April 17, 2002 
3:00PM . 
Key West Ballroom 
Student Union 
LINNEA BROWN 
STAFF WRITER 
The week after spring 
break, many new tattoos were 
seen peeking out from under 
students' sleeves or on tanned 
ankles. However, as each tattoo 
gradually faded, time exposed 
the body art for what it was: a 
henna tattoo. 
Henna is a rich, brown dye 
made from the leaves of a 
Middle Eastern plant. Many 
college students have been get-
ting designs painted on their 
bodies with henna as a short-
term alternative to a permanent 
tattoo, especially during spring 
break. 
Henna artists have become 
common attractions at clubs, 
bars, vacation destinations, tat-
too parlors and fairs. 
Although the use of henna 
as body art didn't become pop-
ular in the United States until 
recently,' people have been 
using henna for more than 
9,000 years in 60 different 
countries. 
Sophomor_es Mohammed 
Rizvi and Samson Daniel, 
whose families are both Indian, 
said women in India tradition-
ally use henna to paint each 
other's hands and wrists for 
festivals and weddings. 
"It's called 'Mehndi' in 
northern India," Daniel said. 
"It's a symbol that there has 
been a joyful occasion." 
Although both sexes use 
henna in America, Rizvi said 
Indian men never paint. th~ir 
bodies with henna. 
"I had my friend paint a 
Wu Tang symbol on my arm 
once, but that was just as a 
joke," Rizvi said. "I would 
definitely never pay anybody 
money to do it." 
Senior interpersonal com-
munications major Josh 
Mustachi said he thinks henna 
tattoos are a waste of money. 
"My friend spent $30 to 
get a henna tribal band around 
his arm one night over spring 
break," Mustachi said. "It 
sucked because it came right 
off in the pool!" 
Junior Bob Pietras said his 
henna tattoo has lasted for a 
month. "I got one over spring 
break where just me and my 
girlfriend can see it," Pietras 
said. "My girlfriend told me 
this morning tha~ it hasn't 
faded at all." 
Marla Wagner, a freshman 
heath sciences major, said she 
didn't like the way her henna 
tattoo looked while it was fad-
ing. "I got it around my belly-
button, and it started to make 
my skin look all blotchy," 
Wagner said. "After a week, it 
looked like some kind of dis-
ease." 
Henna tattoos are dark 
brown in color and usually last 
one to four weeks before fad-
ing. 
Students must be warned 
that extra-strong henna had an 
unexpected side effect: a bad 
odor. 
Senior Beth Shaw recom-
mended buying red henna from 
a henna artist. "Whatever you 
do, just don't buy black henna, 
because it contains poisonous 
chemicals that can cause severe 
allergic reactions," Shaw 
advised. 
Sophomore forensic sci-
ence major Joe Barber said he 
suspects black henna was used · 
for the tattoo that a henna artist 
painted on his arm in Mexico 
last month. 
"My skin bubbled up and 
got all red, and the scar hasn't 
gone away yet," Barber said, 
displaying the white scar out-
PLEASE SEE Black ON A-11 
Class 
starting soon! 
Orlando 
3403 Technological Ave 
Orlando, FL 32817 
Class Code: LSOR2003 
1/Test Thu 5/02 6:00prn 
2 Thu 5/09 6:30prn 
3 Sat 5/11 10am 
4 Tue 5/14 6:30pm 
5 Thu 5/16 6:30pm 
6/Test Sat 5/18 10am 
7 Tue 5/21 6:30pm 
8 Thu 5/23 6:30pm 
9 Thu 5/30 6:30pm 
10/Test Sat 6/01 10am 
11 Tue 6/04 6:30pm 
Call or visit us online today to enroll! 
KAPLAN 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
kapte~t.com 
AOL keyword: Kaplan 
*LSAT Is a registered trademarl< Of the Law School Admission Council. ll.SF0041 
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UCF sails into ftfth place 
> • 
at Energy Challenge 
LIBBY BAIRD 
STAFF WRITER 
A team of seniors led by 
faculty . advisor Richard 
Denning produced a paper sail-
board, similar to what wind-
surfers use, for the Energy 
Challenge 2002 competition and 
placed fifth. 
All of the participants were 
full-time seniors, and they used 
their participation as their senior 
project. 
Team member Joshua 
Siddens said the biggest chal-
lenge was making the sailboard 
waterproof. 
"We all came together to 
come up with our own ideas, 
and we had to narrow it down to 
come up with the design," 
Siddens said. 
Siddens actually sailed the 
board during the three races of 
the competition. 
Of the 10 schools that sub-
mitted proposals, only seven 
were chosen. Of the seven par-
ticipating teams, only three 
boards successfully completed 
the three races through the 
water: UCF, Georgia Tech and 
North Carolina Chemistry. 
Though UCF placed third in 
the races, it ranked fifth overall. · 
"It was graded like a report 
card with a midterm report, final 
exam and design," Siddens said. 
The team built the board 
from a sail used by UCF's 
Energy Challenge 2001 team, 
which was made from wood-
chips that were made into paper 
and then plasticized with recy-
cled water jugs to make it water-
proof. UCF's team was the only 
team to use this method. 
The 2002 team sprayed the 
sail with an adhesive called 
Super 77 and added the final 
layer . - wax paper, for more 
water resistance. The rest of the 
sailboard was made from thick 
corrugated cardboard. The spine 
of the board was made from 
cardboard three inches thick. 
April 23 or April 24, 2002 
9am-Noon or 4pm-7pm 
at Disney's Animal Kingdom® Wardrobe Building 
As a Disney® animated character "look-alike," you have the opportunity to fulfill 
the dreams of millions of people who are drawn to the· magic and mystique of Disney. 
• 
We are looking for smiling faces to bring to life the heroes and heroines from classic 
. Disney animated. films. Strong candidates will resemble the characters in look, height and 
personality; have a positive attitude and a good speaking voice. 
Height Ranges are 5'0"- 5'2" and 5' 5"- 6'4" for males and 5'0"- 611" for females. 
Directions: From 1-4, take exit 260 (Osceola Parkway). Follow the signs towards Disney's Animal Kingdom Lodge. 
Tum left at the stop light onto Sherberth Road. The Animal Kingdom Wardrobe building is about 1/4 mile up on the left. 
From 192, travel west to Sherberth Road. At Sherberth Road, turn right. The Wardrobe Building is 1/4 mile on the right. 
Please call the Disney Jobline at 407-828-1000 for additional information. 
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UCF's Josh 
Siddens (left) 
competes 
against North 
Carolina 
State's Scott 
Burnside at 
Energy 
Challenge on 
Lake Lanier 
in Flowery 
Branch, Ga. 
COURTESY 
JoM STORM 
Black henna can 
cause allergic 
reactions 
FROM PAGE A-10 
line of his fraternity letters 
on his forearm. 
Shaw said he.nna tattoos 
last longer if people cover 
them with oil or Vaseline 
after every shower. 
Many students chose to 
get henna tattoos while they 
are considering whether or 
not to get a permanent tattoo 
of the same design. 
Education major Jenelle 
Martin said: "It gives you 
time to think about it and 
makes you realize that you 
may not really like the design 
you thought you wanted." 
• Junior Amanda Willard 
said she wishes she'd gotten 
a henna tattoo before getting 
a permanent one. "I just 
wish I'd thought about it 
more," Willard said. "If I'd 
gotten henna first, maybe I 
wouldn't have gotten a per· 
manent tattoo so impulsive-
ly." 
Journalism major 
Mackenzie O'Bannon said 
she thinks henna tattoos are 
better than permanent ones 
because of aging effects. 
"With henna, you don't 
have to worry about one day 
when you get stretch marks," 
O'Bannon said. "Real tat-
toos get all stretched out and 
ugly, especially if they're on 
your stomach!" 
Only one student was 
adamantly opposed to henna 
tattoos. Mike Resta said: 
"Henna tattoos are for guys 
that want to look like bad 
asses but don't have the guts 
to get a real one, or for rich 
spring breakers wasting 
money!" 
Student's win $10,000 for invention 
DANIELLE DEPARI 
STAFF WRITER 
Ashish Dhar and Anlcit 
Shah, two industrial engineer-
ing graduate students, won 
$10,000 and placed first in two 
categories at the CBA Net Biz 
Challenge 2002. 
Both Dhar and Shah are 
international students who came 
to UCF from India last fall to 
study. The two noticed how 
accents could restrain an inter-
national person from fully com-
municating in English. This is 
how the two got the idea for 
their invention. 
"We saw the problems we 
have- had and thought others 
must be having the same prob-
lems," Shah said. 
The two developed their 
own unique invention, which is 
a brand new concept. It is voice 
modification software that is 
applied to speech therapy, espe-
cially regarding accents. Unlike 
some software, which just helps 
the general user, this software is 
very personalized. 
The software is able to 
sense which areas the speaker is 
having troubles with and con-
centrates on those areas. 
"For example, if someone 
has trouble pronouncing 'R's,' 
the software recognizes that and 
focuses on the problem and the 
muscles involved in correctly 
pronouncing this letter,'' Shah 
said. 
The software is focused on 
helping those communicating 
with Americans and so it centers 
on American English. 
The two worked on this 
idea for six months. They also 
had a team that helped them in 
developing the product. In addi-
tion, they were greatly helped 
by an assistant professor in 
industrial engineering, Luis 
Rabelo. 
Rabelo believed in their 
idea enough to drive them to 
Miami to participate in the com-
petition because the students 
didn't have the money to get 
their. 
Both Dhar and Shah said 
the)'- would like to thank 
Rabelo, who guided them 
through the victory. 
The team participated in 
the challenge at Florida 
International University in 
March, and was the first team 
ever from UCF to attend this 
competition. 
Fifty judges from several 
international companies judged 
them. In the end, the team took 
home a $10,000 grand prize as 
well as first place in two cate- , 
gories: most original concept 
_ and most practical concept. 
Dhar and Shah are using 
the money to start their own 
company. Dhar said, "The com-
petition does not want the suc-
cess to end here. So we rented 
an office and are marketing the 
concept." 
The students named their 
company Accent Free, LLC. 
Ashish Dhar 
and Ankit Shah 
won $10,000 
for their 
invention at the 
CBA NetBiz 
Challenge. 
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Remembrance service tells of holocaust 
RENEE BEAUDETTE 
STAFF WRITER 
A holocaust remembrance 
service was held April 9 in the 
Student Resource Center to 
honor the six million victims of 
the holocaust. 
The service coincides with 
the Jewish holiday Yorn 
Hashoah, which means day of 
remembrance. The service,. co-
sponsored by the Central 
Florida Hillel and Alpha 
Epsilon Pi fraternity, featured 
speaker Helen Greenspan, a 
local holocaust sµrvivor. 
The two-hour service 
included songs, prayers and an 
interpretive dance, but 
Greenspan was the main focus 
of the evening. Greenspan 
shared with the audience the ter-
rors that her family went . 
through during the war. 
At one point during her 
presentation, Greenspan men-
tioned how she envied a butter-
fly while in a concentration 
camp. 
"I envied the butterfly 
because it could fly over the 
walls and I could not," she said. 
Greenspan's story is rare 
because her family includes five 
holocaust survivors. A book was 
also written about Greenspan's 
life, called "Sara's Children." 
Wendi Harris, director of 
the Central Florida Hillel, 
helped organize the event. 
"This is in commemoration 
of those who perished in the 
holocaust," Harris said. "It's for 
everybody to come and learn 
and a good opportunity for 
those who aren't that familiar 
with it." . 
The event took about three 
months to plan, and prepara-
tions included moving the serv-
ice from the reflection pond to 
the Student Resource Center 
auditorium. The former presi-
dent of Alpha Epsilon Pi frater-
nity, Elias Bichachi, said, "We 
want this to be an annual event, 
and for more people to come, 
because not just Jewish people 
were affected by the holocaust." 
Event Coordinator Sharon 
Israel thought that the event 
went well. 
"We took things that 
worked from last year and 
expanded them to hopefully 
keep improving the service," 
Israel said. Israel ended the 
service by telling the audience, 
"I hope you picked up some-
thing today that touched you in 
a way you can't explain." 
Free Storage! Free PIZZA!! 
UCF Summer Special 
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• AND get a FREE Large ( 16") one topping PIZZA! 
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survivor Helen 
Greenspan 
spoke at the 
holocaust 
remembrance 
service April 9. 
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What's News-
In Business and Finanre 
U.S. Subpoenas H-P 
Over Compaq Vote 
The U.S. attorney's office in 
Manhattan has subpoenaed 
Hewlett-Packard Co. seeking infor-
mation about voting in last 
month's proxy fight over ·H-P's 
plan to acquire Compaq Computer 
Corp. 
The subpoena concerns allega-
tions that the asset-management 
unit of Deutsche Bank AG was im-
properly induced to change its 
votes in favor of the merger. 
Walter Hewlett, a dissident H-P 
director who narrowly lost the 
proxy fight by H-P's preliminary 
count last month, has claimed in a 
lawsuit that the printer and com-
puter maker won Deutsche's vote 
at the last minute by leading 
Deutsche to believe that "its future 
business dealings with H-P would 
be jeopardized" unless it voted for 
the deal. 
A spokeswoman for Deutsche 
Asset Management said that the fi-
nancial services company acted re-
sponsibly and "exercised its inde-
pendent judgment fully in the in-
terest of its clients." 
H-P has said it believes it will 
close the deal with Compaq by late 
April or early May. 
Poll Shows Damage 
To Business's Image 
The Enron Corp. scandal has 
tarred the entire American busi-
ness community, a recent Wall 
Street Journal/NBC poll showed. 
The poll shows public esteem 
for business leaders and execu-
tives dropped significantly after 
disclosures that Enron executives 
enriched themselves while con-
cealing financial problems from in-
vestors, and that Enron's account-
ant, Arthur Andersen LLP, shred-
ded documents pertaining to those 
matters. Moreover, that drop is 
matched by support for more gov-
ernment regulation. 
Some 57% of respondents said 
the standards and values of corpo-
rate leaders and executives have 
dropped in the past 20 years, com-
pared with 38% who said standards 
and values are the same or higher. 
That is a stark reversal from four 
years ago, when Americans by a 
53%-42% margin said business 
leaders' standards were the same 
or higher. 
The poll "presents ominous 
signs that trust has waned in cor-
porations (and) financial institu-
tions," said Republican pollster 
Logging On, Hooking Up 
The most popular personals sites, ranked 
by unique visitors (as of January) 
Match.com 
, ......... , 
Yahoo! Personals 
Matchmaker .com 
--·1'13,169,000 
Dream mates.com 
-~111 1,580,000 
Friendfinder .com 
1,414,000 
Source: Jupiter Media Matrix 
Robert Teeter and his Democratic 
counterpart, Peter Hart, who con-
ducted the Journal/NBC survey. 
Nor are those unflattering views 
limited to people outside the busi-
ness arena; fully 60% of profession-
als and managers themselves say 
business standards are lower. 
Output, Prices Show 
Recovery Continues 
Industrial output in March 
posted its biggest gain in nearly 
two years, offering further evi-
dence of a manufacturing turn-
around. 
Industrial production rose 0. 7% 
in March, its biggest gain since 
May 2000, the Federal Reserve 
said. This followed a revised 0.3% 
rise in February, originally re-
ported as a 0.4% gain. Economists 
had predicted a 0.5% gain in indus-
trial production, according to a sur-
vey by Thomson Global Markets. 
In a separate report, the Labor 
Department said that the con-
sumer-price index rose 0.3% in 
March. The rise wasn't as steep as 
the 0.5% advance predicted by 
economists. The so-called core in-
dex, which excludes food and en-
ergy items, rose just 0.1%, the 
smallest increase in three months. 
The report Tuesday suggests that 
inflation risks aren't growing no-
ticeably as the economy recovers 
from its first recession in a decade. 
Safeguards Weighed 
For Personal Data 
Consumers in one state may 
soon have more ability to stop their 
Internet-service provider from dis-
closing personal information such 
as e-mail addresses and often-vis-
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Is WetTP All Dried Up? 
Toilet Paper Product 
Suffers a Wipeout; 
Hype Was Mistimed 
By EMILY NELSON 
• I 
L ast year, Kimberly~Clark Corp., maker of Kleenex and Scott tissues, announced "the most signifieant cate-gory innovation since toilet paper first appeared in roll 
form in 1890." All major television 
networks, newspapers-even Jay 
Leno-covered the news. The com-
pany predicted $150 million in sales 
its first year. 
The much ballyhooed product 
was Cottonelle Fresh Rollwipes, a 
roll of moist wipes in a plastic dis-
penser that clips onto a regular toi-
let-paper holder. The company's 
hope was that Rollwipes would spur 
Americans to spend more on lowly 
toilet paper because they would use 
a wet wipe along with their regular 
tissue. To skeptics, Kimberly-Clark 
waved its research showing that 
63% of adults were already in the 
habit of wetting toilet paper or using 
a wipe. Ultimately the company 
spent more than $100 million to de-
velop the roll and dispenser, which 
it guards with more than 30 patents. 
The payoff: Today, its big inven-
tion is still confined to a regional 
market. Executives say sales are so 
small they aren't financially mate-
rial. 
Part of the problem lies with 
marketing mistakes. Kimberly-
Clark, hobbled by a product few can 
A Panoply of Peculiar Products 
Some top U.S. new product innovations of 2001 chosen by Productscan Online 
PRODUCT COMPANY FEATURES 
Campbell's Soup to Sip Campbell Soup Sipping lid that looks like a travel 
mugs' Microwaveable Soup 
PJ Squares Peanut Butter PJ Squares 
& Jelly Slices 
Peanut butter and jelly is packaged 
like American cheese slices 
Parkay Fun Squeeze 
Colored Margarine 
ConAgra Foods Electric blue and shocking pink 
margarine colors 
American Woman American Woman Mood swings change color 
of nail polish Tri-Color 3-in·l Nail Color Cosmetics 
E-Moo Carbonated Mac Farms 
Dairy-Based Beverage 
Source: Marketing Intelligence Service 
discuss without blushing, never co.v-
ered basics such as showing con-
sumers what the product does in its 
advertising and promotions. For in- · 
stance, Rollwipes advertising 
agency WPP Group's J. Walter 
Thompson aimed to create a fun im-
age, with shots of people, from be-
hind, splashing in the water. The 
ads, which cost $35 million, carried 
the slogan, "sometimes wetter is 
better." A print ad was an extreme 
close-up of a sumo wrestler's be-
hind. Analysts quickly criticized the 
ads for not clearly explaining the 
product-or helping create demand. 
The company says it recently added 
more explanatory print ads. 
And in another marketing flub, 
Kimberly-Clark didn't design Roll-
wipes in small trial sizes, which 
meant it couldn't pass out free sam-
ples. Instead, it had scheduled a 
van, outfitted with a mobile rest-
room and Rollwipes, to stop at pub-
lic places in the Southeast in mid-
Sold in Orange Sparkle and Bubble 
Blast flavors 
September. Unfortunately, the road-
trip got put on hold after the Sept. 11 
terrorist attacks. 
Another problem: Rollwipes, un-
like other wipes in boxes, come in a 
contraption that is immediately vis-
ible in a bathroom-another strike 
for people already bashful about 
buying the product. A starter kit, 
which costs $8.99, includes a beige 
plastic dispenser that clips onto the 
spindle of the regular toilet tissue 
but is about the size of two rolls on 
top of each other. 
At the core, though, the failure 
of Rollwipes to catch on shows how 
hard it is for marketers to invent-
or reinvent-household staples. 
Consumers' closets already are 
stuffed full of laundry detergents, 
fabric softeners, special liquid 
soaps, even soap-coated wipes. Re-
cent attempts to launch contrap-
tions for home dry-cleaning and wa-
ter-purifying have fallen flat. 
Please turn to Next Page 
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·MBAs Think Beyond the Internet 
By JEFF BAILEY 
M undane is in. The ynt( r-net is out. That's the word from the nation's business schools, as students ad-just their entrepreneur-
ial aspirations. At the University of 
Chicago's graduate school of busi-
ness, just four entrants in this 
year's business-plan competition 
were Internet-related, down from 
20 last year and 78 in 2000. And in 
the entrepreneurial contest at the 
University of Pennsylvania's 
Wharton School, Internet ideas 
numbered just 13 this year, down 
from 43 last year and 84 in 2000. 
The Internet obsession "was re-
ally very boring," says Ellen Rud-
nick, executive director of 
Chicago's entrepreneurship pro-
gram. The business-plan competi-
tions help graduate students 
sharpen ideas they hope to turn into 
businesses. With venture-capital 
firms doing much of the judging, 
quite a few students across the 
country have secured start-up fund-
ing through the contests. 
Svetlana Kumanova of Wharton 
is trying to interest investors and 
construction-equipment makers in 
funding her proposed rocket-pow-
ered pile driver. Her father, a for-
mer Bulgarian defense manufac-
turing official, believes the rocket 
has been overlooked as a source of 
power in industrial settings. Ms. 
Kumanova is now one of eight final-
ists competing for a $25,000 grand 
prize at Wharton's venture fair 
next week. 
Megel L. Brown of Wharton and 
Jamila French, Chicago, want to 
consolidate the African-American 
beauty-salon business, reaping 
economies of . scale in purchasing 
supplies and establishing a na-
tional brand name in a business full 
of mom-and-pops. Black women 
spend about $1,200 a year each on 
salon visits, Mr. Brown says. 
Three Chicago graduate stu-
dents, all new mothers, have a plan 
for high-quality child-care centers 
in upscale urban neighborhoods 
and are targeting women who 
make $75,000 a year or more. They 
aim to market the centers, Kid-
sClub, through corporations that 
would help pay the fees. 
Why would parents who can af-
ford nannies send kids to KidsClub? 
Educational and development ac-
tivities, the company of other chil-
dren and flexible hours, says team 
member Alda Licis. 
ls Wet TP All Dried Up? 
Continued from Previous Page 
"It used to be easy. You had 
something that was new to the 
world, and your job as a marketer 
was to just make sure people got it," 
says Marco Marsan, a marketing 
consultant in Cincinnati who was 
hired in 1998 by Kimberly-Clark to 
review the design of an early Roll-
wipes prototype with consumers. 
Today, Mr. Marsan says, "compa-
. nies are splitting hairs." 
Executives at Kimberly-Clark 
decline to discuss Rollwipes. In a 
conference call with investors last 
fall, Tom Falk, Kimberly-Clark's 
president and chief operating offi-
cer, said the market for the product 
is "going to grow slower than we 
thought." A Kimberly-Clark 
spokesman says, "There is still a 
strong feeling that the product will 
be successful.'' He adds, "initial 
sales had not met what we origi-
nally thought it might do. I don't 
think it's fair to portray it that we're 
disappointed with the product." 
In January 2001, Kimberly-Clark 
couldn't have been more optimistic. 
It touted its invention to major news 
outlets and held a conference call 
for analysts and investors. While 
some marketers pref er stealth or 
quiet product launches, Kimberly-
Clark hoped that the hype would 
create demand from consumers and 
persuade retailers to make room on 
their shelves for Rollwipes. 
But the product wasn't ready to 
be shipped for another six months. 
Kimberly-Clark blames "a good 
part" of the delay on the late arrival 
of manufacturing equipment. By 
July, most shoppers had forgotten 
Rollwipes' 15 minutes of fame. 
Unexpected competition also 
hui;t. Procter & Gamble Co., seeing 
the buzz generated by Kimberly-
Cfark's announcement, wanted a 
me-too product. Seven weeks later, 
P&G bought out John Marino, a 
small Boston inventor who had 
ginned up Moist Mates, a simpler 
version of baby wipes on a roll. P&G 
repackaged Moist Mates under the 
name Charmin Fresh Mates. P&G 
shipped Fresh Mates to the same 
test markets as Rollwipes and 
started TV advertising the same 
day. A P&G spokeswoman says 
P&G is happy with the product and 
declines to discuss any expansion 
plans for "competitive" reasons. 
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What's News-
In Busine,s.s and Finance 
Continued from Previous Page 
ited Web sites. 
Legislators are close to final ap-
proval of a bill that would make 
Minnesota the first state to regu- . 
late how ISPs collect and sell cus-
tomers' personal information. 
Few ISPs traffic in personal 
data currently, but it could become 
a more widespread practice as 
providers search out new sources 
of revenue. America Online sells 
marketers access to the names and 
addresses of its subscribers, says 
an AOL spokesman. It also shares 
access to its customer list with 
other companies owned by AOL 
Time Warner Inc. AOL is a mem-
ber of the Internet Alliance, a trade 
association that is lobbying 
against the Minnesota bill. 
The Electronic Privacy Infor-
mation Center, or EPIC, a Wash-
ington nonprofit, says it expects to 
see more states pass similar legis-
lation - at least until Congress pre-
empts the state debates. U.S. Sen. 
Ernest Hollings, a South Carolina 
Democrat and chairman of the 
Senate Commerce Committee, is 
expected to introduce an online pri-
vacy-protection bill in the coming 
weeks. 
Privacy advocates want ISPs to 
be treated like telephone compa-
nies, which are prevented from re-
selling data about their customers 
to third parties. 
GE to Cut 7,000 
In Capital Services 
General Electric Co. said.it will 
cut 7,000 jobs this year in its GE 
Capital Services division as part of 
a continuing effort to cut costs and 
move more functions to the Inter-
net. The targeted jobs constitute 
2.3% of GE's total work force of 
310,000 employees last year. GE 
Capital employs roughly 90,000 
workers world-wide. The cuts won't 
be concentrated in any one business 
or geographic region, said David 
Frail, a GE spokesman. GE's trans-
portation services earlier this year 
announced job cuts of 1,100 staffers. 
Odds & Ends 
An interagency working group 
connected to the Office of Homeland 
Security is considering more gov-
ernment controls over foreign-stu-
dent programs in the U.S., includ-
ing possibly prohibiting foreign stu-
dents' study of subjects that could 
help them learn to develop weapons 
of mass destruction. . . . The first 
witness in the defense portion of Mi-
crosoft Corp.'s antitrust fight, Ad-
vanced Micro Devices Inc. 's Chair-
man W.J. "Jerry" Sanders, told a 
federal judge that punishing Mi-
crosoft would set the computer in-
dustry back nearly two decades. 
By Jay ,Hershey 
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OUR STANCE: 
Finger scan waste ·of money 
T his summer, administrators have decided to debut a new, controver-sial finger scanning system for the 
Recreation and Wellness Center. 
While the center is great for working 
out and promoting good health among stu-
dents, it is in no way in dire need of a .fin-
ger scanning system. 
This is not FBI headquarters, and 
chances are, no student is a James Bond 
type person or private spy whom we need 
to be keeping close contacts on. 
This system will cost $150,000 to be 
fully implemented, and an additional 
$1,000 per scanning device. 
While the scanning devices wol,lld be 
convenient because students won't have to 
mess with their IDs getting stolen or lost, it 
really isn't necessary. 
We need to ask ourselves: Is this a need 
or a want? 
This university needs more teachers. 
Students need more scholarships. We need 
more parking. 
We don't need a high-tech system that 
scans our fingers because we are too care-
less or lazy to carry around IDs. 
The scanning system is a want, and 
many of the students who attend this 
school and give tuition dollars do not agree 
with this "want." 
One of the main reasons administrators 
want the system is to stop non-students 
from entering and using the facilities. That 
makes sense, but have there been any stud-
ies to prove how many non-students are 
actually using the center? Granted, there 
probably are students passing off their IDs 
as they come through, but is it really worth 
the $150,000 plus some? 
Also, the scanners could be used at full 
length if they were implemented campus 
wide, and there would then be no need for 
student IDs at all. Want to make a photo 
copy or check out a library book? Use your 
fingerprint. 
Vouchers should be granted 
The Future seems to have 
abandoned its usual good judg-
ment for comedy in the editorial 
against school choice (''Vouchers 
aren't the way for public schools'', 
April 10). 
Your opening statement 
''When a factory fails to put out a 
good product, more money is put 
into it..." gave a good many of us 
in the economics department a 
hearty laugh. Actually, when a fac-
tory fails to produce a good prod-
uct, the management is replaced 
and the business plan is reworked, 
unless of course you live in a com-
mand economy where the govern-
ment can insulate poorly perform-
ing managers from the conse-
quences of their poor decisions. 
Schools are important - but 
a child's education is even more 
so. Our government-run schools 
are outdated and most meaningful 
proposals for change are constant-
ly blocked by labor unions that 
protect mediocrity and the political 
interests who benefit from the 
financial contributions that these 
same unions give via their mem-
bers' dues. 
If a parent decides to take 
matters into their own hands, and 
elect for a better option for their 
child, who are we to say other-
wise? Unlike many public welfare 
programs, a voucher is not a hand 
out, it is a hand up. Most impor-
tantly though, it is the taxpayer's 
money in the first place, and only a 
myopically envious person would 
attempt to deny a parent the right 
to choose what quality of educa-
tion their child shall receive. 
-BRYAN STEWART 
OUR STANCE: 
License plate not obscene Money well spent While it is hard to know where 
to start when criticizing such a ram-
bling and repetitive article such as 
Joe Manzo's (''New recreation cen-
ter not so great after all'', 
April 10). 
ways to spend $11 million? Maybe 
they should have-hired him as a 
consultant while the building was 
being constructed. His claim that 
the huge television is a "total waste 
of money" is laughable; I have seen 
many watching it while working 
out 
L ast month, the Department of Motor Vehicles revoked a license plate that has been issued to Gainesville resident 
Steve Miles for 16 years. The department's 
reason: it was obscene. 
After receiving many complaints, ' and 
after the story ran on national news shows 
such as "Hannity and Colmes," the license 
plate was eventually returned to the man. 
So what was so obscene with his license 
plate? The word "atheist." 
Needless to say, Miles in fact is an atheist, 
but that is beside the point. 
The government was trying to revoke a 
license plate for having atheist typed on it, 
which is not in any way obscene. While what 
the word stands for may be offensive to peo-
ple, who is to say it is obscene? 
It is Miles' First Amendment right to free 
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speech that allows him to have that license 
plat~. 
Just as people have specialty license plates 
that say other religious messages, this is just 
another message that he has chosen to portray. 
It is on his car, and no one is forced to look 
at it, well unless you pull up behind him. 
Either way, you can chose to look away if you 
chose so. 
If his plate were to be permanently 
revoked, who is to say that other plates that 
say other religious messages wouldn't be? 
There is a huge difference between something 
being offensive to certain people, and some-
thing being considered vulgar. 
Had the plate said curse words, or words 
inappropriate for children, there could be a 
case to screen the plate. However, that simply 
is not the case. 
First of all, if he likes UF's 
facilities so much better, then why 
doesn't he attend UF? UF has been 
around for far longer than UCF and 
has a far greater budget for every-
thing, including fitness centers. 
Second, does Mr. Manzo have 
such depth of architectural knowl-
edge that he can conceive of better 
... ,,,, 
____ . ,;~~ 
·~ 
Manzo' s article exemplifies a 
significant decrease in the quality of 
opinion articles in The Future. I'm 
glad I'm graduating so I don't have 
to keep watching them get worse. 
-TIM lAN6ERHOLC 
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11 Are the costs for the Rec Center 
scanning system justified?" 
Senior 
Freshman 
Mike Ortego 
"That much money 
• is ridiculous. besides 
it being a privacy 
issue." 
KellyBigol 
"It's unnecessary. 
People will find a 
way to get in either 
way." 
Freshman 
Junior 
Jessica Naftzinger 
"I don't think it's 
needed. since we already 
have the cards." 
Allen Johnson 
"It's a waste of 
money. No one pays 
attention to the front 
anyway, so it won't 
matter." 
We asked you online "Do you feel the new serurity & 
, access system for the recreation center is worth 
$150.000?" This is what you bad to say: Yes: 27% No: 73% 
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Free speech green 
vital for universities 
MATT COBBS 
STAFF WRITER 
There are certain things 
that make colleges the way 
they are. Granted, UCF falls 
short in a few of these cate-
gories such as an on-campus 
football stadium and the 
week-long partying that goes 
along with the team playing. 
Anyhow, it is has been a long 
standing tradition that colleges 
are a place for free speech 
greens, for people to sing or 
protest as they please. 
Of course, while I say that 
it is a certain right and college 
privilege, like any other right, 
it shouldn't be abused. I mean, 
if someone goes out there and 
bums an American flag and 
yells obscene comments, then 
maybe someone should kick 
them off or change the rules. 
But for the most part, it's just 
part of the college atmosphere. 
Going back to the 1960s 
when most of the real protest-
ing started at colleges like the 
University of California at 
Berkeley, colleges have .been 
hosts to free speech gather-
ings. Some of them are just 
people sitting with their gui-
tars hoping for attention while 
others protest more serious 
issues such as racism and 
abortion. 
People walk on campus at 
UCF like most big schools and 
almost expect to find people 
sitting in front of Math and 
Physics chanting or what not. 
Some will find the practice 
annoying while others may 
not care, but as long as it is 
nonviolent, I see no problem 
with it. 
Everybody always uses 
the clicM "it's a free country" 
when talking about something 
they want to do but maybe 
shouldn't. Well, in this case 
that expression has a little bit 
more significance because 
free speech truly is one of our 
inalienable rights. It is written 
into the Bill of Rights and cer-
tainly most people are familiar 
with the First Amendment. 
I hear people complaining 
from time to time that people 
shouldn't be allowed just to 
stand around in public and 
chanting or protesting. They 
say it's a nuisance to all and 
acts as a distraction to students 
trying to enjoy college. 
If something as harmless 
as a man stringing his guitar 
on the lawn is disturbing, then 
maybe a big college is not the 
place for you. 
The only argument I sup-
pose I have made is that free 
speech greens are college tra-
ditions and guaranteed rights. 
In certain circles, they 
certainly are not guaranteed 
and yet in other schools, free 
speech greens are neither tra-
dition nor welcome. But 
again, every school is different 
and UCF has always had the 
areas for this to take place and 
let it continue. 
As long as those people 
using the free speech green are 
non-disturbing to those stu-
dents learning nearby and the 
acts are nonviolent, I say leave 
them be and let college be col-
lege. 
-.: _PRO vs ~coN -
Multiculturalism and racism, 
are they the same thing? 
. Racism still prevalent in America 
MARCIA MEJIA 
STAFF WRITER 
"Why not have a history 
month?" be asks. The answer 
is simple: We have 11 
months to study white histo-
ry. Give at least one month to 
the intellectual, cultural and 
political advancements 
blacks have made in the 
United States. 
designated month. 
Needless to say my col-
league is w.liite. Now, I don't 
think that someone needs to 
be black to understand what a 
black person goes through, 
but I think he does. 
JOEY MYERS 
STAFF WRITER 
Let's face it. We live in a 
racist society. Racism is very 
much alive and well today. 
Want evidence? Look at all 
the celebrations of "cultural 
diversity." You see, celebrat-
ing multiculturalism is like 
celebrating racism. It's 
exactly the same. 
Before you sit down to 
write those letters, hear me 
out. Why would you possibly 
think that celebrating who 
you are is bad? Why would 
anyone not want to relish in 
being a Latino, and African 
American, or an Italian? 
You see, that isn't who 
you are. The term Latin does-
n't describe who you are any-
more than if you have blue 
eyes. The important thing is 
who you are, not what you 
are. 
I have discovered a point 
of view, via Ayn Rand and 
her following, known as 
objectivism. Simply put, it is 
a logic-based way of thinking 
that points to ideas such as 
protecting Isreal (we. should, 
or we are next) and standing 
up against multiculturalism 
(our newest form of racism). 
You see, multicultural-
ism simply takes the identity 
of the individual and replaces 
it with the identity of the 
group they belong to because 
of how they look, or where 
they were born, or what 
blood runs through their 
veip.s. 
What ever happened to 
people having pride in who 
tqey were and how they acted 
as an individual? 
People don't want to be 
singled out or judged because 
of their appearance, yet they 
single themselves out for the 
very same reason. The 
answer to racism is not more 
racism. 
It isn't the "color-blind" 
approach we have taken in 
the past and even the present. 
As long as we pretend that 
race isn't an issue, it only 
grows into a bigger issue. 
By allowing for repara-
tions to the descendants of 
slaves, w.e only further wors-
en the situation. In perhaps 
the worst idea I've heard, this 
creates resentment, it creates 
yet another way to single out 
a group, and it even goes to 
make a mockery of our jus-
tice system. 
The only true way to 
overcome racism is for peo-
ple to be themselves. We will 
never see past skin color as 
long as we continue to make 
it such a huge issue. 
UCF certainly does noth-
ing to help. On campus, we 
celebrate multiculturalism 
week (I believe) and Black 
history Month. We p~sh race 
to the front .of every single 
person's mind. Why not just 
have a History Month? 
In a university, where 
one would assume that 
racism wouldn't be so cher-
ished, it amazes me. We have 
black fraternities and sorori-
ties, and even a Hispanic fra-
ternity. Tell me this is racism 
rearing its ugly face! 
On any account, there is 
only one solution, as put 
forth by Dr. Edwin Locke 
PLEASE SEE Pride oN A-19 · 
Who is to say that black 
fraternities, Hispanic sorori-
ties or multicultural month in 
effect produces racism? 
These are the main avenues 
races of people have used to 
fight against the atrocious 
disparities this country has 
imposed on individuals ·who 
don't have the right skin 
color or dialect. 
Rather than fight for jus-
tice in a violent manner, these 
are peaceful ways of lobby-
ing for equality and justice? 
It's amazing that my col-
league is so ignorant to think 
that black history month 
imposes on individualism. 
Why not incorporate this 
into regular history? I don't 
think my colleague under-
stands that racism was so 
incredibly evident that no 
white person wanted any-
thing to do with blacks, espe-
cially documenting their his-
torical actions. Only recently 
have historians discovered, 
and continue discovering, the 
great deeds of blacks. I think 
it's great to showcase it in a 
Unfortunately, there are 
still people in society, like 
my colleague, who are edu-
cated and still don't "know 
no better." They have the fol-
lowing misconceptions: 
Racism is no longer an 
issue. 
Yes, blacks are not slaves 
anymore, there are no more 
"for whites only" signs and 
blacks can now vote. But 
allow me to enlighten my col-
PLEASE SEE Black oN A-19 
Our truly Free Chedcing comes with absolutely no 
hidden charges, no direct d~posit requirements and 
no monthly service fees--whatever your balance. 
We won't charge you to talk to a teller, either. 
FDlC Insured 
Call or visit your Washington Mutual 
Financial Center today. 
• Washington Mutual 
MIRE HUIAI llTEREST.tll 
Locations near UCF: 
"' Oviedo • Waterford Lakes • Union Park 
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No one wants to have an abortion, much less a second one. But if you have had an abortion, 
you are at an even higher risk of experiencing the tragedy of abortion again. While others are 
satisified with the status quo, Feminists for Life concentrates our efforts on prevention 
and less painful alternatives. If you prefer action to rhetoric, please contact us. 
Refuse to Choose. There is a better way. 
..Q..EMINISTS FOR LIFE TFE OF AMERICA 
feministsforlife.org/FL 
~ 2000. Pcmlnl!;ls for Ufc nf Amerlc:2. All rlgblS rosctvl'd. 
6200 International Drive 
Orlando, FL 32819 
Orlando's BIGGEST & BEST 
Water Theme Park is accepting applications 
for the following entry-level jobs: 
Knee Ski Operator • Ride Operator 
Lifeguard • Food & Beverage Cashier 
Food & Beverage Cook• Catering Host/Hostess 
Park Services • Front Gate 
Apply in person or call our 
iob hotline at 407-248-1600 
SPECIAL OFFER: 
Weekday Pass available. Unlimited usage Monday • Fridays 
from May through August 2002! (Adult or Child price 
$39.99 plus tax hut with this ad it only $37.00 plus tax.) · 
Limited Supply. Hurry. Offer Expires June 30, 2002. (No Admissions on Memorial Day.) 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE • A-19 
Have pride as 
an individual 
FROM PAGE A-18 
(www.aynrand.org), and that is individualism. By becoming 
our own person, and not giving in to the sham that is multi-
culturalism, we defeat it. 
When race, color, creed, sex, sexual orientation are no 
longer issues, we have all won. Each and every person being 
equal in a melting pot, not a stew; you see, that is when the 
American dream will be realized. 
We live in a wonderful country that has, for the most 
part, had good intentions. We don't want to be a buffet or 
even a stew. What we want is to be that melting pot I have 
always heard about. All people getting along, in harmony, 
not in spite of our differences , but because of them is what 
will continue to make the world go 'round. 
Black history month 
does not impose on 
individualism 
FROM PAGEA-18 
league, and others, of the 
immense amount of racism 
that still exists. I'll only 
mention the one or two out 
of the one or two dozen. 
There are more blacks 
in prison for drug viola-
tions, while more whites are 
charged with drug viola-
tions. I won't bore you with 
numbers, but just take a 
look at the reports from the 
Florida Department of 
Corrections or the United 
States Office of National 
Drug Control Policy. 
Suspicious? Yes-very 
much. 
More black women die 
of breast cancer and more 
blacks die from diabetes 
than whites, proportionate-
ly, because blacks receive 
worse medical attention. 
And it's not just these dis-
eases-the list goes on and 
on. 
Suspicious? Yes-very 
much. 
Using race or nationali-
ty is just an excuse 
My colleague seems to 
think its OK for whites to 
have used their race for hun-
dreds of years to impose on 
the natural rights of Native 
Americans and blacks, but 
when the situation is 
reversed, he calls it racism. 
Although my colleague 
doesn't realize the counter-
results the granting freedom 
to slaves created, the gov-
ernment did and has used 
race-based programs and 
initiatives to help pave the 
way for minorities to catch 
up to the Ii ving of standard 
whites have. 
· No one needs to dwell 
on their race or nationality, 
but instead learn from it. 
My colleague says these 
race or nationality-based 
institutions inadvertently 
create racism. Maybe, but 
that counter-effect is going 
to exist in 99 percent of sit-
uations. 
He also says it hinders 
on individualism-but that 
sounds like a poor excuse 
from someone who didn't 
get what they want and 
needs to blame it someone 
or something else. 
My colleague, and 
friend, should consider why 
Time magazine made O.J. 
Simpson's mug shot darker 
than Newsweek. That deci-
sion probably [I hope] was 
not race-based, but done as 
a visual effect. Why? 
Because the decision-mak-
ers in that situation were all 
white. 
Had a black person 
been involved in that deci-
sion, he or she could have 
foreseen that darkening the 
mug shot would perhaps be 
offensive, especially to 
black people. The point is, 
that in the several people 
who played a role in allow-
ing that picture to be pub-
lished, not one had an indi-
vidual thought of not dark-
ening it. 
So much for individual-
ism. 
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II!I!J HELP WANTED 
PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica Financial 
Services a subsidiary of Citigroup 
is looking to hire 4-5 students. 
High compensation potential! 
Set your own hrs. 
Call Kevin @ 1-866-208-3263. 
Valet Parking - Positions starting at 
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly, 
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT 
AM/PM positions available at upscale 
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and 
Disney areas. Please call 407-841-7275 
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voice mail. 
QUALIFIED EGG 
DONORS WANTED 
to assist infertility patients in 
-Orlando area. Non-smoking females 
age 21-30, with H.S.diploma and 
drug free. Compensation and 
Medical expenses paid. Confidential. 
Fax name, age and phone no. 
to 407.898.6224 today! 
TCBY 
The Country's Best Yogurt needs 
PT & FT help. Competitive pay. 
Aloma and Lakemont, Winter Park. 
Please call 407-671-2888 
STUDENT WORK 
$15 base/appt 
PIT or FIT around classes, flex 
schedules, day, eve, wknds, work 
close to UCF, scholarships and 
internships avail, no door to door or 
telemarketing. Cust Serv/Sales 
positions. Apply 407-862~8786 
www.workforstudents.com/np 
Bartenders Needed. 
Earn up to $250 per day, No exp 
necessary. 866-291-1884 x460. 
$$$ Earn Cash 4 
Your Opinions $$$ 
Capitol Market Research needs 
student opinions. Compensated 
$15-$140 CASH for completing 
online surveys! Please visit 
www.opinions4money.com 
$250 A DAY POTENTIAL 
bartending. Training provided. 
1-800-293-3985 ext 1 00 
Now hiring 
exciting, friend-
ly staff for 
upcoming 
winghouse 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Address 
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 160 
Orlando, FL 32817 
.-
By Phone: (407) 447-4555 
By Fax: (407) 447-4556 
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com 
By Mail: send copy along with check 
In Person: University Court (Univ. & Rouse) 
--- -now 10 Write a Good Oassiid~Aci 
Deadline 
3 p.m. Monday prior to publication 
, Pay~!q,t M~!,hodj 
Cash, Check, 
Major Credit Card 
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understand. 
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II!I!J HELP WANTED 
CAMP COUNSELORS 
NEEDED! 
Residential Easter Seals Camp 
now hiring energetic counselors 
to assist disabled adults and 
children in activities such as ropes 
course, swimming, A&C, animals, 
etc. Salary + R&B. 
352-383-4711, 
camp@fl.easter-seals.org 
Earn $6000 or more a month! 
Serious people only! Work From 
Home! www.moneyalways.com or 
Email name,address, phone to 
drabster@yahoo.com for free info. 
St. Margaret Mary Plus (After School 
Care) in Winter Park. PT (W,Th,F 2-6) 
avail for energetic person who loves 
playing sports/ games w/ children 
5-12. Call Jean Canfield, 
407-644-6929 (M-F 3-6pm) 
\,J HaveanAA? 
•:• 
u.s.A•R FORCE Want a career? 
R•O•T•C 
AFROTC offers incentives for 
qualified junior and senior 
level cadets enrolled in our 
program. 
Incentives include: 
-Lip to $3,000 tuition per year 
-$450 for textbooks per year 
-Monthly stipend ($250-$350) 
-Special scholarship programs 
exist for Engineers and Nurees 
-One-year scholarships for 
qualified seniors and graduate 
students 
For more Information, call ua at 
407 823-1247 (UCF-1AIR) 
II!I!J HELP WANTED 
ASAP STAFFING 
Monday thru Saturday • , 
Daily or Weekly Pay 
Call 407-207-4744 
MUSICIANS WANTED 
Young Hollywood runaway seeks foxy 
kids to perform, record and create buzz. 
ME: Arrogant hillbilly 
Adonis w/ screechy surf guitar, surly 
vocals + vaudeville piano. 
YOU: Ring 407.461 .1055 
Coaches/Instructors Needed 
Dance and Beyond All Star Studio 
is looking for male and female 
che~rleading, tumbling, and dance 
coaches/instructors for the new 
fall class/competition season 
Interviews going on now, please call 
Tracy or Janet@ 407-673-1445 
$2500 
Are you a sexy, adventurous 
girl-next-door? 
Win $2500. 
Casting for BOOMGIRLtv. 
1-8n-7-BOOMtv. 
www.boomgirltv.com 
II!I!J HELP WANTED 
FLORIDA SHERIFF'S 
YOUTH RANCHES 
Camp Counselors needed to work 
with disadvantaged youth. May 31 
to August 9. Call Jodi Saks at 
352-447-2259. EOE/DFWP. 
Want lime Freedom? 
Unlimited Income Potential. Join the 
fastest growing communications co. in 
the US! Phone 888-3.83-3417 x336. 
(recorded message ID# 199). 
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN! 
Need one serious student to run your 
own business on your own schedule. 
Training is provided. Significant 
earnings. 407-671-1267 
$350 WEEKLY! 
Clipping Articles from Local 
Newspapers. Free details. 
Send Long SASE to: Business 
Research 1009 White Springs Ln 
Winter Springs FL 32708 
Dive into an exciting opportunity 
as a Lifeguard at the Walt Disney 
WorlJJJ Resort! 
lmrnediate Full-Time, 
Part-Time & Seasonal 
Qpportunities 
,,.%,. 
We are looking for strong swimmers to deliver 
world-class Guest experiences at one of our many 
water parks, hotel pools or marinas. 
Paid training and certification will be provided, along 
with a competitive hourly wage, free Theme Park 
admission, and mo.re! 
Make a splash with one of the coolest jobs in town! 
For more information, call the 
227 S. Semoran Blvd., Winter Park 
Disney Jobline at (407) 828-1000. 
for directions, call 407-673-WING (9464) 
EOE • '5rowing Creativity From Diversity • ©Disney 
407-447-4555 
dassifieds@IJCffuture.com 
One Issue: 
One Month: 
One Semester: 
Bolding: 
Large Headline: (9pt) 
$6 per ad 
$5 per ad 
$4 per ad 
75¢ extra 
75¢ extra 
(Charges listed above include an ad of 
up to five lines, 30 characters per line. 
$1 each additional line). 
II!I!J HELP WANTED 
College Grads 
Growing national sales & marketing co. 
seeks individuals with a competitive 
attitude & great people skills for 
Orlando expansion. For an exciting 
career opportunity call 407-898-6519 
Receptionist Wanter at Local Auto 
Dealership. FT/PT positions avail. 
Busy phones, light typing, well 
groomed, and dependable, a must. 
Call Steve Fast@ 407-932-1000 
Inbound vacation sales. 
$$PHONES ARE BUSY$$. 
Guaranteed hourly, commissions, 
and weekly bonuses. Close to UCF. 
321-207-0988 
Amateur Female 
Models Wanted 
Looking for energetic models for 
photo shoots. Must be 1 B or older. 
No experience necessary. Top rates. 
Ask about our Referral Program. 
Ca111-800-331-6898 or email 
models@wcmanagementgroup.com 
Disney. Now Inspiring: 
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April 17, 2002 • www.UCFfuture.com 
·www .crc.ucf.edu 
crc@mail.ud.edu 
( 407) 823-2361 
~UCF 
CAREER RESOURCE CENTER 
www .crc.ucf.edu 
crc@mail.ucf.edu 
( 407) 823-2361 
FREE resources to help you find the key to your future! 
Career Planning Career Counseling 
Workshops and Exploration 
Internship On-Line 
and lob Listings Resources 
Job Fairs On-Campus 
and Career Expos Interviewing 
Resume Assistance Career Library Mock Interviews 
Please visit us across from the Marketplace dining room in the Student Resource Center Complex! 
l1oolliiij1ifNl!,J 
-- Interested in Modeling? 
Visit www.danncaps.com/modelnn.htm 
for information on this exciting 
opportunity. 
Independent DV Project Looking for 
Actors and production support staff 
for Live Action Comic Book Pilot. 
Check out 
www.destinyhorizons.com or call 
407-888-9720 
PERFECT JOB 
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS 
Work Own Hours, Earn Money Now 
Looking for personable.motivated, 
ambitious students. Direct Sales 
For more info call 954-761-1816 
or email Agrabin@valuesearch.com 
Reservation operator, PT needed for 
lmprov's traffic school. Flex hours. $8/hr 
to start + bonus. Exp, helpful, sense of 
humor a must. Fax resume to 
(407)679-~379. Attn: Jenn 
Personal Assistant Needed for busy 
executive. Part time/flexible hours . . 
Some travel, errands and child care. 
Burt (407) 758-5043 
Tonino's Italian Restaurant is 
Looking For Experienced Waiters and 
Waitresses, as well as Dishwashers 
for FT or PT. Stop by our location in 
Oviedo to apply. Call 407-977-2116 
for directions. 
INTERNET MODELS 
Females $300 to $1500 per hour shoot 
for adult entertainment. Call Iggy 
407-460-4176 
Fast Pay! 
Mother's Helper/Nanny Needed 
Altamonte Springs Area, 20-30 hrs per 
week. Must be exp, reliable, and loving. 
3 kids ages 4mos to 5 years. 
Call 407-522-1851. 
Swim Teacher Needed to teach my 
two children ages 3 and 5 to swim in 
our Altamonte Springs Home. Must 
be Red Cross certified. 
Call 407-522-1851. 
illI!J FOR SALE 
S&F Video, BUY, SELL, TRADE 
NES, SNES, SEGA, Playstation. 
We pay cash! 2211 DE. Colonial 
(behind Wendy's) 407-894-1044 
BRING IN AD FOR 10% DISCOUNT! 
Lakefront house. 3/2 on Lake Picket. 4 
acres total. Fire place, covered boat 
dock w/lift. Fruit trees. New tile and 
carpet throughout.Close to UCF. $399k. 
Call (407) 568-5257. 
Bed, orthopedic firm mattress sets with 
5 year warranty. Brand New Twin $75, 
Full $95, Queen $115, King $165. Can 
deliver. 407.354.0069 
fi1l AUTOMOTIVE 
AUTO INTERIOR GIVING YOU da' 
Blues? LeatherNinylNelour/P-lastics 
Repairing & Recoloring. Virtually 
invisible repairs & prices. Mr Huston 
407-222-31422. 5 years exp. 
fhuston@att.net 
i!]FoR RENT 
$599.00 moves you into one of our 
beautiful 3 bdrm apartment homes. 
At these rates, apartments won't last 
long! CALL NOW! Riverfront Apts. 
407-207-1488 
1 room avail. in 4/2 apt. Fully furnished, 
all utilities incl. Within walking distance 
to UCF. Only $395/mth. Call Amy at 
(407) 810-8137. 
2 Bed 2 Bath Condos within walking 
distance to UCF. First and second 
floor avail. Pool, basketball, 
volleyball, tennis court, pets allowed. 
Quiet Complex. Starting at $725/mo. 
Call or email: Cindy @ LA Real 
Estate 407-679-2600 
LAReal61@aol.com 
ROOM FOR RENT! New 3 bdrm 
home on la1<e, gated community, 6 
mins from UCF, $475/mo includes 
util, non smoking, no pets, security 
system, furnished, pool and tennis. 
Call 407-482·3202 or 941-461·5101 
Room (1_) for Sublease 
in Univ Club Townhouse. 
$340/mo incl. everything but phone. 
Avail May 1, lease ends in Aug. 
Call Lindsey @ 407-482-8802 asap. 
Room/Apt to Sublease 
Furnished 4/4 in KK phase 3 
"newest and closest to campus" 
avaif 5/1-7/30. All util inclu. Tennis, pool, 
gym. I will pay $200 fee and reduce 
rent to $425. Call Sam @ 
Apartmentlease@aol.com 
Apartment to Sublease, 2/2 in 
Knights Court, furnished, avail months 
of May through July. We are willing 
to reduce the rent. Email or call. 
ADPlkms@hotmail.com 
or 407 -926-5839 
Sublease - Knights 
Krossing M/F 
$400 incl. all util, free ethernet, 
washer and dryer. 
Call 882-6SOO or 362-3356 
ask for Michelle. 
Apartment avail immed. 3 blocks from 
UCF. $550 a month inclu water, trash, 
and pest control. 2 bed 1 bath. 
Call Amber 321-229-1426. 
3 bed/3 bath luxury apartment 
@ The Village at Alafaya Club 
Furnished w/util & cabl incl! 
individual leases just $495 mo 
Call 407-313-8962 or 407-313-8963 
Room for sublease in Univ Club, avail 
May-Aug 2002. $370 per mo incl · 
everything except phone. Private Bath. 
Call Kelly@ 281-8347, 443-7487 
I l3ooli¥i;Utii 
Sublease at UClub 
Only $300/mo! 
Avail May 1 to July 31. 
Largest bed and bath in house. 
All util except phone inclu. 
Call 321-217-4030 
Room for sublease only $355!! 
Rent inclu. except phone. Great 
room in Univ Club! Roommates 
are clean and quiet. Call Joey for 
details. 407-447-4555, 407-234-7339 
or email JoeCoolUCF@aol.com 
(can discuss$) 
Great Place in The UCF Area! 
212 Apt, all new appliances, 
$700 per mo, $7oo·deposit. 
Call 407-897-7001 today! 
Room for Rent 
Near Valencia, 3 rooms avail, starting 
May 1st! 3 months, inclu all util and 
cable only $1200! 
Call Carrie 407 -923-8551 
WATERFORD LAKES 
AREA-ROOM FOR RENT 
2 Rooms avail in new 4/2 home for 
$395 per month + part util. Clean, 
responsible only. Female pref. No 
smoke/pets. Owner travels. Burt 
(407) 758-5043. 
Rent a room in our beautiful home! 
New Home, 1 bed/1 bath, 1 mi from 
UCF. $425 inclu. all. 407-376-9979 
Spacious Townhouses 
Mendel Villas 
2/2.5 w/ garage, 
only $650 including w I~· 
Available now! 
Call 407-324-7773 
UCF ROOMMATE WANTED 
New,Furnished,3BR/2B,Oviedo-Mall. 
Non-Smoking Female Only. H-S 
Internet/Cable. $390 + 1/3 util. 
(850) 689-2122, (407) 977-4911. 
Avail 1 April and 1 May._ 
Roommate Needed 
for 3/2 House 
Male or Female to rent own bdrm. 
and bath. Only $390.00 a month, 
includ. all utilities. Eastwood 
Waterford area, and only a few miles 
from UCF. Call anytime: 
(407) 384-1442 
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AT YOUR 
OWN PAC,l;:t: 
EDUCATION 
Psychic Pahn Reader and Advisor 
'Readings 6y 'T'ayCor 
-er {I 
407-737-7793 
WILL ADVISE You ON 
LOVE - MARRIAGE 
BUSINESS - FINANCE 
AVAILABLE FOR 
PARTIES & SOCIAL GATHERINGS 
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT 
9:00 AM - 10:30 PM 
$10 OFF WITH STUDENT ID 
[[!Ii] SERVICES 
IS CHEMISTRY DRIVING 
YOU CRAZY? 
Is it all Greek to you? Thinking of 
changing your major? Need a tutor? 
Call Virginia at 407-366-6079. 
Located in Oviedo - 15 yrs Exp. -
Reasonable Rates - Flexible Hours -
Computer Access 
Email TheChemTutor@aol.com 
In & Out Unisex Salon specializes 
in quick weave, dreds, relaxers, and 
natural styles. Call Tresia at 
407.999.7777 or 321.297.7644. M/T/W 
$40 relaxers. 2387 W Church St. 
ijust off John Young Pkwy) 
Drowning in debt? We'll help you 
avoid bankruptcy, lower interest 
rates and consolidate debts into one 
easy payment. For free counseling 
call consumer debt counselors at 
407-599-0057 x205 
Computer Problems? 
I come to you. Can't fix it, no charge! 
Windows,Linux,Networking, Upgrades. 
All major Applications. Up front pricing. 
Special low rate for UCF students. Se 
habla espanol. Call Jose 407-928-7698 
$250 A DAY POTENTIAL 
bartending. Training provided. 
1-800-293·3985 ext 602 
[[!Ii] SERVICES 
HYPNOSIS HELPS THE MIND 
Fast, effective results: Test Anxiety, 
fears and worries, Personal problems, 
depressed mood. Break Bad Habits. 
Student discount 
Bill Hansen, C.H. 407-679-1011 
Gotta Ticket? Getting your drivers 
license? Call the State certified 
lmprov Traffic School at 
· 407-679- 4440 or visit 
www.improvtrafficschool.com. 
Convenient internet & 
video classes available! 
Safe, Serious Weight Loss!!!! 
No exercising, No Dieting, 100% 
Natural, 100% Guaranteed, 
Doctor Recommended, if serious, 
call Carol 407-884-4115 
www.LAActing.com 
t€r• 
v - , ''The Backstage Tour" f!iifij@i1fHi June 12-18, 2002 
1111•1H11M1:! THE ORIGINAL 
. • ~i : BEHIND-THE-SCENES 
. ···:,·JA ii i ... , TOUR TO LOS ANGELES Home of the entertainment Industry 
~-~ ~11,!7'~ 
Apply for a summer internship working on an episode ·of Music In High Places, starring Unwritten Law. You could receive an all-expenses-paid trip 
to Nashville, where you'll attend a university program in the entertainment business. Then have a chance to fly to Los Angeles and Yellowstone 
National Park to help produce the show. Find out how to get an internship, without the help of your dad's friend's cousin, at mastercard.com. 
No pu1chme necessary. Void where prohibited. Ends 4/23/02. Conies! open lo undergroduore sludenls, 18 ·25, who ore U.S. residents. See odjocenl page for rules. 
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Official Rules 
No Purchase Necessary to Erner or Win. 
Eligibirny: Open to legal residerts of the 50 lilied States and the D~tnct of 
ColUll'il1a between the ages ot 18 and 25 v.ilo are enrolled as lull or part time 
umergraduate studerts .in a U.S. Depa~mert ot Educa11on actred1ted 2-year 
or 4-year college/lllivers1ty as ol 2/26!02 and ii the time of winner selection and 
ncm:ation. Errployees of MasterCard lntema!ional Incorporated ("Sponso!"l 
Fattiom Krowledge Netwol1< h:. ("Fathom"~ Fearless &te~inmenL Ile, Belmont 
Universly, Vanderbilt University, M1crosot1 Corporation, and each ot their 
respective parent companies, subsidiaries, alfiliales, distntliors, advertisi'!]/ 
promollon agencies, m Project S1.4lpM Team, Ile. ("PST") and memlleis ot the 
immediate tamily (mcA!ret lathet brothers, sisters, sons, daughteis and spouse) 
and hruserold ol ea:n sueh employee are Ml eligible to participate. This Conies! 
is sub~ctloall ;wlicable lederal, slate and local laws and regulations Void where 
prohibled. How to Enter: 1.) Visl www.mastercard.com and ct.:~ on the 
MastetCar~ Priceless Edge"' icon between 5:00:0f PM Central Time ("CT") on 
2fl6/02 iJ'd 4.59:59PM CT on 4fl3/02 {"promotion pemd"); 2.) ro access the 
application kmn, click on the "Apply Now' Wion or ieglSler for one ol six free 
MasterCard Priceless Edge"' onlill!l distance-learning seminars developed by 
Falhoni il con1t.n:lion with The Grammy Fwxlation~ Leooalll Bernstein Center 
tor Leamng iJ'd complete the selected semnar. Partrc1pat111g distance-learning 
semilars are approxmately one hour in duration aid academic prerequisites are 
nil! required tor participation; 3.) Slilml an essay of no more than {250) words 
answering the lollow1ng quest lln: If you could start your ov.n ente~irrnent 
company, what woold II do and hOwwould rt be d1llerert? The entry must be your 
opg1nal creatlln, Ill English aid cannot have been previoosly plillished or 
subrrnnect n any pnor competition. Modification ol ai existing work does rd 
qualify as ong1nal, 4) Fully complete the online eliry form, and 5.) Cli:k the 
"Submir D.rtton. Limit one entry per person and per e-mail address for 
Iha duration of the promotion period. Additional entries received lrom 
such person andlor e-mail address thereafter will be void. Yoor 
submission ot an onlile ertry coost1tutes your consent to pan1clpate n tnis 
Contes! and your consert for Sponsor lo obtail and deliver yourname, address 
and other informat/0010 PST kit the purpose ol adlllJmS!erng tn1s Contest aid tor 
other uses by Sponsor as permited by applicable law Sponsor is not responsible 
lor lost, iOOJnptete, late or misdirected ertries or submissions; thel, destruction 
or uraitllrized access to. or aleration o~ ertries, taitures or mallt.n:lions ol 
phones, pt.onelines or telepllone systems; riefll.!1ed or L11availallle network. 
server or other ccmections; any errot orrnssion. interruJjion, detect or delay in 
any 1r.mm1SSi011 or convnlllicatoo. 1rat11c congestion on the lltemet or for any 
technical problem, n:Wilg but not I mired to any iniJry or damage to ertrart's or 
any other peison's computer related to or resuti~ trom partc~ion in this 
Contes!; errors i1 these Otlicial Rules, 1n any Contest relaled advertisements or 
olher materials; the selection or amOl.OCement ot winners or tire awarding ot 
pliles; the cancellation, suspension or modification ol onlile distance-learning 
semnars. or other problems or errors ol any kild whether mechanical, luman. 
eleclronic or ll!herwise. Sponsor reserves the rigll~ 1n 11s sole d~retion. to void 
any and all ertries ol an ertrcn v.ilo Sponsor believes has atte!TlJted to ~r 
with or mpa11 the adminlsuation. securty, ta1mess, or proper play ot this Contest. 
The use ot automated ertry devices is prohililed. All entries will beconie the 
property ot Sponsor illd will not be returned.Judging: A taal ot (50) wrnners Wiii 
be selected br the duration ol the pranoliOll period i1 acwrdance wilh the &try 
Perllds olllined below {based on the date and lime eliry is receivedh begilning 
at 5:00.01 PM CT and endl'g at 4.59:59 PM CT respectively (16) frtry Period 11 
Wimers 2.l26/02-3/16J02; (16) frtry Period #2 Winners: 3/17!02·4/4/J2 and 
(18) frtry Period /3 Wmers: 4/5/02-4fl3/02. &!tries received during one frtry 
Period will ncA carry toiward to subSecµlnt Entry Periods. frtnes will be judged 
by an ildependert panel ot 1udges Sl.llf!Nised by PST, an ildependert µlging 
org:mat1onwtme dec1s1J11Swillbe final and bnding in all matters reliil'g to lhis 
C!J'lest based on the folklwing crrteria: t)Orrgilality: 0-40 points, 2.) Creativity: 
0-30 poits; and 3.) Relevance to the theme: 0-30 poirts. The likelilood ol 
wiming a p~e will depend on the qually ot each entrat's stbnission as 
compared to the quality ol all other entrants' submissilns as ~dged il accordance 
with the alorementmed crleria. 11 the event ol a tie, all stx:l1 tied "1tries wrll be 
re-judged based onO~ilaltty: 0-100 paits.11 at1estilt exists, the remaining tied 
entries will be re-judged based on Retev:n:e to theme: 0-100 points. Winners will 
be naified by telephone and/or mail on or abcu 516!02. Nether Sponso~ nor 
anytnl acLing on Is betlatt, will erter ilto any COOVTllJlications wlh any entrn 
regaroilg any aspect ol this Contest ~her than to notify paertiat wimeis. Uml 
one prize per person, lan11ty, orhruiehotd (SO) Winnt~ Attend the MasterCard 
Pri:eless Edge"' SIJ1Yll8r Study Progr.m (liereilaler "summer study progr.m") 
at Behlont Universly's Mike Curb School ot Busiless arxl Vanderbil lillve1Sily's 
Blair School of Music i1 Nashville. TN between 5/28/02 iJ'd 6fl8/02 leiiurtig an 
introo:tetion to the ertertairmert industry wlh acteSs to select 1rd.istry expens 
designated by Sponsot specialized curri:uta. classroan sessions lax days/week 
{Monday-Thursday) iJ'd ott-r:3'llpJS excursions one ~/WP.f!k. (Friday). Prize 
includes round4rip coach airtransportatm tr0111 major airport nearest to wilner's 
residence in the U.S., stmaro rllOl1ll!Xlalll on Belmont Universi~ canipus, oo-
campus meal plan desi!Jlated by Sponsor. groond transpoltltion toArOlll olt-
campus excursions, $1,000 wllieh may be used towalll spending money, and the 
opponlllity to CO!TlJete for ere of twelve select invitations to join the Music in 
Hi(.TI Places proru:tron internship tm iJ'd pan1c~ate il a two weelc oo-locat1on 
internship at the Musi.c in High Places prodr..dion otflces in Los Angeles, CA and 
at the Music in Hi!;TI Places shOO starring an artist to be determmed solely by 
Sponsor (Approximate Retail Value "ARV- .$6,700). Tolat ARV ol all 
pliles.$335,000. Exact dales pertatively i1 August 2002) and locatron ol shoot to 
be designated by Sponsor. Selected artist's partlCipation in the Music i1 High 
Places shoot ~ subject to availability. 11 lhe ewnt that he/sire is unavailable to 
panic1pae for any reasoo, an ildividual of similar stature as deteimined by 
Sponscr will particlpale in his/her absence. Internship selections will be 
conducted by lhe Dean ot the summer study program and ~ilged by Fearless 
Enterta1nmert wtllse dec~ions are final aid birnling ti all matters relating to the 
pro<U:liOll internship team and selection thereof. Internship selection process wrll 
be based upon numerical scores generated based upon each student's 
p~rtic 1patJon in summer study program act1viLies, n:Wng bt1 n~ lmrted to, 
performance during study Qlll.ll activties arxl case study analysis, teamwork, 
atteo:lance and overall partrc1pat1on, iJ'd compliance wrth summgr sll.dy progr.m 
and lilivers1ty codes of cmluct as lollows: Issue i:lertilicatioo aid ski 
performance: 20%; case study perlormance and study grol.4l iterplay and 
c~ration: 50%; class aoo field study attendanceAJarticipation: 15%; and 
compliance wih summer studyprogr.m and llliversity codes ot condr..d: 15%. 
Summer study program classroan/olt-campus excursm attend<n:e is mandatory 
and wimeis must CO!TlJIY with alt MasterCard rules and regulations relating to 
their pan1C1l31lon In lhe summer S!Udy program. Sponsor may, in 11s sole 
d~reticn. inpose disciplinary sanctions on winners, ranging from a warning lo 
expulsion to rele11al lor state or federal proset111Jn, tor violation ol federa~ state 
or local laws, summer study program iJ'd part1c!Jaling Universty S!udent codes 
of conruct. Contert of summer study program to be determned solely by Sponsor 
and courses are not lorcredi. Travel restr~tions may WIY and travel must take 
place on dates specified by Sponsor or pnze wrll be torteited and awallled to the 
runner-up. Misceltaneous: No trans~r. assi!J]mert, cash redemplioo, or 
slilstll.lion 01 prize except by Sponsor due to prize tmvail:ililtty, iJ'd then tor a 
prize of eqial or grealerval.Je. Federal state and local taxes and all other costs and 
expenses not specihed hereil are winners' sole responsibility. Winners wilt be 
required to execlle and return an Atfidavit of Eligibility, Li:ililly Release and 
(where legal] Ptillicity Release willin (3) days ot issuance 01 not1ficat1on along 
with a copy of their currert college,lmiversiy transcfij and must be in good 
academic stiJ'ding as de lined by their respective college/t11iversly at time ot prize 
award. II any prize rdilication ~tter is returned as umeliverable, a n.nner-l.4l will 
be awarded the prize. By participating, ertrants agree to be bound by these Onicial 
Rules and 1 ) Attest that their entry is an original creation that has not been 
previously pubtislied or slilmlted in aiy other CO!TlJelillons; and 2.) Agree that 
Sponsor, filltxrn, Fearless Eritertahnen~ ilc, Vanderbilt Llniversity, Belmai 
University, and eaCh of their respective parent companies, subsidiaries, all1l1ates, 
distriJLlors, advertisi'!)/promcA.ion age11:ies, and PST and all of the~ respective 
olficers, directors, efTlJbyees, represertatives and agerts: a.) shall own the ertry 
(and alt material embodied theren) and shall have the perpetual, worl<itlide rigtl 
to ediL plillish, exploit and use the entry (or any ponion thereof) in any way and 
111 any media tor advertrs1ng and/or trade purposes and/or for any other purpose 
in illy media or brrnat n:JW or herealer known wilhot.t urther CQn1lellsat1on. 
perm1ss1on or rdilicatoo tromAo entrant or any third party, b.) shall have the ligtl 
and peimission (unless prohili.ed by law) to use ertrant'S rmre, voice, city/st.ate 
ol resi:lence, photograph and/Or other likeness tor advert1sng and/or trade 
pwposes and/or br lhe putfXJSe of displaying their name as a winner and/or for 
any other purpose in any media or brmal f'Cfl or herealer known wlhout urther 
compensation; permiss10n or nolilication; c.) use of entry shall not violate the ngtl 
ol any third parties and shall not violate any applicatile federal, state or local laws 
01 ordinances, d.) shall have the rigtt, 1n their sole discretion, to disquality aiy 
entries that they deem to be obscere or otherwise not in good taste; e.) shall have 
no Jiabilly and entrart will defend, indemnity and hold harm~ss Sponsor iJ'd the 
other entities named hereil Iran and agailst any li:ililiy, loss, injury or d:mage 
of any kind (includng at1omey's lees) to any person or entity ilcudmg, w111"al 
limlatiOll, personal il~ry, deiih or clarnage lo personal or real property, due in 
whole or in part, directly or ildirectty, by reason ol I/le acceptance, possession, 
use or misuse ol a prize or participation in this Contest iJ'd any travel retiied 
thereto including, tu not limited to, any claim lhat ertrait~ submission 
intringes or violifes the rights ot any persoo or entity. Sponsor reserves the 
rigl'I, in its sole discretion. to modify, terminate or suspend this Contest shOuld 
virus, bugs, non-authorized hrrnan illervertion or other causes beyond the 
reasonable control ol Sponso' including but na lim~ed to war, strikes, and/or 
acts of God, corrupt or Impair the adminiS!ration, security, fairness or proper 
play ot this Contest and. it the C!J'lest is terminated or suspended, at its 
discretion award prizes 1n a judging trom among all, non-suspect entries 
received prior to evert requiring st!Ch modiliciiioo, termilatiOll or suspension. 
Winners List: For the winners· names, send a sen-addressed, stamped 
envelope to be received by 6/7!02 to: MasterCarct3 Priceless Edge"' Wimers, 
P.O. Box 13106, Bridgeport, CT 06673-3106. 
~2002 MasterCard International Incorporated. All Riglts Reserved. 
Sponsor. MasterCard tntematiooal lncorporaed, 2000 Purchase St, Purchase. 
NY 10577 
Pramet1r: Project Support ream, Inc .. 100 Mill Plain Road. Danbury, CT 06811 
II1IiJ SERVICES 
Acting Workshops! 
Study w/ pros who have starred on 
Broadway, TV, and films in NYC, LA, 
london! Grad: RADA and LAMDA, 
Stella Adler, etc. Priv. coaching also. 
Skye Aubrey 407-788-8916 
Hair Cuttery -10% off 
for Students on all services 
M-F 9am-3pm 
Hair Cuttery in Suncrest Village on 
Dean and University by Publix. 
Call 407-672-3084 
Going downtown to party? 
Let us drive! Town cars and Vans 
available for up to 14 people. Mention 
this ad and receive a 15% discount. 
tCall Premier Royal Transportation 
at 407-366-6303 
Florida's Hottest Bars, Dance Clubs & 
Night Spots, Drinking, Dancing, 
Partying, Girls, Guys, Fun 
YBOR CITY 
is where it's ALL at! 
Every Friday Night 
Round Trip Bus Transportation 
for only $30.00 P.P. 
Have fun and Party 
Responsibly, Don't drink 
and drive, call: 
FUN FAMILY TOURS inc. 
407-736-1222 or 407-695-4952 
Make your reservations today! 
Seating Limited! 
Buses deport Orlando 8:30 PM 
and Ybor 3: 15 AM Prompt 
All Major Credit Cords Accepted! 
Fun family Tours is licensed and Bounded 
with the State of Florido as a Seller of Travel LiL 
#St-33445 
SIOR;4L£ 
STORAGE 
FREE month 
Pay Two Months 
In Advance 
Get Third Month Free 
Plus free lock 
Oviedo 407-971-1005 
1931 W. State Rd. 426 
Share with a Friend!!! 
Across Street from 
Oviedo Home Depot 
Credit Cards Accepted 
II1IiJ SERVICES 
14·~·,.,~q .. 
c._~,l-•U~t7 
(407l t61•1441 
Corner of Howell Bninch Rd. & S.R. 436 
miJ ON CAMPUS 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS MEETING 
Have a problem with compulsive 
overeating, anorexia, or bulemia? 
There is a solution. Mon. nights at 
5:15 pm in the new Recreation and 
Wellness Center (use Wellness 
Center ground floor entrance). 
800-522-2692 or 
www.overeatersanonymous.org 
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student 
Union (GLSBU) meets Tuesdays, 
8:00 PM in the Student Union. Join us! 
http://pegasus.cc. ucf/-ucfglbsu/ 
REASON,INDIVIDUALISM, 
CAPITALISM 
Learn to shrug "duty" and live life 
fully.If you liked Ayn Rand's ATLAS 
SHRUGGED,you will love the UCF 
Objectivist Club.(321 )639-9062 
or LutherSetzer@yahoo.com 
Fraternities• Sororities 
Clubs • Student Groups 
Earn $1,000-$2,000 with the easy 
Campusfundraiser.com three hour 
fundraising event. Does not involve 
credit card applications. 
Fundraising dates are filling 
quickly, so call today! Contact 
Campusfundraiser.com at 
(888) 923-3238, or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com 
m1J EVENTS 
The free Inquiry Society of 
Central Florida was created In 1996 
to provide a forum to discuss 
philosophy, religion and other 
topics of interest to free- thinking 
Individuals. Monthly meetings 
open to all. For more info. 
call (407) 262-1915. 
i!I!J MISC 
AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDIO, 
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES, 
& RECORDING GEAR WANTED-
CASH. Call 407-363-5363. 
Herpes - EverCLR 
Stops Herpes Outbreaks! 
96% Success Rate 
Free Call: 1-877-EVERCLR 
www.stopmyoutbreaks.co.uk 
Pregnant? You Have Options! 
Free Test. Caring. Confidential. 
TLC Women's Center. 
W.Pk.2314 Wtr Wds Blvd 
407-677-4463 
Ori 4314 Edgewater Dr 407-294-4314 
Happily married couple seeks to adopt: 
We can provide your baby a happy, 
loving, stable home and family. 
Michelle & Matt 866- 663-3535. 
MkMw825@aol 
BAHAMAS SUMMER 
BREAK SPECIAL 
only $219 per person when 
4 travel together. BAHAMAS 
CRUISE and 4 night ISLAND 
ACCOMMODATION PACKAGE 
includes Port Taxes, Transfers, 
and Ship-Board Meals. OUR MOST 
POPULAR GET-A-WAY FOR MORE 
THAN A DECADE. Daily Departures. 
CALL FOR DOUBLE RATES AND 
OUR OTHER GREAT DISCOUNTED 
SPECIALS. PSI TRAVEL, 
407-645-2968 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE• A-2~ 
fl] TRAVEL 
CHANGE 
YOUR . 
WORLD! 
~Flexible 
tickets 
~Budget 
Hotels 
~Tours 
UCF Student Union 
Suite 102-K 
CALL 407.541.2000 
www.statrauel.com 
800. 777 .0112 
[I] RELIGION 
University Unitarian Universalist 
Society around the corner at 11648 
McCulloch Rd 407-737-4018 Service 
at 10:30 am, All are Welcome! Adult 
and Children's Religious Education at 
9:30 am. an open religious perspective 
For events: www.universityuus.org 
St. Isaac Jogues Catholic Church 
4301 S Chickasaw Tr, ORL. 
407-249-0906. Daily mass 8:15 am 
M-S. Sat mass 5pm Eng, 6:30 Span, 
Sunday 8/9:30/11 Eng, 9:30 Signed, 
12:30 Span. Confess Sat 4-4:45. 
Congregation Beth Emeth 
Rabbi Robert Lefkowitz. 
407-855-0772. 
Reaching out to college 
students in the area. 
River Run 
Christian Church 
- Close to UCF -
Come & Explore this Easter Sunday! 
Special Easter Times: 
?am Sunrise Service 
Sam Youth Fundraiser Pancake Breakfast 
1 Oam Easter Celebration 
Meeting at ... 
Lawton Chiles Middle School 
(3225 Lockwood Blvd., Oviedo) 
www.riverruncc.org 
407-977-LIFE (5433) 
Relevant-Real-Relational 
Celebration Community Church 
..Close to UCF-
A WELL church 
Worshiping, Evangelizing, 
Loving and Learning 
Celebration Church is unique 
We combine the awe and beauty 
of liturgical worship 
With the freedom of 
Charismatic praise 
and worship 
Meeting on Sundays at l 0:30 AM 
In The Comfort Suites 
12101 Challenger Porkway 
and Alafaya Trail 
Telephone 407-375-7930/7910 
In Next Week's Issue: 
You voted! We tallied! And the results are in! Be sure to pick up 
next week's edition to find out who you chose to be ••• 
The Best of UCF 
THE central florida 
FUTURE 
In newstands April 24th. 
UCF BOOKSTORE BULLETIN 
See what is going on 
right now at the 
UCF BOOKSTORE! 
*BUYBACK 
"No one pays nwrefor your textbooks!" 
Textbooks ha11e their highest 
t'alu.e during finals week. 
-x- TEXTBOOJ( RESERVATIONS 
Visit http://www.bkstore.com/ucf 
or come to the UCF Bookstore. 
*GRADUATION CAP AND GOfVN 
Graduating seniors may pick up their 
Cap and Gown regalia starting 
April 22 ·in the UCF Bookstore. 
*BOOKSTORE TEXTBOOK 
SCHOLA.RSHIP \tVINNERS. 
· ,Jonathan Gabriel & Sarah Downes 
Aubrey lFillard & Ashley ,Jones 
Heather Stot1all & Sarah Russell 
,Juelle Thode & Susan Guttier 
Gustauo Afoerio & Jesse Rome 
* THVRSDAY NIGHT JIVE 
- April 18 Open 1Wic in the Cafe 
Jr·om 7:00p.m. to 1o:oop.n1. 
It's the last one of the se1nester. 
Tl1e UCF Bookstore has n1ore tha11just textbooks. 
Conte to our storefor clothing, alun1ni nterchandise, 
gifts, reading boo~s, and ntore! Don 'tforget to visit 
ou1· Starbucks Cafe. 
Bookstore. 
Your On-campus Store 
4000 Central Florida Blv<:I. Orlando, Florida 32816 (407) 823-2665. 
1.Vlonda.y- Thursday 8:00a.m.-7:00_p.m . . Friday 8:ooa.m.-5:00p.m. Saturday to:ooa.1n.-2:00p.m. 
·,. 
':\ 
.. 
.. 
.. 
~ · 
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NANCI SCHWARTZ 
STAFF WRITER 
I n the Director's Notes of the Orlando-UCF Shakespeare Festival's production of "Much 
Ado About Nothing," the director 
claims that Shakespeare either made a 
mistake when naming the play, or was 
being ironic, for the subject of the play 
is certainly not nothing, but that which 
makes us human - love. 
While I see his point, I offer a dif-
fere:1;1t explanation to the naming of this 
Next: 
The company's next 
play is "Around the 
World in 80 Days," 
which runs from 
May 1 - June 2. 
hilarious play: 
the events 
which take 
place all pan 
out due to lies 
or trickery. 
Therefore, 
everything that 
happens is 
much ado about 
things which haven't even happened. 
Either way, don't believe the play's title 
when making a decision about whether 
to see it. It is definitely something to 
see. 
The play takes place in Messina, as 
the Prince, Don Pedro, his friends, 
Claudio, Benedick and his brother John 
return from war. John and Pedro have 
been previously at odds, and just recent-
ly mended their relationship. John still 
resents the treatment Pedro receives, 
however. The men arrive at Signor 
COURTESY UCF SHAKESPEARE THEATER 
PLEASE SEE Shakespeare ON B-8 Beatrice (Suzanne O'Connell) matches wits with Benedick (Eric Hissom) in "Much Ado About Nothing." 
'Changing Lanes' has its flaws 
COURTESY PARAMOUNT STUDIOS 
Ben Affleck and Samuel L. Jackson play cat and mouse in ''Changing 
Lanes." 
CHRIS HEWl.TT 
KNIGHT RIDDER 
If you're in a book club, 
you've probably had the experi-
ence of reading a book nobody 
likes but turns out to be interesting 
to talk about. The movie, 
"Changing Lanes," is like that. 
Here are some discussion 
questions that might help you 
enjoy it more: Are people, as the 
movie suggests, inherently awful 
to one another? Can immature 
men with violent streaks redeem 
themselves with acts of grace? 
Can having your eyes opened, 
even if they're opened to tragedy, 
be a gift? Does it make sense for a 
movie that presents an unremit-
tingly grim view of humanity to 
offer hope at the end? 
"Changing Lanes" suggests 
the social contract isn't worth the 
paper it's not written on. Two 
morally ambiguous characters, 
played by Ben Affleck and 
Samuel L. Jackson, are in an auto 
accident and, in the time it takes 
to have the accident, there are 
deep, painful consequences for 
· both men. So painful that each 
does the other a deliberate bad 
tum and then another that's worse, 
until they're waged in full-on bat-
tle. 
PLEASE SEE Actors ON B-7 
COMMENTARY 
CHRISTIE ZIZO 
STAFF WRITER 
ABG1 needs to 
stop and ask 
for direction 
USA Today's quick list of 
TV shows being cancelled or pos-
sibly recontracted for next season 
shows an interesting trend. Except 
for a few notable exceptions (i.e. 
"Survivor"), most of the prime-
time reality and game shows are 
going bye-bye. 
ABC, however,js cling-
ing to its ratings-sagging 
"Who Wants to be a 
Millionaire?" and renewing 
the "The Bachelor," which is 
similar to "Who Wants to Marry 
a Millionaire?" except there is no 
guarantee the wedding bells will 
chim~. This naturally asks the 
question: how many straws will 
ABC grasp before they realize 
their network needs a major over-
haul? 
I think the number one prob-
lem with ABC is the lack of 
direction. WB is the mainstream 
.teen network. UPN is the freaky 
teen network. NBC is the comedy 
network for the twentysomething, 
thirtysomething crowd. CBS has 
that wholesome programming 
we crave every once in a 
while. Fox is for those who 
crave a sensation. 
ABC tries to combine the 
best of all networks and fails 
miserably every time. Many of 
the shows on ABC are poor 
wannabes of shows they've either 
made or were made by someone 
else already, i.e. many of their 
new sitcoms. They've also been 
sitting on shows that have simply 
grown stale, such as ''NYPD 
Blue" and ''The Drew Carey 
Show," both slated for a return. 
Disney, which owns ABC, is 
where the problem lies. Most 
notable for its wholesome chil- . 
dren's productions (if you call 
"Atlantis: The Lost Empire" 
wholesome), Disney has been 
branching out sporadically lately, 
sapping up anything it thinks wor-
thy of its company. Disney now 
seems like a puberty-raging 
teenager jealously lashing out at 
· anything possibly infringing on its 
holdings. 
The problem lies in research, 
development and advertising. 
Disney doesn't seem to know 
which horse is the right one to 
PLEASE SEE Weak oN B-13 
-T1he Club at (frirest@ne 
~
~; - LIVE MUSIC-
cu Wednesday through Saturday 
£i -HAPPY HOUR-
= 4-7 p.m. Monday through Friday 
Bar; (4Q7) 6'9-76'6 .. fl' Hospitality 2-for-1 Sunday Night 
Offiat:<(4(JJ) 648-4814 . ftl Visit our web site at www.kateobriens.net Fax: (4i}7): 648-4239 ~ 
GUESS WHAT WE'RE 
GOING TO DO NEXT 
HAPPY HOURS SUN-FRI 4-7pm AND lOpm-aOSE 
1163 University Blvd. 
Next to Residence Inn 
407-207-1740 
BIG 20oz. Drafts s1. 75 
WELL DRINKS $1 .99 _ 
$2 .00 OFF All APPETIZERS 
(with purchase of any beverage) 
doUJntoUJn orlando 
anythinggoesa-t:nrakos.com 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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. Human feats explain :Journey of Man' 
SARA SO-TOLONGO 
STAFF WRITER 
The tour of man's history 
- through seemingly impossible 
human acrobatics - "Cirque Du 
Soleil: Journey of Man" at the 
• Orlando Science Center's 
Where: 
Orlando Science 
Center (Dr. Phillips 
IMAX Cinedome) 
Prices: 
$6 all ages 
Cinedome · 
is a feat 
that must 
be seen. 
This 
IMAX 
film is a 
$6, 30-
minute 
version of 
''La 
Nouba," the famous (and expen-
• sive) Cirque Du Soleil presenta-
tion at Downtown Disney. 
• 
"Journey of Man" follows the 
stages of human development 
from birth to maturity and is nar-
rated by Sir Ian McKellen, the 
British actor who played Gandalf 
• in the ''Lord of the Rings: The 
Fellowship -of the Rings." The 
film was shot at various natural 
• and historical landmarks around 
the world. 
What makes "Journey of 
• Man" remarkable is its visual 
splendor, which is accompanied 
by the incredible strength and 
• 
Cirque Du Soleil performers larger than life on IMAX 
,....... 
-~ -~ 
r· -
. ~ 
' 
'· 
...I ' ......,,. "-wr ,,.,.,,,,,., i-,
__.I 
',.,,/ 
HENRY LENZ I CFF 
The Orlando Science Center is also showing "Grand Canyon: the Hidden Secrets" on its cinedome IMAX saeen. 
agility of the performers. The 
costumes are bizarre, yet very fit-
ting. 
The film begins with an 
underwater synchronized swim-
ming routine. The performers 
wear pink seq~ined wetsuits that 
match their colorfully made-up 
faces. Are the filmmakers imply-
ing that life began underwater? I 
am still not entirely sure. 
After man is born he finds 
himself in the forest accompanied 
by two performers playing the role 
of his childhood hopes and 
dreams. There is a very impres-
sive asrobat routine with creatures 
jumping in and out of trees, look-
ing nothing short of spectacular in 
their yellow/green fringed cos-
tumes. The film then moves into 
APl2JL 17 - APJ2JL 23 
• 
• 
• 
Orlando Magic vs. Miami Heat TD Waterhouse 
Center 7:30 Playoffs start soon! 
Orlando Ballet: Balanchine and Pepita Bob Carr 
Performing Arts c,enter Downtown Orlando 
Spring 2002 Education Job Fair Education Complex 
Gymnasium 9am - 1 pm 
T Wb.. QJQ.b.. F OQ INF Of2.tv1A TION Db..PJ2.IV A TION 
r::-=-=-=-: 
· UCF Wind Ensemble Concert Visual Arts Building 
Auditorium at Bpm for free · 
Afternoons and Coffee Spoons Student radio 
program on WNSC TV Channel 21 7pm 
Follow that Dream: Florida's Rock Leaends 
Regional History Center Downtown 
' 
the desert and features a man spin-
ning a large mental cube (which 
eventually erupts into :flan1es) over 
his head. 
My favorite part of the film 
was where male and female stat-
ues perform seemingly impossible 
stunts while poised on a lily pad 
out in the middle of a serene pond. 
The performers are painted com-
pletely gray and made to look like 
concrete sculptures. There is a 
bizarre looking, red and green, 
stilt-walking, demon-like cryature 
that tempts the man at the end of 
the pond scene. The demon suc-
ceeds in tempting the man into sin. 
The man is next seen in old 
age as a wealthy, if not, troubled, 
soul. A dozen raggedly-dressed 
performers barge into his home 
and perform very impressive rou-
tines involving several men stand-
ing on top of one another, four at a 
time. I am not entirely sure how, 
but their stunts inspire the man to 
become a better person. 
As the film ends· we see the 
man, now very old, walking 
through the gates of what appears 
to be heaven with six culturally 
diverse children in hand. 
"Cirque Du Soleil: Journey of 
Man" runs through this summer, 
Tuesdays through Thursdays, at 
the Orlando Science Center. 
April 20 
April 27 
Belmont 
Morris BrO'M'\ 
Atlantic Sun 
Championship 
UCF Orchestra Concert ST. Luke1s Lutheran, in 
Oviedo; concert will begin at 8pm -
MEN& 
\\OMEN 
April 18- 21 
" 
. UCF Guitar Night UCF Rehearsal Hall 8pm Free 
Admission 
:Tony Wynn and The Groove Factor Big Daddy 
Orlando Ravs Baseball vs Carolina Mudcats Minor 
league baseball Disney Wide World of Sports Lake 
Buena Vista, Walt Disney Area 7pm 
Josh Martinez in Concert at Will pub Downtown 9pm 
Finals have you stressed out? Almost 
Finished! 
II April 22 
CREW 
April 20. 21 
2on2V-Ball 
4on4 F·Ball 
Softball 
Floor Hockey 
SIRA 
Championship 
-----·--
• Dave's Jazz & Blues Club 8:30 pm 
THE central florida ~NIC1 LlT Uf b. . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
**Would you like to work with "The 
Skinny"? You can earn UCF credit 
for parlicipating in the production of 
the paper and webpage/ 
OR 
If you have an event you would like 
to see in print for free: 
Contact 
THESKJNNYUCF@HOTMAIL.COM 
Thank you to the Central Florida 
. Future! 
FUTURE 
Step on it 
Surf and download up to 70 times 
faster than dial-up! 
ROADRUNNER 
- HIGHSPEEDONUNE"' 
1·877·TWC·EASY . 
www.twceasy.com 
LOONEY TUNES, characters, names and all related lndicia are trademarks of Warner Bros. 02002. 
Bid 
~::'t causoJam S2 
Industry Pitchers $1.50 Long. 
khlllm 
Night Open NeckS $1 Wells 
Bar 10 • 12120 E. Cent Uqu~ Cell• $2 Cove 
Alpha Bar \Niki on Mondays $2 Pitchers after 9pm 
$1 Drinks all night 
Wing §hgck Guys N 
Dolls Night Free Draft 
Knlqbt Lights Lades 
night Fr• Beer , , Rock and House Tanqveraya St5o t.10N 0om. $3 wens \'vCD 
Level 3 Lounge Thur Nt 
Detension $2 Drinks 
II! Kick Ass College 
Night$2 Lite $ lcehouse 
Club Firestone Three 
Ring Thursday Foam 
Party 10pm •*$1** TJ.JU 
B Clyb Call111ta With Special Guest OJ 
Pauly & Guest Come Party Hardi! 
Deyaney"s ! 00 No Cover for Ladies-
Free Hunch Punch and Beer Great Music 
PRIMO-ENTERTAINMENT EVENT! 
Red Vely!t Free admission before 
. . fl2.I 
For more specific event information or to submit your own event v1s1t s 
B-4 • CENTRAL FLORIDA~ 
Orlando Science Center: Science for all ages 
SARA SOTOLONGO 
STAFF WRITER 
Looking for a new place to 
bring a date? Try the Orlando 
Science Center. 
Every Friday and Saturday 
night the OSC observatory (which 
houses one of the largest telescopes 
in the state of Florida) is open from 
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. From the plat-
form, one can gaze up through the 
giant telescope and view the stars at 
a closer distance than ever before. 
The OSC observatory was voted 
one of the 10 most romantic desti-
. nations in Orlando. 
The OSC also houses the Dr. 
Phillips Cinedome, which is a giant 
screen IMAX theatre. Can't afford 
La Nouba? Go and see "Cirque Du 
Soleil: Journey of Man" instead. 
There are evening showings at 7 
p.m. and 9 p.m. both Friday and 
Saturday night nights. Just 
remember to come early and catch 
some of the exhibits. 
OSC is currently running sev-
eral different exhibits aimed at dif-
ferent age groups. For pre-schoo-
ers, there is Kids Town and Richard 
Scarry's Busytown. Each exhibit 
is an impressively intricate minia-
ture town designed to encourage 
kids to discover science in the 
world around them. 
Walking in OSC's main 
entrance, it is impossible not to 
notice the Nature Works exhibit, 
which consists of a three-story tall 
Where: 
Princeton St. in 
Loch Haven Park 
Hours: 
Tuesday - Thursday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Friday & Saturday 
9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Sunday 
Noon - 5 p.m. 
Prices: 
$2-14.50 for adults 
Parking: 
$3.50; $1 after 
6 p.m. 
tree, which 
is rooted in 
an actual 
pond, and 
designed to 
replicate 
Florida's 
natural 
habitat 
Although 
the tree is 
fake, the 
animals 
swimming 
down 
below are 
certainly 
real. 
There are 
fish, turtles 
and baby 
alligators. 
The alligators are from Gatorland 
and are changed out for new babies 
when they grow over three feet 
long. 
Another interesting exhibit for 
all ages is located on the top floor 
and is called BodyZone. Walking 
in through a giant mouth (complete 
with bwping and hiccuping noises) 
one is whisked into an exhibit 
Wednesdav, Aprll 11111 
designed to explore health and fit-
ness issues found in everyday life. 
There is a terrifying wheel of doom 
which allows a person to calculate 
the nutrient content of various fast 
food combo meals. There is also a 
great interactive exhibit at 
BodyZone called Measure Me, in 
which a person performs various 
physical tests at different computer 
terminals. Once completed the 
data is calculated and measured 
against the data provided by other 
participants. 
Aspiring archeologists should 
take note, the OSC has a very inter-
esting new exhibit called 
DinoDigs: Mysteries Unearthed. 
This exhibit is sponsored by 
Disney's Animal Kingdom and 
showcases complete dinosaur casts 
in their disparate land and aquatic 
settings. The exhibit also has 
sandboxes filled with fossils in 
which patrons are at liberty to sift 
through. 
OSC has a Teacher Leadership 
Center that provides educational 
facilities to serve local area teachers. 
as well as UCF's pre-service teach-
ers. 
OSC also has a program where 
patrons can adopt a star or a con-
stellation. The perfect gift for the 
person who has everything! 
Cultutsil Ath:: Ai:RICAN R~URRECTION 
~U ~outh Patio, t 2:go - f :gOprn 
VUCI= Awatd1 Banquet 
~U Key Weit AB, 6 - ~prn 
CAB Homecorning Boatd Mernbar1 application1 
ata now availabla. 
Plaa1a come bg tha O~A Office, ~U trn 20~ 
Cabbie 1ag1: •aood l_uclc on gout f:inal1!1 
HENRY LENZ I CFF 
In Body Zone, museum-goers take a hands-on look at the human body. 
sa1urda1, Aprll 20111 
UELPI VolqnteaR ate needed to b@f> 
Orlando Beautiful! 
WUERJ;; L4b lotne Doone qnd Cittfe Bowl 
W1m.i: f?:g011rn - 2:go~rn 
Catpoof in ftont of thA Vbmal Atu Bldg. 
@1:go11rn 
l=ot futfhet info, contact tlizabetb! 
e11bg2.7@h«ltm'lif .Cbtn 
For more information on our events contact the Office of Student Activit~~:~~4'' 
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C 1§TT R~~I ~}?};Ke 
An AOL Time Warner Company 
Pl/.ed.eld a 
FREE ADVANCE SCREENING 
oJ 
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA 
@ Cape Florida Ballroom 
9:00 PM Wednesday, April 17, 2002 
FREE ADMISSION 
while passes lasr 
INFO?: call 823-6471 • http://osa.ucf.edu 
* Funded by the Activity and Service Fee as 
allocated by the Student Government Association. 
Passes available in the Student Union, Room 208, 
Student Activities . . 
Passes required. Seating is limited and not guaranteed. Please 
arrive early. 
ID required. No one under the age of 17 will be admitted without parent or 
legal guardian. 
Presented in association with Campus Activities Board. 
<JluJ, ~ ~ la 'I°" tu,, 
Want to be a VIP this summer? 
Apply for an internship working on illllll' an episode of Music in High Places, 
starring Unwritten Law. Learn how 
at mastercard.com 
~ 
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Comedian on his way 
to Hollywood A-list 
RANDY HARRIS 
STAFF WRITER 
In what he describes as 
the black "Austin Powers," 
Eddie Griffin will attempt to 
resurrect the afro when his 
upcoming film, "Undercover 
Brother," hits theaters May 
31: The film also stars 
Denise Richards ("The 
World Is Not Enough"), 
Chris Kattan ("Saturday 
Night Live"), David 
Chapelle ("Half Baked") and 
Neil Patrick Harris (TV's 
"Doogie Howser, M.D."), 
with Griffin playing the 
Undercover Brother himself. 
When a shady under-
ground organization led by 
The Man threatens to over-
throw the government, 
Undercover Brother is sent in 
· to infiltrate and eliminate the 
evil perpetrators of 
Operation Whitewash, led by 
the sinister Mr. Feather 
(Kattan) and an evil seduc-
tress, Penelope Snow a.k.a 
White She Devil (Richards). 
Backed by his sidekick 
Sistah Girl (Aunjanue Ellis) 
and equipped with an arsenal 
that includes afro picks and 
8-track tape launchers, it will 
take Undercover Brot}ler 
every ounce of soul to take 
down The Man and restore 
truth and justice to the world. 
The blaxploitation com-
edy in the tradition of "I'm 
Gonna Git You Sucka" will 
be Griffin's star vehicle and 
the first time the dancer-
turned-comedian-turned-
writer-turned-actor has head-
lined a movie. 
"It feels like it's abotlt 
time," Griffin said. 
"Everyone always wondered 
if I could carry a film and I 
kept telling them, 'Man, not 
only can· I carry a film, I can 
pick it up and throw it across 
the room."' 
Griffin's cockiness 
should not be confused with 
arrogance - it's just part of 
his persona as an entertainer. 
Griffin always seems to be 
on and had this reporter 
laughing hysterically at his 
outrageous answers and 
deranged demeanor, but 
maybe it's just the sound of a 
man doing what he loves and 
not being shy about letting 
people know it. 
At the age of 15, the 
Kansas City native opened a 
dance studio and had his first 
taste of success away from 
the camera. Seemingly des-
tined for a future in choreog-
raphy, his life took an unex-
pected turn when a $50 bet at 
a comedy clu}?'s open-mike 
night put him on the path to 
stardom. Before long, Griffin 
built an impressive followin'g 
with his no-holds-barred 
.approach to comedy. His 
uncomprom1smg material, 
dead-on impressions and nat-. 
ural charisma earned him 
recognition on the stand-up 
circuit and choice slots 
opening for established 
comedians like Robert 
Townsend and Andrew 
"Dice" Cl~y. 
His growing popularity 
from showcases like HBO's 
"Der Comedy Jam" led to a 
prime-time gig on "Malcolm 
and Eddie," which went on to 
become one of the most 
highly-rated and longest run-
ning sitcoms on UPN. The 
success of the show gave 
Griffin the creative control to 
write and direct episodes, 
which only added to his rep-
utation as a multi-talented 
performer an,d as he puts it, 
"showed everyone all the 
slices of the Eddie Griffin 
pie." 
After "Malcolm and 
Eddie" had run its course, 
Griffin graduated to high-
profile supporting roles in 
films like "Deuce Bigalow: 
Male Gigolo," "Double 
Take" and his most recent 
role in "John Q." Starring 
opposite Academy Award 
winners like Robert Duvall 
and Denzel Washington was 
an educational experience for 
Griffin, one he likens to 
being in the classroom every-
day. 
"Undercover Brother" 
might just elevate Griffin to 
that next level, and help hiin 
follow in the footsteps of fel-
low Def J ammers like Chris 
Tucker and Jamie Foxx. If 
the film takes off upon being 
released, Griffin is confident 
that he has a "built-in fran-
chise" on his hands. 
All accolades aside, 
Griffin remains humble and 
promised "never to give up 
what got me here." True to 
his word, Griffin still per-
forms stand-up around the 
country and vows to continue 
pursuing his first love no 
matter what else comes 
along. Something else that 
has come along is "Baby's 
Mama," an upcoming project 
from Miramax Pictures that 
Griffin wrote, is producing 
and will star in alongside 
John Leguizamo. 
While the film industry 
is as hard to forecast as they 
come, "Undercover Brother" 
possesses the right ingredi-
ents for box-office domina-
tion and collegiate cult sta-
tus. With the 70s re-entering 
pop culture via "That 70's 
Show" and the successful 
comeback of "Shaft" a few 
years back, "Undercover 
Brother" just might have 
people growing out their 
afros and breaking out their 
shades and platforms one 
more time . 
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a peek at the week in local entertainment 
Bithlo Mullet Revival, 
The ·Know How, Dodger 
Will's Pub at 6 p.m. 
The Curtis Earth Trivia Show 
Loaded Hog at 6:30 and 9:30 p.m. 
Where's Moo, Swanswinger 
Will's Pub at 10 p.m. 
Red (funk) 
Casey's on Central at 10 p.m. 
The Post Consumers 
Back Booth at 10 p.m. 
Thucsrt~y ~ · . 
ApriliB ~ ~ ~ f ~ 'ii:·:* 
Boy~ 6oifn: W#r, farci.ven to 
Fashion, l'be ·... e Theory 
!. . "1 
Will'S'Poltatq ..... v 
Denise Nejame 
Peter Scott's at 8 p.m. 
Prong, School for Heroes, bloc 
House of Blues at .8:30 p.m. 
Red Shift Mantra, Mr. Marley 
The Social at 9 p.m. 
Superdrag, Believe in 
Toledo, Humbert 
Back Booth at 9 p.m. 
Skeeter Biscuit 
Slingapour's at 10 p.m. 
Hugo, Lift 47 
Wing Shaft at 10 p.m. 
SUNNY, Woman 
Dante's at 10 p.m. 
ALEX ROMANUlK I CFF 
School for Heroes will play the House of Blues April 18 at 8:30 p.m. 
bloc, Simple Kill 
Will's Pub at 8 p.m. 
Gargamel!, Omnibus, lnd~rphine 
House of Blues at 830 p.m. 
DJ Just Dan 
Independent Bar at 9 p.m. 
Precious, Cocktail Honeys, 
Misfortune 500 
Back Booth at 9 p.m. 
Four Years Past, Rellese, 
New Address 
Lost & Found at 9:30 p.m. 
·Drencht, Frail, Resin 8 
EB.I. Liquors at 10 p.m. 
Luke Cuccia, Dragonfly, 
Edson Xavier 
Rumors Lounge at 10 p.m. 
THRILL SEEKERS We have a number 
of exotic cars that need to be test-
driven by individuals who are willing to 
take risks. Great career opportunity 
for individual 18+ with valid medical 
insurance. For more info, go to 
Martian Death Ray, 
Racing for Pinks 
Rumors Lounge _at 10 p.m. 
Blue Meridian, Buck32 
The Social at 9 p.m.-
Michetle Malone 
Will's Pub at 9 p.m. 
Hoosier Daddy, 60 Cycle 
Hum, Zoetic 
F.B.I. Liquors at 10 p.m. 
Yield, Popsicle Illusion 
Johnny's Rockin Bistro at 10 p.m. 
Rocketfish 
Copper Rocket Pub at 10 p.m. 
Free Flow Conspiracy, Doorway 27 
Wing Shack-UCF at 10 p.m. 
Sketchy Characters 
Bodhisattva Social Club at 10 p.m. 
Sun·~ay 
April Zl 
M'sters of the Hemisphere, Ju is de 
F1apte~ TJ1e .Hot Six 
· Stone'SOUfl,follecdve at 3 p.m. 
Billy, TUne In Tokyo, One 
Minute Revolution 
Back Booth at 6 p.m. 
Dismemberment Plan, 
My Hotel Year, Paris, Texas 
The Social at 7 p.m. 
PP Pettibone & The Funky 
Blues Messiahs 
CityJazz at 8 p.m. 
Open mike night 
Echo Chamber at 9 p.m. 
Monday / 
School for Heroes 
is currently 
looking for 
guidance 
counselors 
(promotional 
staffers). Check 
out www.school-
forheroes.com. 
ALEX ROMANIUK / 
CFF 
April 22 'i' 1 I / \_ . I 
Charlie iayas and t:h;e 
MidnigbJ Ramblers -·w 
Cityfazz at 8 p.m. 
Franky Bumps, Anthony Bonilla 
AKA Lounge at 8 p.m. 
Smilin' Dan 
The Haven at 10 p.m. 
Nicole, John laRosa, Christoph 
Knock Knock at 10 p.m. 
Tuesday l 
April l3 .. '* i I 
Barbara Jones 
1 
: 
fleter Scott's at a p.rn'., 
Steven Garnett, Jessica Dye 
Stardust Video and Coffee at 9 p.m. 
Dane Colbert (acoustic) 
Muldoon's Saloon at 9 p.m. 
Fanaray 
Midtown Tavern at 9 p.m. 
Josh Martinez, Jerk Circuit, 
Andromeda 
Will's Pub at 9 p.m .. 
Discontent 
Slingapour's at 10 p.m. 
Submit listings to 
rharris@ucffuture.com 
UCF's Student Radio Station 
·on 
Camp~s Cable Channel 21 
on your TV! 
· www.testdriveinfo.com. View a Program Schedule at: WftSC.UCf.edU 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Best reason to see the movie: the actors 
FROM PAGE B-1 
Does anything strike you as 
odd about Jackson and Affleck in 
full-on battle, though? Like, 
maybe that Affleck doesn't have a 
chance? He's a likable performer 
AMERICAN 
Southern Belle 
@The Station 
Subs, Philly Cheesesteaks, 
Chicken Wings & More! 
:-$1-ott-En-tire-Pu-rciiase-: 
Free Delivery, $10 minimum 
407-381-5223 
IIlut t:.lonull Drifle 4 • 
2 •lies Soulb of """"' 
A/#lfllJlll Trllil insiM T-.eo. i 
All of our wings are char grilled to 
perfection (not fried) and covered 
with your favorite flavory sauce. 
( 407) 671-6660-
Winn-Dixie Sl:!opping Plaza 
7622 University Blvd. 
Winter Park, FL 32792 
Show your UCF m and receive 10% offe 
AMERICAN 
Try our delicious 
hamburgers and old 
fashioned malts! 
10% off with-student ID 
<4011381-9010 
55 t N. Alafayj Traff 
Waterford Lakes TOWll Center 
·-VOTED BEST BURGER! 
r--------------------------, 
Buy any combo and get a : 
I 
1 
FREE Back Yard Burger! : 
1 Valid at this location only. Please present coupon. 1 
: Offer Expires 6/30/02 • : 
~--------------------------· 11556 University Blvd. 
( 407) 736-0040 
and genetically gifted, but, as in 
"Bounce," Affleck doesn't have 
the internal stuff to make us 
believe in his emotional turmoil. 
We don't feel what he's feeling, so 
watching him have a crisis of con-
science is like watching a mois-
AMERICAN 
M - W llam - 7pm 
Th, F, & Sat I lam - 9pm • Sun 1 lam - 5pm 
I](]]' (]) [J[J 
w/UCF ID 
FREE DEUUERY 
wa1er1on1 I.ales Town Genter 
Next to Best Buv 
11arava Trail & 408 • 407-281-9911 
SIUdents! ViSlt our web sne 
ror moner saVino coup0ns! 
BAR & GRILL 
FJ\11\00S FOR CATFISH f, G~TOR 
• Enjoy lunch with a lake view 
• Best Gator in Town 
• Gator Exhibit (New 12ft) 
• Picture with live alligator 
• Drink specials everyday 
• Live music on Friday/Saturday 
• All you can eat Catfish 
• Ladies drink Free 
Wed. 6:30-9:30pm 
Open T11esday to Sunday from 11 a.m. 
Restaurant: 407-365-2201 
wcated in Oviedo off 434 
www.blackbammockrestaurant.com 
Live Musi' Fri and Sat 
Happy Hour 4pm • 7pm 
DJ Wed.· Sat. 
Daily Bar Specials 
Bar Food, Burgers, 
Steaks and Seafood. 
407-366-6225 
www.toucanwillies.com 
tened towelette have a crisis of 
conscience. 
The entire movie depends on 
our questions about the stuff these 
guys are made of and whether 
they'll right the wrong paths 
they're headed down, but 
BAR & GRILL 
Happy Hour 
Monday - Saturday, 4 - 7 pm 
Bring in this ad for I ;~n OFF Food 
Not valid with any other offer 
1817 E. Broadway St., Oviedo 
407-366-2333 
GREAT CHINA 
BEST.AURAHT 
GRAND OPENING! 
'De[icious CFiinese 'Food 
To ~at 'ln &' Tafe Out 
NeW Yllll SIVle Clllnese ceau 
Open 7 Days 
Mon-Thurs 11 a.m. - 10 p.m. 
Fri-Sat 11 a.m. - 11 punr 
*sun 10fiio~li 
tf Wc.:ated op ... e co~oer of . 
ii;_ ~:hy & Aiafaya.. in 
-:::r- the UC7 J?~ ' 
CHINESE & CRIOLLAS 
LOS CHINITOS 
Chinese & Criollas Cuisine 
Dine-In and Take-Out 
12058 Collegiate Way 
Suite #l l Collegiate Village 
Orlando, FL 32817 
Tel: 321-235-0880 
Tel/Fax: 321-235-0!)!)0 
: 10% Discount with Ad ! 
: Expires 04/ 30/ 02 
I 
·------------------------~ 
FONDUE 
Jackson's superior talent throws 
the movie off-balance. It isn't all 
Affleck's fault; the script depends 
far too much on coinc!dences and 
obvious signifiers (Toni Collette, 
who's terrific, has blond hair, so 
she must represent light and good-
INDIAN 
MAHARAJ A 
Vegetarian Indian Cuisine 
Lunch Buffet (11 am - 2 pm) 
Maharaja Tiffin (Take out) 
UC7 Shopping Plaza, (407) 384-8850 
ITALIAN 
~ .• 
OoDFlt.\.• 
•1121•'· 
o, or1ao6° 
Open 7 Days a Week! 
11865 E. Colonial Drive 
Comer of Alafaya & Hwy 50 
( 407) 658-6615 rs ___ 1 ____ 4 _____ 9--9----:-~-;~:-------1 
! Cheese Pizza ! 
I • 10 Wings · I 
I I 
I I l ______________ ?~~':_e~9_:i!_)r_~~a~:~~-_:~j 
Caterino. Free Deliverv 1 Davs a Week 
~f"4'e~ 
Family Res,:urant ~-v-
. and 
Pizzeria 
Pizza, Pasta, Wings, Subs 
Daily Lunch & 
Dinner Specials 
10% DISCOUNT 
WITH UCF ID 
Free delivery with 
$2-5 minimum order 
(407) 249-9991 • 13212 E. Colonial Dr. 
One mile east of Alafaya in the Bridgewater Marketplace 
cafe 
Trastevere 
(trust-every) 
BRINC A DATE! 
Dinner under the stars 
Sat & Thurs 
• Live music on the patio 
• Drink Specials 
Wed 
• Half price wine night 
(407) 839-00235 
825 Magnolia Ave. 
(Downtown) 
www.cafetrastevere.com 
ness, etc.), and the ending does 
not give the characters the fate 
they've earned. But Affleck is a 
big part of why "Changing 
Lanes," which gives you so much 
food for thought afterward, is so 
unsatisfying to watch. 
100/0 0FF 
Not valid with any other offers. 
EXPIRES 6-1-02 
12281 University Blvd. 
Across from UCF 
407-736-8987 
MEXICAN 
~~TIJUAHA 
Fl.ATS 
• Great TeJC-MeJC 
•Gold Beer 
•Laid Back 
Atmosphere!!\ 
9 Forida Locations 
7608 University Blvd. 
Corner of Goldenrod and Universit 
(UCf AREA) 
(407) 673-2456 
Cool part-timB jobs! 
Call for an intsrll'iew. 
Authentic Mexican Food 
r------------ .. 1 Buy One Combination 1 
1 Dinner at Regular Price, 1 
1 Get Second 1 
I Combination Dinner I 
11FREE~~ 
1 (combo dinners only) 1 1 per coupon, per person , per visit 
.. ____________ .. 
(407) 282-3969 
12201 University Blvd. 
Direct! across from UCF 
Solutions 
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INTHESPOTLl6HT 
Local DJ gaining ground 
• 
LISA ROMANO 
STAFF WRITER 
DJ Ekin is a person who's 
enthusiastic about his future; 
committed to his work, clear 
about his goals and ready to 
break big at UCF and around the 
globe. He has worked at count- . 
less Orlando and Tampa area 
nightclubs, Disney's Grad Nite, 
BET SoundStage, conventions, 
various after show parties and 
many radio stations. He definite-
ly wasn't short of experiences to 
talk about! 
Future: What age did you 
get into music and who are your 
influences? 
Ekin: I was 12 when I start-
ed. Probably my brothers, they 
were also DJs. Probably more so 
than anybody, my Dad. I asked 
for a stereo and got turntables 
instead. Hip-hop, anything hip-
hop, I'm eclectic now but raised 
on hip-hop. 
Future: Why did you pick 
UCF? 
Ekin: I actually started at 
Full Sail, then didn't want to go 
there, but I knew I wanted to go 
to school. I heard there was a 
good Radioffelevision program 
here. It was very convenient; I 
didn't want to move yet 
Future: What was your 
favorite work experience and 
other enjoyable accomplish-
ments? 
Ekin: Probably the most 
fun, was Blackvoices.com 
Summer Splash. I did five par-
ties for them ill weekend. Hip-
hop parties, old school parties, 
pool parties, all kinds! Biggest 
learning experience was BET's 
SoundStage club ·at Pleasure 
Island. 
Future: What did you learn 
there? 
Ekin: Some people are 
happy with jobs, jobs with not a 
lot of creativity. The biggest 
thing about me is I take every-
thing to heart. If we had a bad 
night, we'd sit and talk about it 
afterwards. A lot of people just 
have a job and don't think about 
it, nothing creative, "If it's not 
broke, don't fix it." The things I. 
do and create, I try to make them 
as best as possible. 
Future: What about your 
least favorite working experi-
ence? 
Ekin: Everything has been 
a learning experience. I love to 
entertain, BET wasn't horrible, I 
learned from it. However it 
turned out, crazy or mediocre, I 
learned something from it. 
Future: Where, geographi-
cally, would you like to be? 
Ekin: L.A. or back to N. Y., 
overseas in London maybe. I 
want to keep a home here, to be 
based here. Creativity and 
money-wise, I look at a lot of DJs 
who just aren't getting paid here. 
With a lot of other things, I do 
okay (financially) but with DJ-
ing, there's more to be made 
elsewhere. 
Future: What do you like to 
do besides DJ-ing? 
Ekin: I'm into acting now, 
d~g a lot more procflking. 
Developing a show now called 
''How We Get Down." We're 
getting ready to interview School 
for Heroes, also shooting at Hard 
Rock Live for the pilot. It's an E-
TV show, geared towards 16-24-
year-olds and the Central Florida 
area. [Go to] www.howweget-
down.com, to see what we're 
doing. I've been on "Cops" and 
"America's Most Wanted," I did 
a re-enactment for "America's. 
Most Wanted," then they caught 
the guy (I portrayed) on "Cops" 
so they ran it again together. I'm 
also producing a compilation 
album with a lot of l~al artists, 
my little brother will be on it. 
Future: What can you offer 
the UCF community, as in, can 
they book you for parties? 
Ekin: Yes, I've done a frat 
house party here, DJ-ed in the 
Student Union. The buzz on me 
isn't as big around campus as 
other places like with Disney and 
Grad Nite. I want to do more 
things on campus. I drop miXed 
tapes every three weeks, a series 
called "Game Time." You can 
get them from On Cue Styles on 
Colonial and 436. I give them 
away at parties too. 
Shakespeare's comedy centers 
around trickery and love 
FROM PAGE B-1 
Leonato's residence, and Claudio 
immediately falls in love with 
Leonato's daughter, Hero. His 
niece Beatrice, however, is at 
odds with Benedick. The two 
have both sworn off love, and 
have a continuous war of wits, 
which makes for some great one-
liners. The hilarity ensues as 
Don Pedro and company plan to 
trick Beatrice and Benedick into 
falling in love with each other, 
while Don John conjures up a 
plan to slander Hero's name and 
ruin Claudio's and Hero's wed-
ding. Watchman Dogberry and 
bis company, employed to keep 
watch over Leonato' s residence, 
is a great sidebar to the serious 
nature of the second act of the 
play, and provides some of its 
most humorous moments. · 
Some may be familiar with 
the Kenneth Branagh movie ver-
sion, which also starred Denzel 
Washington and Keanu Reeves. 
While the movie definitely 
deserves a viewing, the play lives 
up to its movie counterpart and, 
in some areas, exceeds it. The 
extras added by the director 
updates the play and adds laughs 
to Shakespeare's already funny 
script. And while some aspects 
of the play seem a little old-fash-
ioned, Shakespeare was definite-
ly ahead of his time in writing a 
female character who was keen 
on remaining unmarried. 
The acting in the play was 
magnificent, especially Eric 
Hissom's Benedick. His portray-
al had me keeling over with 
laughter during most of his 
scenes. Suzanne O'Donnell's 
Beatrice was also extremely 
well-acted, and the two had a nat-
ural chemistry together. The rest 
of the cast were perfect in their 
roles, and Brad DePlanche's 
Dog berry was hilarious. 
Audience members will thor-
oughly enjoy the little dance he 
and his watchman do throughout 
the second act. 
The technical aspects of the 
play were also very good, includ-
ing the set, which was functional 
without being boring. The only 
problem was Claudio's micro-
phone occasionally fading, but 
the actors ignored the problem 
and continued on with the show. 
''Much Ado About Nothing" 
is being presented at the Walt 
Disney Amphitheater in Lake 
Bola Park, off of Rosalind 
Avenue near Washington Street. 
When you go, be sure to bring a 
blanket, as the seats are terribly 
uncomfortable, and something to 
cover yourself, as it gets very 
chilly near the lake's shore. Also, 
wear bug spray if you can. The 
atmosphere of Lake Bola is very 
nice for a cultural evening at the 
theatre, and surprisingly, the 
noise of Downtown Orlando 
rarely distracted from the events 
of the play. 
The Orlando-UCF 
Shakespeare Festival always 
delivers in their productions, and 
"Much Ado About Nothing" is 
no exception. 
COMMUNICATION STUDENTS 
***·* ' GOT TALENT BUT 
NEED EXPERIENCE! 
Club D.J. P.psition Available. 
. Get LIVE On The Job Experience 
At One Of Orla.ndo's H~ttest Night Clubs. 
J.or More Information, Call Steve at , 
407-422-7115 
ORLANDO'S HOTTEST 18 & UP THURSDAY 
NIGHT LADIES NIGHT PARTY! 
~4i-_._._.9 ~. 
Home of Fine Hospitality .. • 
and Quality Halal Meat (Kosher Style) 
Exotic Mid-Eastern Grill, Cuisines, Sandwiches & 
0Euc1m1 HUtTHY BEllY DANCER 
-VEGOARllN BAR FBIDAY & SmAY • . 
Shawerma • Kabobs • Sheesh Tawook • Falafel • Grape Leaves • Baklava 
STUDERT DISCOUnT 
10~:. 
\I. 
TAKE OUT & CATERING AVAILABLE 
.g 
a: HOURS: 
'8 University Blvd. moo. - Thurs. 11 :38am - 11 :00pm ~ * Fri. 6 Sat. 11 :30am - 12 midnight 
8 Sundag 12 Doon - 10:00pm 
7550 University Blvd. • Winter Park 
Corner of University & Goldenrod Rd. 
407-673-5100 Fax: 407-673-5700 
~ ~ Ristorante Italiano 
UCF fl raduation 
SPECIAL! 
May 3rd & 4th 
1 FREE Bottle of Champagne 
(group of 6 or more) 
Please call for reservations for parties of 6 or more 
Open for Lunch &,Dinner 
11am to 10:30pm 
2 Miles North of UCF on Alafaya Trail 
( 407) 365-4 77 4 
) 
wenr TO Ben WITH a PRincess 
WOl{e UP WITH an ape 
Extreme attractions take thrill-seekers to the air 
further you'll swing out. He offered to pull it instead. LISA ROMANO 
STAFF WRITER 
Tired of the only airborne 
entertainment in Orlando being the 
bump on Colonial when you fly 
through the Mills/Colonial inter-
section? Try out SkyVenture and 
SkyCoaster. Not familiar with 
them? Here's a rundown. 
After being suited up, you and 
your party are raised 300 feet in the 
air to the top of a tower. On the 
way up, you'll either think, "Wow, 
look at all of Orlando!" or "GET 
Nope, I'm not a wimp. I finally 
pulled it, and heard the material 
slowly unravel. For those first 15 
seconds, you feel no resistance 
holding you back; you are just free 
SkyVenture is an indoor sky-
diving experience that puts you in a 
120 m.p.h. vertical wind tunnel, 
suited up just like a skydiver ready 
to bail from a plane. 
They start you off with a short 
class where you learn the proper 
way to position your .body, plus 
some simple hand signals the flight 
instructor may shoot at you during 
your flight: signals to straighten 
your legs, arch your back, etc. 
forearms right and you' 11 spin 
around. Advanced tricks can be 
taught once you master the basics, 
like staying in the air! 
At SkyVenture, an 
instrudor helps teach 
the art of 
weightlessness. 
COURTF.SY SKYVENTURE 
skydive. Afterwards, 
falling. I 
screamed like a 
banshee all the 
way down, poor 
Tim the employ-
ee went deaf. 
After the fall, 
you swing" back 
and forth for a 
minute or two 
and recoil in 
embarrassment 
er than the girls!" 
for having 
screamed like 
a little girl. 
Tim reassured 
me, "I've 
heard guys 
scream loud-
Then you are suited up and the 
instructor leads the class to the tun-
nel. Each person has one minute 
,inside with the instructor and, trust 
me, you'll need them with you! 
The instructor helps you get in the 
air and, using the hand signals, tells 
you how to fix your positioning so 
you can catch the air better. You 
are literally weightless as you glide 
around (or in my case, hit the 
floor). If you move your fingers 
upwards and tilt your hands just so, 
you'll fly upwards. Bend your 
After your minute is up, you 
wait in line for another one-minute 
session. This time you'll do better 
and be able to enjoy yourself more. 
It goes by quickly so enjoy it while 
it lasts! The only downside of the 
whole experience is you have diffi-
culty breathing since the air is com-
ing right up at your face at 120 
m.p.h. The experience is awesome, 
definitely unique and good for 
those of us too wimpy to actually 
you get a flight certificate and you 
can purchase a video of your flight. 
On to SkyCoaster! 
SkyCoaster is 300 feet high; the 
tallest sky coaster in the world and 
is similar to bungee jumping, 
except for the jolt at the end. You 
have the option of flying with two 
or three other people and the more 
people, the faster you fall and the 
ME DOWN FROM HERE!!!" 
The first time I went on it months 
back was awesome. This time I 
was scared out of my mind. 
If you are looking for a thrill 
ride, go no further. This will defi-
nitely satisfy your craving. 
Sky Venture is on International 
Drive. Call 407-903-1150 or visit 
www.skyventure.com for .more 
information. SkyCoaster is on I-92 
near Old Town. Call 407-397-
2509 or visit www.skycoaster.cc 
for more information. 
Since it was windy, · a 
SkyCoaster employee, Tim, rode 
with me. The ripcord on my side, I 
had to pull it after the slow rise to 
the top. 
"I can't do it!" I cried. 
~~~- -- - .. _ -- --· 
What? 
FRESH SALADS AND SUCH 
ou have.n'-t 
-tasted Crispers yet? < 
Well now's the perfect time, because we'll treat you to a FREE cup of soup, 
a creamy milkshake ... or one of our outrageous desserts! Just purchase 
any garden fresh gourmet salad over $4.00 or hearty stacked sandwich. 
Folks really enjoy Crispers because we're the healthy, delicious, quick 
alternative to fast food.All our gourmet salads, tempting soups, and stacked 
sandwiches (on our special home-baked hobo bread or rustic loaf) are made fresh 
every single day. And our desserts are absolutely outrageous ... creamy cheesecakes, 
rich layer cakes, cookies, and broW11ies. Be sµre to try a sundae or milkshake made with our OW11 
Crispers Extremely Premium ice cream. Best of all, everything on our menu is available for takeout! 
Call or fax in your order, and it'll be ready for you to pick up. 
Ready for a brand new taste? Visit us at one of Orlando's six Crispers locations, bring in the coupon, and 
enjoy a FREE cup or soup, milkshake or dessert with your sandwich or salad purchase. 
For lunch, for dinner, for takeout ... you'll love the selection, the freshness, 
and the taste. We're looking forward to seeing you soon! 
r------------------------------------
-· IFree Soup ·Free Who \tVants 
For Yo ! r ~--?-· _......· ! FREE • 
i ? I 
Bring in this coupon and 
enjoy a free cup of our 
Bring in this coupon and enjoy 
one of our outrageous desserts 
FREE with your purchas~e 
of any garden fresh 
gourmet salad over $4.00 . ·, 
or hearty stacked · ., · · . . : ~ 
sandwich. Choose 4 • 0 
from mile high carrot cake, 
chocolate cake, delicious classic cheesecake, 
and a variety of delicious specialty 
cheesecakes. 
What's better than a Cr:pers C1" I 
ice cream dess~rt? .- I 
A FREE Crispers ice cream rm I 
dessert! Just purchase any 
fresh gourmet salad over $4.00 I 
or hearty stack~d sandwich and I 
we'll give you a FREE shake; 11 
cone, or sundae made with our own insanely I 
rich and, creamy Extremely Premium ice creaml 
\ G~~~f<:-!~ :~: \ G~~~f~!~ ~;;?~ \ G~~.~f<:-!~ o< 
Cannot be used with any other coupon or offer, UCF I Cannot be used with any other coupon or offer. UCF - Cannot be used with any oth:;:oupon or offer: UCF I 
I 
¥/E'RE fUGHT 
AROUND THE 
CORNER! 
Crispers is now open at 436 & 
)\ University and Alafya Trail, which 
means delicious, healthy food is 
right around the corner.:. and it's 
fast! Plus, we're opening more 
new locations all the time. 
Eat in ... take out ... whatever. 
Just visit us today, and you can tell 
your Mom you're eating right! 
t 
N 
GRAND OPENING! 
436 & UNIVERSITY 
391 SOUTH SEMORAN 
WINTER PARK 
ph ( 407) 6 73-4100 
MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM 
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM 
GRAND OPENING! 
WATERFORD LAKES 
555 N.ALAFAYATRAIL 
ORLANDO 
ph (407) 482-4727 
MON-THU. 10:30AM - 9 PM 
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM - I 0 PM 
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM 
>-I-
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436 
REGAL 20 
WATERFORD THEATRES 
\c~ 
ALA FA YA 
\~ 
SEMORAN BLVD. 
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. 407~370~3700 
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CHUCK SHEPHERD 
UNNERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE 
Lead stories 
•University of Toronto 
professor Steve Mann, 39, has 
for 20 years worn computer 
components on his body1'or 
ongoing research and even calls 
himself a cyborg, and carries 
enough documentation that he 
had never (even after Sept. 11) 
caused problems with airport 
security. (He wears computer-
ized glasses and headgear and 
an electronic body suit; is con-
stantly connected to the 
Internet; can see behind him; 
and can "feel" items across a 
room.) However, on Feb. 18, 
officials at St. John's, 
Newfoundland, airport would 
not let him board for two days 
while searching and testing him 
and making background checks. 
When they OK'd him on Feb. 
20, about $50,000 worth of his 
equipment had been broken, 
and he was bleeding from hav-
ing his chest electrodes 
removed. Two weeks later, 
Mann filed a lawsuit against 
Air Canada and Canada's trans-
portation authority. 
• As a longstanding part of 
his lecture on "assault and bat-
tery," University of Virginia 
torts professor Kenneth 
Abraham said he gently taps 
the shoulder of a student at ran-
dom in his class to illustrate the 
principle that even negligible 
unwanted contact can be costly 
if the victim is uniquely vulner-
able in ways that no one could 
have expected. Indeed, 
Abraham did not know that a 
student he tapped recently, 
Marta Sanchez, had been raped 
a while back and that the tap 
apparently triggered fear and 
stress. In March, Sanchez filed 
a $35,000 lawsuit against 
Abraham, claiming that the tap 
constituted assault and battery. 
Insurance industry blues 
• The Swiss Re reinsurance 
company told financial analysts 
in February that it would likely 
post its first yearly loss since 
1866 unless a court agrees with 
it that the t~o Sept. 11 attacks 
on the World Trade Center (18 
minutes apart) were just one 
big event, thus saving it at least 
$3.5 bjllion. And the Supreme 
Court of Canada ruled in March 
that two widows can collect on 
their husbands' life insurance 
policies even though the men 
died while committing crimes 
(one while attempting murder; 
the other when cocaine-filled 
balloons burst in his stomach). 
Government in action 
•In March, Jefferson 
County, Colo., Sheriff John 
Stone informed the Denver 
Rocky Mountain News (with 
which he has been feuding over 
allegedly covered-up evidence 
regarding the mass shootings at 
Columbine High School) that 
his e-mails and letters about the 
case might be released under 
the state's public-records law, 
but that he could not be sure 
unless the newspaper first paid 
the cost for gathering up his 
correspondence files so that his 
lawyers could inspect them. 
The sheriff's office calculated 
that the retrieval cost would be, 
at a minimum, $1,072,200. 
• Latest Unintended 
Consequences: A 2002 Oregon 
law makes owners of partly 
electric cars pay $15 more to 
register them than owners of 
gas-guzzlers pay to register 
theirs, in order to replace the 
gasoline taxes the environment-
conscious motorists are saving 
by driving fuel-efficient cars. 
And Arizona state Rep. Linda 
Binder's proposed law would 
prohibit allowing unrestrained 
dogs to ride in the back of 
pickup trucks, although for the 
past 18 years, Arizona legisla-
tors have tried but failed to 
enact a similar provision for 
kids in the back of pickups. 
Great art! 
• Last Christmas season, to 
demonstrate "fertilization" of 
the earth, the Copia art empori-
um in Napa, Calif., exhibited 
35 squatting, butt-baring fig-
urines by Spanish artist Antoni 
Miralda (including nuns, 
angels, Santa Claus and the 
pope). A Copia spokesperson 
said placing such defecating 
statuettes in Nativity scenes is a 
traditional activity in the 
Catalonia region of Spain. 
•In March, the cat belong-
ing to avant-garde British artist 
Tracey Emin ran away, prompt-
ing Emin to create fliers to nail 
up around the neighborhood 
asking for help finding it. 
When neighbors realized that 
the missing cat was Emin's, her 
posters began disappearing and 
were being offered on the street 
for as much as .about $800. A 
spokespel~on for East London's 
White Cube gallery, who is 
sometimes in the position of 
defending Emin from critics 
who deny that her work quali- , 
fies as "art" (Emin's most 
famous piece was a messy 
bed), told reporters that the 
poster was not art, even though 
the public might regard it as 
art. 
• New York artist Chrissy 
Conant, 39, will display 13 of 
her reproductive eggs, floating 
in silicone, at the Aldrich 
Museum of Contemporary Art 
in Ridgefield, Conn., in May, in 
an exhibit addressing the pres-
sures that women feel when 
their biological clocks are tick-
ing down. Conant said in an 
interview that, in fact, she was 
actively seeking a man: 
"Consider me for consumption 
and consider my eggs, because 
I think they're pretty good." 
every Thursday FOAM CROPS·IN ORLANCO'S LEGENCRRY. CLUB RT FIRESTONE WITH C.J conan 
1n the main room, Hell Fire Halos 1n the view ear, And c..1 mantis 1n the vault. 
The club 1s located at 57B N. oranqe Ave. For more info call LiC7-e72-ccss or onllne at www.theclub-onllne.com 
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Featuring 
The Royal Hannetbrd Circus 
Saturday and Sunday, April 21 and 22 
Shows at 10:00 AM, 2:30 PM and 7:00 PM each day 
General Admission $10.00 Each 
Proceeds benefit 
Bahia Shrine Center. 
Payments are 
not tax deductible .. 
College 
Student 
Special 
Tickets On Sale Now At 
Bahia Shrine Center 
2300 Pembrook Drive 
Orlando, FL 32810 
( 407) 660-8811 
UCFARENA 
~------------------------~ 
Sm()()th Sensati()ns 
Laser- tiair- l?eD1()"1al 
Bikini Line 
Full Bikini 
Underarms 
Lower Legs 
$100 
$150 
$100 
$200 
Per Treatment ~rices. Offer 
valid until June 1, 2002. Not valid 
1. with other offers. 
I 
L------------------------~ 
Laser Hair Removal 
Laser Vein Removal 
Microdermabrasion 
·Glycolic Facial Peels 
7802 Kingspointe Parkway Suite 207 A 
Orlando, FL 32819 
Tel: (407) 226-3396 
www.smoothsensationsinc.com 
Weak programming 
and poor decisions 
mar ABC's progress 
FROM PAGE B-1 
back. ABC lacks in confidence 
pr<?blem when it comes to 
shows without an immediate 
following. 
Among the shows being 
cancelled is "Once and Again," 
voted by TV Guide as one of 
those "best shows you're not 
watching." Part ()f the reason 
this show never went any-
where was the lack of advertis-
ing. 
"Alias" is another show 
which is claiming a following 
for its cutting edge storylines. 
Promotional work for this 
show is at a minimal, and it 
bas a poor slot on Sunday 
night. If ABC would back this 
show, and put it somewhere 
people may actually notice it, 
it migbt do better. I fear this 
show might end up like "Once 
and Again." 
ABC very often puts its 
faith in shows the exact oppo-
site of what the public wants to 
see - shows like "Bob 
Patterson" and "The 
Chamber.'' These are shows 
that, from the look of the com-
mercials alone, were destined 
to fail. Why do Disney and 
ABC continue to waste money 
on these shows? 
A lot of it has to do with 
the people in their research and 
development division. They 
just don't seem to have a sense 
Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Stirling citizens 
6 Skyline feature 
11 Actor Kilmer 
14 Tippy craft 
15 Of sound quality 
16 A Gershwin 
17 Pleasant smell 
18 Merchandise on 
hand for 
replacements 
20 Heart regulators 
22 Otherwise 
23 & so on-
24 Altar vow 
25 Bar bills 
27 Permits 
30 Interrupts 
34 "Beau " 
36 Carrierbags 
38 End of a sock 
39 Etcher's 
substance 
40 Predatory 
seabirds 
of their network's demograph-
ics, nor can they figure out the 
right test market for a show. 
Jrr.perfect example is 
"Clerks," a cartoon based on 
Kevin Smith's storyline. They 
tested it to the wrong market, 
30-year-olds to 40-year-olds. 
How many 30-year-olds do 
you know actually like any-
thing Kevin Smith does? 
Obviously "Clerks" flopped, 
and ABC ran what they had of 
the series in the summer, the 
season of the year where all 
good shows go to die. Had 
they tested the show to people 
our age, they probably would 
have gotten better statistics. 
And while ABC used to 
have some of the best network 
news on TV, it's obviously 
attempting to tum away from 
its conscience-inducing news 
' shows. It tried to get rid of 
Ted Koppel's "Nightline" and 
replace it with 'The Late Show 
with David Letterman." Don't 
ask me how it planned to get 
Letterman in the first place. 
As to what ABC should 
narrow it's focus to, I can't 
really say. But I wish it would 
make its mind up soon -
Disney can't keep losing 
money on bad pilots like this. 
Columnist Christie Zizo can 
be reached at 
entertainment@ucffuture.com 
41 Cry out loud 
42 Sell-out letters 
43 Constructed 
44 Ethical 
@Z002 Trlluneuedlo Senrica,lnc 
All right•..-
45 India-Pakistan 
region 
47 Video recording 
49 ....•. and crafts 
51 Bill's partner? 
52 Ms. Gardner 
55 Prison knife 
58 Emphasizes with 
slanting fellers 
61 Secluded 
religious 
community 
63 Slain civil -rights 
leader 
64 Coffee server 
65 Ken and Lena 
66 Chutzpah 
67 Dodge fuel 
68 Religious grp. 
69 Double curves 
DOWN 
1 Land's end? 
2 Jewel weight 
3 From time to 
time 
4 Weighty book 
5 Marine distance 
6 U.S. conductor 
Leopold 
7 Church leader 
8 Inactive 
9 Plunders 
10 High RRs 
11 Orchestra 
member 
12 Parabolas 
13 Michigan or 
Ontario 
19 Tryout 
21 Pother 
26 Public transport 
28 Inc. in England 
29 ....... Ste. Marie 
31 Observatory 
users 
32 Hawkeye State 
33 Foster film 
34 Fight to breathe 
35 Stocking shade 
37 Devastating 
disaster 
40 Caption's cousin 
41 _ mot (witticism) 
43 Tavern 
Please see 
answers on 
Page B-1 
44 Epoch of the 
Tertiary Period 
46 Krakatau's 
• neighbor 
48 Taro product 
50 Pewter mug 
53 Vitality 
54 Fools 
55 Complacent 
56 Round dance 
57 Lodges 
59 River in Tuscany 
60 Currier and •..... 
62 Grassy ground 
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-A-Sun tennis tournament time-
M en's team looks to remain Tough season prepares 
women's team for tourney undefeated in conference 
JOSH SMITH 
STAFF WRITER 
The UCF men's temi:is 
team began the season with a 
modest 3-2 overall record. It 
was never clear how the rest 
of the season was going to 
play out. After its second 
loss to a nationally ranked 
Florida State team, UCF 
went on to have one of the 
best seasons in the school's 
recent history. 
Since that meeting in 
Tallahassee in early 
February, UCF has had 
many high points and very 
few moments to be disap-
pointed about. UCF won the 
next match against Florida 
A&M and never looked 
back. Going undefeated in 
the Atlantic Sun at 4-0, the 
Golden Knights won 13 out 
of their remaining 14 match-
es. Friday's match-up 
against Jacksonville at home 
was rained out. 
During their outstand-
ing run, the Knights wiped 
out the competition. The 
high point of the season was 
when UCF bounced back 
from its third loss of the sea-
son at UC-Irvine to upset 
58th-ranked Yale on the 
road. That win not only 
placed UCF among the top 
teams in the country, but 
allowed the team to move 
into the highest national 
ranking in school history at 
the time at No. 56. The team 
moved even higher in the 
rankings to 47th on April 3. 
Thanks to such out-
standing play throughout the 
season, UCF will likely be 
the top seed in the upcoming 
Atlantic Sun tournament. 
Coach Bobby Cashman 
said: "The biggest difference 
from last year to this year is 
the amount of extra work 
we've done to be better. Our 
doubles play has been 
extremely important and I 
think we finally found the 
best combinations." 
Nothing will be easy for 
UCF. When you are the 
highest, you have the farthest 
to fall. Nobody knows this 
better than Cashman. 
"Our toughest challenge 
in the tournament is going to 
be ourselves," he said. "It's 
all about focus and being 
prepared to play our best. All 
the teams will be extremely 
hard to match up with. That's 
why I'm not looking that far 
ahead. We just need to get 
ourselves ready." 
The men's tennis team 
has yet to win an Atlantic 
Sun Conference title, com-
ing in second three out of the 
last five years. With a first 
place finish in the tourna-
JOSH SMITH 
STAFF WRITER 
Not too long ago, UCF 
was the powerhouse in 
CFF Fn.E PHOTO 
Captain Augusto Sanabria has helped lead his team to UCF's 
highest national ranking ever at No. 41. 
ment, UCF will get its first 
post-season NCAA appear-
ance. The Atlantic Sun con-
ference tournament is in 
Macon, Ga., April 18-21. 
women's tennis. The 
Golden Knights were 
Atlantic Sun Champions 
four years in a row from 
1997-2000. After finish-
ing second in last year's 
championships, the UCF 
women have had nothing 
on their minds but 
revenge and another title. 
The team's record is 
currently 8-11. UCF 
jumped out to a spectacu-
lar 6-2 start, but that did 
not last long. After beat-
ing Stetson:ucF went on 
to lose its next six match-
es. Even after the team's 
only upset win of the sea-
son against No. 53 New 
Mexico State, the 
Knights dropped another 
three matches. Despite 
their best intentions and a 
strong start, UCF was 
headed toward the end of 
the season with an 8-11 
overall record. 
And even though the 
team has a rather disap-
pointing overall record, 
the Golden Knights are 
undefeated in the Atlantic 
Sun. 
Although UCF has 
lost more games than it 
has won, eight out of 
those 11 losses have 
come from teams ranked 
anywhere from 22nd to 
59th. Coach Patricia 
Allison said that the 
biggest difference this 
season is the level of 
competition UCF has had 
to play. 
Playing such at such a 
high level may have led 
to an unexpectedly low 
record, but the team has 
learned a lot and gon~ 
through the flames which 
may help the Knights in 
th~ tournament. A tough 
schedule will only help 
the team improve and 
will help UCF raise its 
level along the way. 
"Even tho_ugh we have 
had a rough schedule, 
they haven't given up on 
a point all year," Allison 
said'. "If we can stay 
healthy and keep our pos-
itive attitude we can defi-
nitely win the A-Sun. The 
carrot of the NCAA is sit-
ting right there." 
That has been the goal 
all year long. Allison 
believes that FAU will be 
the team to beat to get 
back to the top. If the 
Golden Knights know 
how to win, it is definite-
ly in the A-Sun tourna-
ment. They will be in · 
Georgia April 18-21 
looking to take back the 
crown of conference 
champion. 
Crew heads to Tennessee for Regionals 
JOSH SMITH 
STAFF WRITER 
The UCF rowing team has 
established itself as one of the 
preirtiere programs in not only 
the state of Florida, but in the 
entire Southeast. Since the pro-
gram was established in the late 
'70s, UCF has been collecting 
titles creating a tradition unlike 
any other on campus. 
This past weekend the UCF 
rowers traveled to Cherry Hill, 
NJ., to compete in the Knecht 
Cup. Although the team compet-
ed very well, it failed to qualify 
for the event finals. However, in 
the Florida Intercollegiate 
Rowing Association 
Championships, UCF rowers 
bested all other competition to 
take home their fifth straight 
state title. 
UCF is preparing for the 
upcoming Southern 
Intercollegiate Rowi~g 
Association Championships this 
weekend in Tennessee. UCF first 
won the SIRA Championship in 
1999 by defeating Miami by just 
2 points. 
The wiriner of the champi-
onship is the team that amasses 
the . most overall points. Points 
are awarded for the winners of 
each racing event such as the 
Varsity 8+, the Light Weight 4+ 
and so on. UCF has done well 
overall at the SIRA 
Championships so you can 
expect them to ];)e in top fonn 
again this year. 
UCF has competed very 
well all season, something that 
has become quite common for 
the program. The team did well 
at the Miami Double Dual, the 
Miami Invitational and the 
Petr~s Cup, also winning the 
Metro Cup at Rollins and the 
Rollins Tri-Meet. 
Senior All-American 
Amanda Ream has been 
involved with UCF rowing since 
graduating from Dr. Phillips in 
1998 and will be a major force in 
leading the successful Varsity 8+ 
to another SIRA Championship 
this season. 
JULIE REEVES 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Intramural wrestling titles won 
10-3. In the first round of the 160-pound tour-
nament Jason Beaird pinned James Goodridge, 
and Andrew Leggett defeated Austin Arnone 
94}, 
pinned Josh Rotenberg. Andrews and Brown 
wrestled again in the finals where Andrews 
pinned Brown. 
There were nine individual weight class 
wrestling tournaments April 1. In the 130-
pound weight class John Sutton II won unop-
posed, but wrestled in the 140-:pound weight 
. class, defeating Michael Landry from Lambda 
Chi Alpha. 
ATO goalie records shutout 
for the season 
Oviedo Bowling Center ~ Due to an injury, Sutton was unable to 
wrestle in the finals. Matt Einhorn pinned 
Landry to win the 140-pound weight class. At 
152 pounds Carlos Rivera Jr. won decisively 
over Scott Simon, and Dan Gibbs Jr. pinned 
Steve Skaletsky. In the finals Gibbs beat Rivera 
In the finals Andrew Leggett beat Jason 
Beaird 8-4. Jared Beaird won the 172-pound 
tournament defeating Andrew Stewart, Chris 
Pendrak and pinned Michael Fradley in the 
finals. At 180-pounds Joe Meneske and Jason 
Hicks won the semi-finals and advanced to the 
finals. Meneske defeated Hicks 3-0 in the 
finals. 
Alpha Tau Omega's goalie Neil Cohen 
did not allow a goal scored against bis team 
this season in the fraternity gold league. Alpha 
Tau Omega beat Phi Delta Theta, Lambda Chi · 
Alpha, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Pi Kappa Phi and 
Delta Upsilon. Alpha Tau Omega's regular 
season record was 5-0 which earned them 15 
points in the Greek points race. Alpha Tau 
Omega starts the all university tournament 
April 16 to see if it can remain undefeated. 
376.EBroad.waySt. ~ 
_:. Oviedo. FL 32765 
1 ~--
5: 
15 
~ 
Jonah Ritter pinned Vincent Booth in the 
championship of the 198-pound tournament, 
and Dan Smith pinned Robert Sharkey in the 
210-pound class. In the unlimited weight class 
James Brown pinned Matt Andrews, who then 
{ 
( 
( 
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o. INTEREST: 
0 PAYMENTS FOR 
AN ENTIRE YEAR** 
AND A $500 REBATE* 
PU9mNG OFF CAR PAYMENTS. 
AN IMPORTANT LIFE LESSON. 
ff youtre c;urrently a college senior ot a graduate student. or have graduated within the last two years_ y()u may be. 
able to drive off with a new 2002 Mitsubishi and a $600 rebate. We oall it the •Mitaubishi .EdtJC&riot\ Edge Program.•• 
You can call it Heaven. Mom than jt.Ltt a college grad program, it gives you the chance for easy qualifying and great 
· rates. Drive off irpmy new 2002 Mitaubishi, including the all·new Lancer, with o down, o if\tel'tl81 and o payment& fc>r 
.an entire year..,.. Hurry in to J<>Ur local Mitsubishi ~tailer today. It's not like you need to $lop by'the bank ' 
·~ust be o college graduate within the post two years, or o college stnior cunently enrolled in o fool.yeo1 jllogrom and 111111 meive vou1 deg1et within 12 months f1om on ocaedifed U.S. college or univelSitv or o student cunently emailed 
mo U.S. ~rs 01 doct.orol PIOQ!om. Required to show documentation m as on ooolicotion for g1oduotion or a lette1 from the student regis1ror's office slating the intent lo 91oduote within one yeor. See po1ticipoting 1etoill!f for othei 
details. **first poyml!!lt rs due 390 days, and finance cho1ges btgin 360 days from vdien coohoct is si~ned. In Moine, wo finance chmges limited lo 330 days ond ze10 jlOylllents limited to 360 doys. l'logrom ovoilolie ttuough Mitsulishi 
Motors Credit'~ Speci~I Re!tJil Plan, subject to opp1oved aidit and insaonce. Awlies lo new 2001 and 2002 models onlv. Exdudes 2003 Eclipse and Edii!Se Spyder. Some customers will not qualify. Adual pcice set by retoiler. Retoilei 
tei.nrs and veh1de ovorlobr1rtv may vary. Customers mus1 toke retail delivel'(hom 1etaUer stock ood coo~oct must be signed by pcog1om end dote of 4/30/02. Set porticipoting 1etoiler or coll 1·888-MITSU2002 for deloi~. ---o-z Roi~ 
Ed1fioo shown. MSRP SI 5.597, ~us 5545 destinolion/hondling ($670 Alaska). Exoodes tox,titte and ficense. Actual prices set by retailers. Vehide ovoilobi~tv may vrxy. 'Reprinted by pennissioo horn the December '01 issue of Ki~inger s 
Pe1sooal Finance, ©2001 The Kiplinge1 Washington !ditors, Inc. 
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Athletic 
Director 
Steve Sloan 
is leaving 
UCF to take 
the same 
position at 
Tennessee· 
Chattanooga. 
JOE KALEITA I 
CFF 
Sloan leaves one 
• growing program 
for another 
KRISTY SHONKA 
STAFF WRITER 
He said his goals when he 
arrived at UCF as the athletic 
director were to move the foot-
ball program to Division I-A, to 
improve women's athletics and 
oversee an increasing budget 
Under Steve Sloan, the 
football program moved to I-A in 
1996, UCF has won two A-Sun 
Women's All-Sports 
Championships despite not hav-
ing a softball team until this year 
and the budget has increased 
from $3 million to $13 million. 
With those goals accomplished, 
Sloan announced April 5 that he 
was leaving UCF to take over as 
athletic director at Tennessee-
Chattanooga because he felt con-
fident that UCF was in good 
shape. 
Sloan said the biggest fac-
tors in his decision to leave for 
UTC were a chance to go home, 
he grew up in Cleveland, 20 
miles north of Chattanooga, and 
a chance to help build a program 
as he did at UCF. 
"They really want to 
improve their athletics pro-
gram," Sloan said. 'They really 
made a good pitch on the fact 
that they wanted to improve their 
program." 
Four years ago UTC offered 
Sloan the same position, but he 
said then was not the right time. 
"We really hadn't done as 
much here as we'd liked to at the 
time," he said. ''I felt if we were 
going to leave here let's leave 
here with everything in good 
shape. I feel a lot better about 
leaving now." 
Those four years saw the 
budget continuously rise and 
women's athletics improve, 
including the addition of a fast-
pitch softball team, and last fall 
Sloan oversaw UCF joining the 
Mid-American Conference as a 
football-only school. 
Sloan does not leave until 
June and he said it will be busi-
ness as usual until then. He's 
working on the budget, going to 
meetings and dealing with other 
issues that come up on a daily 
basis. 
Sloan came to UCF in 1993 
after working for three years as 
athletic director at the University 
of North Texas in Denton. He 
played and coached under Paul 
''Bear" Bryant at Alabama and 
was the Crimson Tide athletic 
director from 1987 to 1989. 
He coached Alabama's golf 
team in 1969 and was assistant 
football coach at Florida State 
and Georgia Tech before becom-
ing head coach at Vanderbilt He 
also coached at Texas Tech, 
Mississippi and Duke. 
Given the choice between 
coaching and being an athletic 
director Sloan said he prefers 
coaching. He said his coaching 
experience has helped him as an 
athletic director. 
"Even though ifs not 
always a prerequisite for an ath-
letic director, to me it's a valu-
able component of the job," he 
said. ''Having had that experi-
ence at least you know how to 
deal with the coaches." 
He said his favorite parts of 
being an athletic director are 
watching a program grow, 
achieving different goals and 
objectives and seeing people 
doing well. The toughest part of 
the job for Sloan is that people do 
not understand what it is an ath-
letic director does. 
'They compare from their 
own parameters, from their own 
view point," he said. ''You're 
always talking to someone about 
apples and oranges." 
He said that people who 
don't understand the job general-
ly have business solutions to 
problems, but because so many 
young people are involved a 
business-based decision is not 
always the best one. 
Sloan said he is still happy 
at UCF and that he will probably 
retire in Orlando.· He 5aid the 
UTC job will most likely be his 
la-;t. 
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Gamecocks sweep the Knights 
KRISTY SHONKA 
STAFF WRITER 
For the first time in the team's short history, a 
conference opponent swept UCF. The Golden 
Knights could muster only four hits in the two 
games against Jacksonville State and lost 5-1, 8-0. 
In the first game Dottie Cupp gave up nine 
hits, while striking out nine batters for the loss. 
JSU held UCF scoreless through five innings, but 
Danielle Cummings singled home Lindsay Bush 
in the top of the sixth. 
Jania Shinhoster managed the only hit for the 
Knights in the second game. Lindy Oakley got the 
start, but gave up all eight runs in two and one-
third innings. Pysha Simmons finished the game 
for UCF holding the Gamecocks scoreless for an 
inning and two-thirds. 
UCF splits doubleheader 
with Bulldogs 
Late umpires and tough pitching made the 
doubleheader between Samford and UCF a long 
one. The first game started an hour and 45 minutes 
late because the umpires were late and then the 
score remained at zero until the ninth inning. 
Cupp threw a one-hitter over nine innings, 
while striking out 12 for the win in the first game. 
Lindsey Manz went 3-for-3 in the game, with her 
biggest hit coming in the top of the ninth. She sin-
gled home Stephanie Best to give UCF a 1-0 lead, 
and that was all Cupp needed. 
Best hit two home runs in the second game, 
but it was not enough as UCF fell 6-5. The 
Knights tied the score at five in the sixth inning, 
but an RBI-single in the bottom of the seventh 
gave Samford the win. 
Oakley picked up the loss after pitching one-
third of an inning as she came in to pitch the sev-
enth, gave up two hits, one walk, and struck out 
one batter. 
Errors prove costly 
The Golden Knights committed nine errors in 
four games. They are eighth in the league in field-
ing percentage at .945 and have committed 86 
errors. Jacksonville State leads the conference in 
fielding percentage (.970) and fewest errors (34). 
Only Campbell and Mercer are worse defensively 
than UCF. 
Bruins up next 
UCF travels to Nashville on Saturday to play 
Belmont. The Bruins currently hold the worst 
record in the A-Sun and only have two conference 
wins. Their two wins came in doubleheader splits 
with Campbell and Mercer, who are l:!- combined 
7-17 in the conference. 
The Belmont doubleheader was supposed to 
be the last conference series of the season, but 
UCF's doubleheader against Stetson was resched-
uled for May 1. 
UCF goes for third 
A-Sun title in a row 
CHARVI MAGDAONG 
STAFF WRITER 
The women's track and 
field team looks to capture its 
third consecutive conference 
title when the team travels to 
Troy, Ala., to compete in the 
two-day championship meet, 
beginning April 19. 
Overall, UCF owns five 
championships and has not fin-
ished lower than second since 
1996. Two years ago when the 
Golden Knights did not earn the 
top spot, Troy State University 
hosted the meet and won. 
time A-Sun Runner of the Year, 
Shedden also possesses numer-
ous school and conference 
records. 
Mansur-Wentworth 
expects Shedden, LaTrica Firby, 
Kelly Roloff and Jamie Pew to 
lock up the majority of team 
points for in the championship 
meet. Along with distance, 
UCF's strengths lie in the field 
events, especially the hurdles, 
jumps and throws. 
JOE KALEITA I CFF 
Nikki Green is third on the team in hitting (.296) following a tough rehabilitation 
from shoulder surgery. 
''The home field will defi-
nitely give Troy State an advan-
tage," UCF Coach Marcia 
Mansur-Wentworth said, "but 
it's for a championship. And 
anybody can step it up." 
Along with TSU, Belmont 
University is another major 
competitor hoping to end UCF's 
plans at t:l}e title. 
The team scheduled meets 
in Tampa and Durham, N.C. on 
April 5-6, but decided the Spec 
Towns Invitational hosted by 
the University of Georgia would 
be a better tone up leading into 
the championships. 
"It was probably the best 
team effort we've put on so far 
this season," Mansur-
Wentworth .said. ''Four school 
records were broken and we had 
three first place finishes." 
During that event, Valerie 
Beaubrum broke her school 
record in the 800-meter run, tak-
ing first place. Rivera won the 
5,000-meter run as the Golden 
Knights swept the event. Also, 
Diana Chin took the event title 
in the long jump with a distance 
of 19 feet, 2.75 inches. 
However, Mansur-Wentworth 
noted that the roosters did not 
include Shedden or Pew in an 
effort to rest them before the 
championships. 
·· ~r-~lW 
Join Us for Happy Hour 
4- 7 pm & 10 pm-Close 
Last fall, the Bruins' cross 
country team finished fourth in 
the NCAA South Region Meet, 
just missing a berth into the 
national championships. 
For UCF, seniors Sonja 
Shedden, GeAna Rivera and 
freshman Amy Giles will do 
more than hold their own in the 
events 3,000 meters and above. 
Shedden was the first UCF ath-
lete to qualify for an NCAA 
Championship final. The two-
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Brown _leads UCF to a sweep 
TOM ALEXANDElt 
STAFF WRITER 
Sophomore designated hitter 
David Mann went 5-for-5 and got 
on base all seven times he came 
to the plate as UCF completed its 
sweep of Belmont Saturday, win-
ning game one of the double-
header 7-4 and blasting the 
Bruins 9-0 in game two. 
Mann hit two doubles, two 
RBI, scored five runs and drew 
two walks in a performance that 
increased his batting average to a 
team-leading .462. 
"I can't tell you how much 
he means to this offense. [Mann] 
has done a great job for us. He is 
the table-setter," says UCF Head 
Coach Jay Bergman. 
Game one saw Belmont 
rough up UCF starter Bo Hall for 
four runs early in the game. Hall 
made it to the third inning, but 
after giving up bits to the first 
four batters, Von David 
Stertzbach came in to relieve 
him. 
Stertzbach delivered yet 
another stellar pitching perform-
ance, striking out seven and only 
allowing three men to reach base 
in four innings of work. 
Stertzbach is now 4-0 on the sea-
son. UCF put up three runs in the 
third inning, a bases-loaded walk 
to Rich Wallace in the fifth and a 
JOE KALEITA I CFF 
Freshman Clay Timpner is third on the team hitting .385 and tied for the 
lead with four home runs. 
three-run, two-out rally in the 
sixth. Zach Sutton pitched a 
scoreless seventh for his fourth 
save of the year. 
Game two saw the Knights 
score three runs in each of the 
. first three innings for a total of 
nine runs on eight hits and an out-
standing outing by starter 
Lincoln Mincks. Mincks pitched 
six scoreless innings, giving up 
four hits and striking out six bat-
ters on 88 pitches. Freshman 
Matt Fox came in and pitched a 
scoreless seventh to seal the 9-0 
win. 
Freshman outfielder Dee 
Brown went 4-for-5 with two 
doubles, two runs scored and led 
the team with three RBI in each 
game on Saturday for a total of 
six. Brown now has a team-high 
35 RBI so far this year. 
UCF wins close one 
against Belmont 
Brown continued to swing a 
hot bat, driving in one run in the 
Knights 6-5 win over Belmont 
Friday night at Jay Bergman 
Field. Brown also led the team 
with two hits, and seven of nine 
UCF batters got a hit. 
Belmont got to Knights 
starter Mark Michael early, put-
ting up four runs (including a 
three-run home run) in the top of 
the first inning, but UCF 
answered right back with two of 
their own in the bottom of the 
first off the bats of Brown and 
Jeremy Frost. UCF scored single 
runs in the third and fourth to tie 
the game at four, but Belmont 
answered back in the fifth to take 
a 5-4 lead. 
UCF scored their last two 
runs of the game in the bottom of 
the sixth after one hit and two 
Belmont throwing errors. 
Michael picked up the win for 
UCF, improving his record to 5-
2, and Sutton recorded the save. 
Knights head to 
Jacksonville, hope to end defen-
sive woes 
The Golden Knights 
head up the coast this weekend to 
take on the Dolphins of 
Jacksonville University. UCF 
hopes to improve its defense for 
the stretch run of conference 
play. The Golden Knights com-
mitted seven errors in the three-
game series against Belmont, and 
Bergman feels that is one area 
where the team needs to improve. 
"If we can go out there and 
play pretty good defense, we 
have a chance to win," he said. 
"We're not going to hit home 
runs, but we will hit, and I expect 
us to pitch pretty well on the 
road." 
Friday's game against 
Jacksonville will be broadcast 
live on the Sunshine Network at 7 
p.m. Saturday's doubleheader 
begins at I p.m. 
Mann sparks· Golden Knight offense 
FROM PAGE B-20 
leads the tean:ts in walks (24 ), 
on-base percentage (.576), and 
is a perfect 6-for-6 in stolen 
bases. 
The mold he does not fit is 
of the classic DH. In the major 
leagues, the DH is typically 
reserved for aging, veteran 
power hitters whose body and 
skills have diminished too 
much to handle playing the 
field. Small, slap-hitting middle 
infielders don't usually get a 
whole lot of time there. For the 
DH to be the leadoff hitter is 
almost unheard of. 
"Well it depends on what 
you think the DH should be," 
UCF Coach Jay Bergman said. 
"He gets on base for us and he 
provides us with a lot of 
offense. So he is a good DH for 
us." 
All 27 games Mann has 
started have come at DH, and 
he has not played a single 
inning in the field as a Golden 
Knight. 
He did play the field last 
year, as. a freshman for Lake 
City Community College. Used 
as a left fielder, he was first 
team All-Conference and All-
State, hitting .385 with 26 
stolen bases. He came to UCF 
this season based on a long-
standing relationship with 
assistant head coach Greg 
Frady. He tried to move to sec-
ond base but throwing woes 
surfaced, forcing him to give it 
up and start trying to change 
position. 
"Defense hasn't always 
been my strong point. I'm in a 
little transition right now, mov-
ing from the infield back to the 
outfield," Mann said. 
Meanwhile, he has been 
able to make a positive contri-
bution with his biggest asset: 
his bat. Hitting comes naturally 
to Mann, who has an impressive 
baseball pedigree. After playing 
collegiate ball at Bellarmine 
College in Kentucky, his father 
Derek became a head coach at 
ID-Southeast, Louisville, and 
Columbus College. His brother 
Derek is currently playing sec-
ond base in the Pittsburgh 
Pirate farm system. 
Mann began swinging the 
bat at a young age. A natural 
righty, he learned to hit left-
handed. 
"I picked up a bat left-
handed when I was little, just 
imitating my brother. He's a 
left-handed hitter, I saw him 
and I just followed along," 
Mann said. 
His skills go beyond the 
field and into the classroom. At 
Columbus High, he was a mem-
ber of the National Honor 
Society and a four-year Alpha 
Scholar. If baseball doesn't 
work out, he'd like to become a 
lawyer, which is why he's 
majoring in pre-law. 
'Tm a pretty good arguer," 
Mann said. "Law just interests 
me. I'd like to know more about 
it" 
Back on the field, Mann 
will have to use those learning 
skills to get acclimated to the 
outfield, a move that would 
increase his value to a Major 
League team. When he will 
play on the both sides of the 
diamond has yet to be deter-
mined, but in the meantime the 
DH slot will allow him to con-
tinue to be a spark plug for the 
Golden Knight's offense. 
"I bring a good amount of 
things to the plate with speed 
and the bunt, moving guys 
around," Mann said. 
And that can be a Big Hurt 
to an opposing team. 
JOE KALEITA I CFF 
Hitting in the leadoff position, Mann is not your typical designated hitter. 
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Facilities staff have varied . backgrounds 
FROM PAGE B-20 
Field. Its responsibilities range 
from coordinating events at the 
UCF Arena to maintaining the ath-
letic facilities at one of the highest 
levels in the NCAA. 
Its director, James Greenwell, 
formed the department in large 
part. Before Jay Bergman Field 
was built, there was little need for 
a whole department devoted to 
athletic facilities. The arena is con-
trolled by business services, . as 
was the track and field at the time. 
The new baseball stadium gave 
UCF a self-owned and operated 
venue for sporting and non-sport-
ing events, thus necessitating 
someone to oversee it 
''You want to get your univer-
sity and your dollars the best pro} 
ect you can have," Kaplan said. "I 
think when they said baseball was 
going to be constructed they had 
more of an idea for a lot other 
facilities to commence and they'd 
like to see somebody controlling 
them." 
Since then a softball field, 
two soccer practice fields, two 
foo~ball practice fields, and the 
track and field have come under 
their control. The new football 
field house, which c9nstruction 
will begin for in a few months, 
will be theirs to run as well. Anew 
tennis complex and indoor prac-
tice facility is in the works too, part 
of a continuing effort to transfer all 
athletic facilities to the north side 
of campus. 
Eventually there will be an 
administration building for the 
department, but for now they oper-
ate out of trailer sandwiched 
between the arena and the track 
and soccer stadium. It's chiefly 
operated by five people: 
Greenwell, Kaplan, Steven 
Herren, Shelia Newman, and Paul 
Bender. 
Greenwell oversees every 
athletic facility, event, and devel-
opment on and off campus. He 
also helped create and chairs the 
Athletics Master Plan Committee, 
which is in charge of all the plans 
and funding for these new athletic 
facilities. He's currently workmg 
on establishing policy for the 
department. 
An alum of the University of 
Alabama-Birmingham, he started 
out managing the student union 
there. He moved on to work at the 
basketball arena, then became the 
assistant director off acilities at the 
UCF Arena. From there is where 
he became director of athletic 
facilities and events operations, 
the headman for the entire depart-
ment. 
"James is an excellent boss to 
work for, you couldn't ask for ~ 
better boss," Newman said. "He 
has very high expectations for the 
program and for what the facilities 
are going to be." 
Greenwell brought over 
Kaplan soon after the department 
was established to serve as events 
operations manager. At the time he 
was serving in a similar position at 
the arena. 
A former UCF student who 
graduated in 1999 with bachelor's 
degrees in criminal justice and 
legal studies, he eventually moved 
over to facilities, a position that 
challenges his expertise. As the 
athletic facilities operations man-
ager, Kaplan is in charge of any-
thing having to do with the athlet-
ic facilities on and off campus, 
ranging from maintenance, con-
struction, development, etc. 
"Events is wonderful, I loved 
doing that," Kaplan said. "But I 
think facilities is really challeng-
ing because especially for me 
you're dealing with a lot of areas 
you might not be use to." 
At just 24, Kaplan's ascent to 
such a high position is quite 
impressive. But it's the fruit of 
much hard work from a very 
young age. At 16 years old, he was 
working full-time. His first man-
aging job came at the children's 
department in a South Florida 
Sears. Before becoming events 
manager at the arena, he was gen-
eral manager of Comfort Suites on 
Alafaya Trail. 
"Once you have the title 
'manager' on your resume, you 
can pretty much go into any man-
ager job. It just entails what you're 
interested in," Kaplan said. 
· Herren now serves as the 
events operation manager. He's 
responsible for the planning and 
operation of any athletic event or 
special event involved with the 
athletic facilities. 
"I had a background in col-
lege athletics alr~dy, so I was 
pretty familiar with event opera-
tions from that aspect," Herren 
said. "This is one of the best places 
to be right now in terms growing 
with the athletic program. So 
when I found that the job was 
going to be open, I started cam-
paigning to (Greenwell) about 
possibly having me as a candi-
date." 
He started out working in the 
ticket office at Auburn, where he 
went to school. After graduation in 
1999 with a degree in health pro-
motion, he came to UCF and 
became the assistant ticket manag-
er. Last October he took over as 
ticket manager on an interim basis 
and in January started his current 
position. 
"I love being able to tell peo-
ple when I'm working I'm at a 
ballgame," Herren said. "It's good 
to be associated with the athletic 
-side of things." 
· Newman is the athletic 
scheduling coordinator. She main-
tains the master schedule of all 
athletic activities. This includes 
special events that any UCF teams 
are involved in. She also serves as 
a liaison with the arena, coordinat-
ing basketball and volleyball 
events with business services. 
Like most of the staff, she 
started out working at the arena. 
She was event manager there dur-
ing her five years of service. When 
she switched from there to her cur-
rent job in August, she left with 
valuable experience 
"I already knew the campus 
system, knew a lot of people on 
campus, knew the programs, had 
experience running games. So I 
think that's what helped," Newman 
said. 
She is still working on her bach-
elor's in psychology at UCF, but she 
will be leaving her job and moving 
up to Boston next month. 
For the people that actually go 
out and take care of the facilities, 
Bender is whom they answer to. As 
the athletic grounds superintendent, 
his staff maintains all the athletic 
facilities on campus. An Orlando res-
ident all his life, he spent 16 years 
working at golf courses before com-
ing to UCF about a year and half 
ago. 
"I've had a hand picked staff 
which is good. I was able to go out 
and pick my staff and take my time 
doing it. And I've got a good group 
of guys with me," Bender said. 
For him and his staff, rain and 
insects are the most challenging. 
They differ from the groundskeeping 
departments at UCF in their respon-
sibilities. 
"We specialize in a lot of differ-
ent things as far as sport athletes are 
concerned. Getting field ready to 
play, painting logos, there's a lot 
more detailed stuff that goes on in 
athletics," Bender said. 
JOE KALEJTA I CFF 
Josh Kaplan, athletic facilities operations manager, is in charge of anything 
having to do with athletic facilities on and off campus. . 
With a new athletic director 
coming in, there's no telling how it 
will effect all parts of the athletic pro-
gram. But while Steve Sloan had a 
big hand in developing this depart-
ment, they don't foresee many 
changes in the future. 
"You'll see a lot of other univer-
sities" especially ones more promi-
nent and big name universities have 
these have these type of departments 
within athletics," Kaplan said. "And 
I think UCF is definitely leaning in 
that direction." 
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sure, you can 
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quit. 
around and [learn] 
how not to. 
In Army RQTC, you'll develop skills you can use in the 
real world - thinking on ·your feet. staying focused under 
pressure, taking charge. Give it a shot. Visit the Army ROTC 
department. We'll stick around for you. 
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- ' 
Register for MS 1031 (Introduction to Leadership) 
Find out more. Call Captain Ken Sanderson@ (407) 823-5383 
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The search is on 
UCF President John Hitt 
has formed a selection com-
mittee and the Orlando 
Sentinel reported that five peo-
ple have already applied to 
replace Athletic Director Steve 
Sloan. 
The committee has 17 
members and Hitt said he 
based his selections on discus-
sions with his staff and recom-
mendations from the athletic 
department. The applications 
are being filtered by ISP 
Sports, UCF's multimedia 
rights-holder, and Hitt hopes to 
have a decision no later than 
June 1. 
The committee members 
are: 
• Chair- Sandy Robinson, 
Dean of the College of 
Education 
• Mike Kruczek, head 
football coach 
• Renee Luers-Gillispie, 
head softball coach 
• Scott Ryerson, Golden 
Knights Club president 
• Gary Walker, booster 
• Mary Kaufman, associ-
ate athletic director 
• Art '.Zeleznik, senior 
associate athletic director 
• Chris King, assistant 
athletic director 
• Rick Lee, trustee 
• Tom Messina, alumni 
association 
•Anthony Thompson, 
UCF Foundation vice presi-
dent 
• Bill Callarman, NCAA 
faculty representative 
• Jeanne Hartig, universi-
ty marketing director 
• Cynthia Young Hopen, 
math professor 
•A men's basketball 
player 
•A women's soccer play-
er 
• A student government 
representative, most likely 
SGA President Marco Pefia 
The Sentinel's list of 
applicants: 
• Charlie Baumann, chief 
financial officer and director of 
business development for 
Orlando-based U.S. Medical 
Group Inc. He earned an 
MBA at UCF and was a kicker 
for the Orlando Predators. 
• Bubba Cunningham, 
associate athletic director at 
Notre Dame 
• Larry Keating, assistant 
commissioner of the Metro 
Atlantic Athletic Conference. 
• Chris Massaro, senior 
associate athletic director at 
South Carolina. 
• David Roach, athletic 
director at Brown. 
Men's golf looks for return 
to NCAA Tournament 
JOE MANZO 
STAFF WRITER 
The UCF men's golf team 
has not had an overwhelming 
amount of success this year. 
They have placed in the top 10 
only once, but have been 
improving throughout the sea-
son. 
The Golden Knights started 
the year with a new coach and a 
young team and were not expect-
ed to do well in the conference. 
So far they have not, but that 
does not matter. The Atlantic Sun 
Tournament starts Monday at 
Deer Island. A win in that tour-
nament would put UCF in the 
NCAA Tournament for the first 
time since 1996. 
''I think we have a good 
chance (of winning)," UCF 
Coach Nick Clinard said. 
"Jacksonville State is the team to 
beat. They're very good. Georgia 
State has a history of being good. 
Campbell's a good team. But if 
we play we play well, we have a 
chance." 
UCF will host the tourna-
ment. Due to NCAA rules, the 
team has not played on the 
course this year. The size of the 
course makes power less impor-
tant, which may help UCF. 
''The golf course is not very 
long," Clinard said. "I think it 
will favor us. We should play 
well there, but it could be windy. 
We have some players that don't 
hit the ball an extremely long 
way, so the shorter course should 
help us a little bit. We're better at 
course management than we are 
at driving." 
Campbell, Georgia 'State 
and Jacksonville State all fin-
ished in front of UCF in tourna-
ments this year. Jacksonville 
State is favored to win the tour-
nament. However, UCF's top 
players have been improving and 
the team has played against bet-
ter competition over the past few 
weeks. 
''I think they've made some 
improvements," Clinard said. 
"Stephen Davis has gotten to be 
a better player. Matt LeConche 
has gotten better. Andreas 
Hoegberg's golf swing has got-
ten better. We've made some 
changes in that. Andreas' s gotten 
better and more comfortable 
with it. All three need to step it 
up. If they play well we'll have a 
chance." 
A loss in the tournament 
will end the Golden Knights' 
season. They will not get an at-
large bid. Jacksonville State may 
be the only A-Sun team that can 
get into the NCAA Tournament 
without the conference champi-
onship. 
"Jacksonville State has a 
chance to get an at-large bid," 
Clinard said. ''I'd be surprised if 
they·didn't. I'm sure everybody 
wants to win the conference for a 
little insurance." 
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MANN SHOWS 
COMES IN ALL SIZES 
JOE KALElTA I CFF 
CHRIS BERNHARDT 
STAFF WRITER 
Tucked away in Columbus, 
Ga., is Columbus High School. It 
was at this school that a young man 
named Frank Thomas began mak-
ing a name for himself. Thomas 
moved on to star for the Auburn 
Tigers, then the Chicago White 
Sox. 
At 6-foot-5, 275 pounds, the 
"Big Hurt" is a career .319 hitter 
with two Most Valuable Player 
awards. Though a natural first 
baseman, the defensively chal-
lenged Thomas has almost exclu-
sively become a designated hitter. 
"Same body size," said UCF's 
David Mann, fellow Columbus 
High alum, jokingly comparing 
himself to the Big Hurt. 
Generously listed at 5-foot-10, 
165 pounds, Mann has only two 
other things in common with 
Thomas. One, they both usually get 
to leave their glove at home. And 
two, they're both excellent hitters. 
The sophomore is currently 
hitting a team leading .462. As the 
Golden Knights' primary leadoff 
hitter, his style fits the mold. He 
David Mann leads UCF with a .462 batting average as the designated hitter. PLEASE SEE Mann oN B-17 
-Part two in an on going series-
As athletic facilities expand, department grows 
CHRIS BERNHARDT 
STAFF WRITER 
It's another rainy Florida day and it 
seems like everything involved with UCF 
athletics is on hold until 'the sky clears up 
and lets the sun rear its head. But in a little 
trailer off to the side of the UCF Arena, it's 
one of the busiest times. 
"We can see that a front is coming in. 
That's not really good when we have a 
baseball game scheduled for 6 o'clock," 
Joshua Kaplan, athletic facilities operations 
manager said. ''First thing in the morning 
immediately we're putting the tarp out." 
The UCF Athletic Facilities and 
Operations department in still fairly new, 
formed just about two years ago mostly in 
response to the opening of Jay Bergman 
PLEASE SEE Facilities oN B-18 
JOE KALEITA I CFF 
Paul Bender (right}, Athletic Grounds Superintendent, drags the field in the middle of the fifth inning 
of Saturday,'s baseball game against Belmont. 
COMMENTARY 
KRISTY SHONKA 
STAFF WRITER 
Covering 
the bases 
Baseball 
The baseball Knights swept 
Belmont this weekend, improving 
to 25-15 overall and 13-2 in the 
Atlantic Sun. 
Von David Stertzbach saved 
the day again for UCF as he came 
in to relieve Bo Hall in the first 
game of Saturday's doubleheader. 
The loss of sophomore pitcher 
Paul Lubrano, who was dismissed 
from the team last month, seems to 
be hurting the Knights, as they 
have struggled to find a consistent 
third starter for the weekend rota-
tion. 
This could present probtems 
for UCF come A-Sun Tournament 
time, when Stertzbach won't be 
able to come in every time a pitch-
er struggles early. 
Softball 
The softball Knights saw their 
bats go cold along with their 
defense as the lost three of their 
four games over the weekend. 
Dottie Cupp was near perfect in the 
lone win, pitching nine innings and 
giving up one hit while striking out 
12 batters. 
The losses dropped UCF to 9-
5 in the A-Sun and fourth in the 
standings. The top six teams 
advance to the tournament 
Tennis 
The tennis Knights head to 
Georgia this weekend for the A-
Sun Championships. The women's 
team looks for its fifth title in _six 
years, while the men's team goes 
into the tournament looking for its 
first-ever championship. 
Track and field 
The track _and field Knights 
head to Troy, Ala, this weekend for 
the A-Sun Championships. Last 
year UCF hosted the 
Championships and won for the 
fourth time in five years. This 
year's team has big shoes to fill as 
last year's team earned the highest 
point total and margin of victory in 
conference meet history. 
Crew 
The Varsity 8+ boat rebounded 
to win its race at the Villanova 
Invitational after not making the 
finals of the Knecht Cup. 
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Si01ply Superior 
Service 
• SwlMMING POOL/CEDAR SAUNAS 
• WIHRLPOOL/SPA 
• LARGE PATIOS/BALCONIES 
• FITNESS CENTER 
• RACQUETBAIL COURT 
• TENNIS COURT/SAND VOLLEYBAIL 
• OvER.sIZED CIDSETS 
• CAR CARE CENTER/PLAYGROUND 
• BASKETBAIL COURT 
• FROSf FREE REFRIGERATOR 
• GOURMET KrrcHENS AVAilABLE 
•WASHER/DRYER INCLUDED 
• INSTANT APPUCATION PROCESSING 
Each Property Has Its Own 
Specific Amenities. Please Call 
Individual Property For Details. 
AIMCO 
Apartment Investment and Management Company 
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Store Hours: 8:30a - 6:00p Mon-Thu, 8:30a - S:OOp Fri" 
Neea an inexpensive place to stay? 
Then the NEW off-campus Student Resource Center 
(OCSRCJ has what you need! 
We are located conveniently in the Student Resource Center room #140. 
Services include: 
• Computerized local apartment listings 
•Computerized roomm~te listings 
• Computeriz~d sublease listings 
• Storage and moving information 
• furniture and appliance rental listings 
• Carpooling and _transportation listing 
• Landlord/student/roommate/parent complaint referral source 
• Legal and mediation referral source 
.. •Off-Campus monthly newsletter 
· • First time renter's workshops 
• and many more ••. 
For additional information contact us by: 
Location: -SRC #140 (no appoint_ment is required) 
Phone (407) 823-6505 
Fax (407) 823-5801 
Website · http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-osrc 
Office Hours: Monday through Friday 8 am - 5 pm 
What first 
time renters 
need to know 
RENEE BEAUDETTE 
STAFF WRITER 
First time renters may 
find that, with so many 
things to worry about, it's 
easy to get lost in the details. 
However, it pays to try to 
figure all the details out, 
since these may end up being 
costly and important. 
The first thing a renter 
should be concerned with is 
the fine print found in the 
lease. This multi-paged doc-
ument is tricky and impor-
tant, but take the time to read 
it. 
Find out how many 
months the lease is for, 
because that may not be the 
same time frame that you 
were planning on living 
there. Also, research to see if 
the apartment complex has a 
break lease agreement, 
which would allow you to 
move out after the academic 
year. 
If they don't, and you're 
not staying for the summer, 
you will have to find some-
one else to sub-lease your 
room. 
. Julee Garcia, manager 
of College Station, said, 
"Many residents think that 
we have a break lease agree-
ment, which we don't. So 
they get confused about sub-
leasing." 
A problem that may 
arise in ·this situation is that 
it may be difficult to find 
someone to take over the 
lease. 
Rachel Williamson, a 
resident of College Station, 
said, "I still haven't found 
someone to sub-lease yet, 
and since classes end in a 
month, I'm really not sure 
what I'm going to do." 
Once you've read your 
lease, you may find that 
there are several things that 
you still don't understand. 
Ask someone right away, 
and try to get all issues 
cleared up before you actual:.. 
ly _ sign the document. 
Because once it's signed, it's 
almost impossible to get it 
rescinded. 
Some other things that 
first-time renters need to get 
cleared up are things like the 
hours of operations. How 
late is the office open? What 
about maintenance? If you 
have an emergency mainte-
nance issue at 3 a.m., will 
there be someone available? 
Jessica Feraco, a resi-
dent at University Club, 
said, "The maintenance here 
has always been good. 
Someone comes out to fix 
the problem the same day 
and the office gives you a 
follow-up call to make sure 
everything is okay." 
Don't expect to see a 24-
hour security guard on the 
premises either, as the policy 
of most apartment complex-
es is that guest and residents 
are responsible for their own 
security. 
One thing that affects 
many students is the guest 
issue and towing policies. 
How long can your guests 
stay? 
While this is mainly an 
issue between you and your 
roommates, if they get too 
fed up they can always call 
the office, so it's a good idea 
to know what the policy is 
ahead of time. 
Also, if you plan on 
squeezing in some parties 
between classes, you should 
check out your complex's 
towing policy. Visitor park-
ing fills up fast, and while 
most places will let some 
stray cars slide, some wi11 
tow any overnight violators. 
Avoiding a case of renter's remorse 
It's easy to make mistakes 
when you're looking for an apart-
ment - mistakes that will later lead 
to headaches in your living arrange-
ment. 
Yes, iandlords are required by 
law to provide certain necessities. 
But that doesn't mean they will. So, 
if your potential landlord is evasive 
or cagey about such issues as secu-
rity, heating and plumbing, bear 
that in mind before you sign. Also, 
pay a visit to the other tenants in the 
building. They'll have stories to 
tell. And take a look around; is there 
garbage in the h_allway or do you 
hear screaming children? 
Surveying the landscape will give 
you a good idea of what life is like 
in your prospective apartment. 
The following list should be 
helpful. Bring it along on your 
apartment search. 
Noise 
• What to ask the landlord: Are 
there any rules in the lease regard-
ing excessive noise? If so, are these 
rules enforced? 
•What to ask tenants: Is this a 
party building? Do people blast 
their stereos? Are you constantly 
bothered by traffic or aircraft noise? 
Do you find it hard to sleep at night 
because of noise? 
Apartment condition 
• What to ask the landlord: 
When was the last time the apart-
ment was painted? Is the plumbing 
fairly recent? Can I have a written 
commitment that repairs will be 
made? 
• What to ask tenants: How 
long does it take for the landlord to 
fix things? 
Parking 
• What to ask the landlord: 
Will I have my own designated 
parking spot? How much will it 
cost? How much for additional 
spots? 
• What to ask tenants: Do peo-
ple often occupy your parking spot? 
Is it easy to find a place to park? 
Has your car ever been broken 
into? 
Transportation 
• What to ask the landlord: Are 
there bus or subway lines nearby? 
How much does it cost? 
• What to ask tenants: What's 
public transportation really like? Is 
it efficient? Is it relatively safe? Do 
you find yourself hassled a lot? 
laundry 
• What to ask the landlord: Is 
the washer and dryer in the build-
ing? How much is it per load? 
•What to ask tenants: Are the 
laundry facilities clean and well 
maintained? When they break 
down, does the landlord fix them 
sooner than later? 
Apartment security 
• What to ask the landlord: Is 
this a security building? Is there an 
• What to ask tenants: Is the 
neighborhood safe? Do you walk 
the streets at night? Have you ever 
had anything stolen? Have you ever 
been mugged? 
Pets 
• What to ask the landlord: 
What is the policy on pets? Is there 
any leeway for small animals such 
as cats? If I hear a dog barking at all 
ADAM SHIVER I CFF 
While many apartments allow small animals, most do not allow exotic ones 
like ferrets and large animals like German Sheppards. 
alarm system? Has there been a his-
tory of break-ins? Is there a securi-
ty guard? How secure are the 
locks? What fire protections (sprin-
klers, extinguishers, smoke alarms) 
are in place? 
hours, will you do something about 
it? 
• What to ask tenants: Has 
anyone ever been evicted because 
of a pet? Are you kept awake at 
night by a dog's barking? 
JEFFERSON 
COMMONS 
UNIQUE COLLEGIATE APARTMENTS 
Expenses 
• What to ask the landlord: 
Who pays for heat and water? 
• What to ask tenants: How 
often does the landlord raise rents? 
Are the rent hikes reasonable? 
What do you pay for cable TV and 
telephones? 
Heat and 
air-conditioning 
• What to ask the landlord: Is 
the heater in good working order? 
Do I have access to a thermostat? Is 
there central air-conditioning? Do 
you allow for window air-condi-
tioning units? 
• What to ask tenants: Does the 
heat really work in winter? If it 
breaks down, does the landlord fix 
it quickly? 
Neighborhood 
amenities 
• What to ask the landlord: 
What type of people live in this 
neighborhood.. and what are they 
like? 
• What to ask tenants: Are 
there markets, drug and liquor 
stores close by? What about malls, 
theaters, clubs and bars? Are your 
neighbors friendly? 
Jefferson Commons 
11841 Jefferson Commons Cir. 
Orlando, FL 32826 
Phone: (407)382-4114 
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Students! You Can Afford 
Resort-Style Livin NOW! 
UtiliHes, phone, ln~rnet & TV programming·includecl! 
n D)NLIMITED local phone service (4 Unes) 
• G]ROADBAND (T1) 24-hour Internet in alt 
.. ~ bedr~oms. No other lnte.met provi~er needed. 
· '·· E-mail account & Web site space mcluded 
{DIGITAL TV Programming 
+ Large pool, sun deck & whirlpool spa 
Individual 
leases 
Personalized 
roommate 
matching 
+ Fully equipped kitchen & laundry 
+ Luxury fully-furnished living room, 
dining room and bedrooms 
+ 4 big bedrooms, 4 full baths 
-+ Deadbolts, alarm & gated access 
~ + Computer center with Tl Internet 
... 
-~ 
_., 
c 
0 
+ Clubhouse with large-screen T.V. 
+ Movie theater & game room (Riverwind) 
~ Basketball & sand volleyball (Boardwalk) 
+ Fitness center with T.V. 
Rear Entrance BALCONY 
--+ 14'0" x 5'6" 
t• 
LIVING ROOM 0 
©2001 Riverwind at Alafaya Trail 
at: Alafaya Trail 
~ ~ 
~ UNIVERSITY OF -
Cl §1 CENTRAL FLORIDA 
$ 
ALAFAYA TRAIL 
Roorplan Copyright 2000 Boardwalk Apartments al Alafaya Trail 
ALAFAYA TRAIL 
Finding the 
right moving 
company 
Several options 
· are available .. / 
when it comes 
to moving 
companies 
JASON IRSAY 
STAFF WRITER 
When moving to a new 
residence, UCF students 
should consider houily rates, 
service charges and mini-
mum-hour requirements 
before choosing a local 
mover or doing the job 
themselves. 
The least expensive 
method of moving also 
involves the most work. 
Students can ask for friends' 
help in moving their belong-
ings. However, doing this 
may req.uire several trips 
between the old residence 
and the new one. 
U-HAUL rentals are 
affordably priced for local 
moves at $19.95, plus 
$0.49/mile and a $100 
·deposit, refunded upon 
return of the truck or trailer. 
Ryder also charges 
$19.95, plus $0.45/mile and 
a $150 deposit, from which 
the mileage charge is 
deducted. 
Most local movers 
charge an hourly rate plus a 
one-time service fee. 
Additionally, there is at least 
a one-hour minimum for the 
job. The clock starts running 
when the movers arrive at 
your residence and finishes 
when the last piece of furni-
ture bas been placed in the 
new residence. 
Several other local 
movers will quote an exact 
price over the phone after 
callers tell them a list of the 
items to be moved. 
Low Budget Movers 
offers one of the least expen-
sive service among compa-
nies researched for this 
story. This company 
charges $60 per hour, plus a 
$60 service charge. Low 
Budget Movers bas a one-
hour minimum for all jobs, 
and the last hour is pro-
rated. 
All About Apartment 
Moving has a slightly more 
expensive service. AAAM 
charges $65 per hour and has 
a $65 service charge and a 
two-hour minimum for all 
jobs. 
CJ's Starving Students 
Movers charges $70 per 
hour, plus a $70 service 
charge. There is a one-hour 
minimum on all jobs, and 
the last hour is pro-rated. 
Father & Son Moving & 
Storage provides a three-
man crew and charges $79 
per hour with no service 
charge. All jobs have a min-
imum of three hours. 
All My Sons Moving 
requires a three,..hour mini-
mum and charges $89 per 
hour with no service charge. 
A Apartment Moving of 
Orlando offers service from 
as low as $49.95. The com-
pany provides free estimates 
over the phone. 
Keep in mind that these 
are but a few of the dozens 
of movers available in this 
area. To get the best deal, 
call around. Remember to 
ask about hourly rates, ser-
vice charges, and minimum-
time requirements. Also, 
obtain boxes yourself and 
box items to avoid boxing 
charges. 
HENRY LENZ I CFF 
U-HAUL offers local and national moving services. 
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Community .Amenities: 
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• 
•• 
• Private Bedrooms with Private Baths • Sparkling Pool & Sun Deck 
• Fully Furnished Apartments • State-of-the Art Fitness Center 
• Washer/Dryer in Every Apartment • Fully -Equipped Computer Lab 
• All Utilities Included • Student Game Room with Billiards, 
• Free Cable with 3 HBO Channels • Fax Machine & Copy Machine Available 
• Local Telephone Service Included • Notary Public Service 
• High Speed Internet Access in Each Bedroom • Planned Social Calendar 
• Intrusion Alarm Systems with Panic Buttons • 24-Hour Security Patrol Services 
Located 1 mile south of UCF on Alafaya Trail. 
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www.collegestationapartments.com 
12 l 00 Renaissance Court. Orlando • Florida • 32826 
(407) 273-515 • Fax (407) 273-3999 • E-Mail: collegestation@vbnet.net 
1, 2, & 3 Bedroom homes starting from $625 
Conf_!eniently located within miles of Valencia & UCF 
Features: 
• Three pools, lighted racquetball 
and tennis courts 
• Fully equipped fitness center 
• Volleyball and basketball courts 
• Screened patio or balcony 
• Additional storage 
• ZOM'S "Yes We Can" service 
• Clothes & car care center 
· • Resident business center 
•Microwaves and self-cleaning ovens 
•Tot lot 
• Full-size washer/dryer conn. 
Grand Opening 
Business Center - 3 computers, copy machine, fax machine 
cardiovascular weight & training center available to students 
DIRECflONS: Take Highway 50 (Colonial Drive) east to ChickasawTrail. 
ZOMrJi 
RES'PEW!A! SERYICES 
More than you expect ... 
And then WM! 
TI!rn right on Chickasaw Trail. We are located 1 mile on the left. 
( 407) 658-6522 
www.zomusa.com 
® ACCREDITED MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION® 0 WE 
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•Walk or bike to campus 
• Newly renovated 
• Spacious 1 and 2 
bedroom apartments 
•Washer/Dryers, dishwashers 
and breakfast bars available 
in select units 
• Cable included 
Community Features 
• Beautiful community with two 
pools and sauna, sand volleyball, 
lighted tennis and basketball courts 
• Dynamic fitness center, gameroom 
and information center 
• On-site laundry facilities 
, • Pet friendly 
11600 Mackay Blvd. 
407.282.7333 
email: arbour@cfl.rr.com 
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• Walk or bike to campus 
• Newly renovated in.eluding 
modern appliances 
• Spacious 2 bedroom apartments 
with screened-in porches 
• Outside storage 
Community Features 
• Beautiful courtyard community 
with pool and leisure deck, 
sand volleyball and lighted tennis 
and basketball courts 
• On-site laundry facilities 
1 ! From our friendly office team to our 24 hr. Jtf 2501 N. Alafaya Trail 
.· emergency maintenance, we are dedicated to 1J1 · 407.275.8950 r-.---'--1-
t offering you the best customer sercvice. ····· h ~ . i 
' 4 Crawford Reanv Group I H,; email: alafayaapts@cfl.rr.com . 
·:-~ . . ·~ . 2 Bed/1 Bath• 2 Bed/2 Bath ~~~ 
Th~ Vil~age 
at Science Drive · 
Largest 3 & 4 Bedroom floor plans 
Private bathrooms* Oversized walk-in closets 
Designer furniture/Fully furnished* Individual leases 
Gated entry* Roommate matching service 
Full-size washer & dryer* Utilities included 
Doorside trash pick-up* Pre-wired for interactive cable 
Clubhouse, pool & sports court* Private telephone lines 
Free cable with 3 HBO's* High speed ethernet access 
--------- And more! 
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· · ·~~~,\ · •free Resident Programs 
• Sparklin9 Pools w /Sundecks 
· • Computer Business Center 
• Gated Communities . 
• Discounted Cable Option 
• 24 Hour Emergency Maintenance 
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Friendly 
roommate 
guide 
MATTHEW COBBS 
STAFF WRITER 
Most students would 
probably agree that room-
mates are unpredictable. The 
idea of moving in with 
strangers is scary enough, 
but when you encounter 
problems on a daily basis, 
it's downright bad. I have my 
share of stories involving 
roommate problems and 
many others do also. 
So being the good citi-
zen and policy maker I am, I 
compiled a list of common, 
polite things you can do to be 
a good roommate. 
• If you come to college 
with a pet, please make sure 
it is house trained so it does-
n't use your roommate's 
bedroom as the backyard. 
• When your roommates 
go out of town for the week-
end, if you throw a party, do 
not leave a keg in the bath-
tub. 
• Beer is for drinking, 
not for eating your Frosted 
Flakes with first thing in the 
morning. 
• Back to breakfast, if 
you a see an insect sitting 
beside you at the table, call 
the exterminator no matter 
how thrifty your roommates 
are with house expenses. 
• After taking a shower, 
do not walk down the hall-
way nude when you know 
there are people home. 
Scratch that; don't walk in 
the hallway naked at all! 
• Mi casa es su casa but 
my closet is not your closet 
so don't borrow my clothes 
and return them stained and 
shrunk. 
• Parties are great but if 
you have people over and 
they happen to drink one too 
many Buds, don't put them 
in your roomie's bed without 
asking. 
• The bathroom is not a 
biology lab and so when fun-
gus starts growing it's not 
progress, it's disgusting! 
• If you're planning on 
attending a major party on 
Friday night and your 
roomies are playing 
Monopoly, invite them 
along. 
• Boyfriends and girl-
friends are fine but when 
they empty the refrigerator 
and play Alanis Morrisette 
until the dawn hours, it's 
time to send them home. 
• Do not flirt with, touch 
funny, invite into your bed-
room or give funny drinks to 
your roommate's significant 
other or you may be asking 
for trouble. 
Roommate roulette 
Prevent your prospective roommate from 
stealing your boyfriend and taking over your 
identity by asking these simple questions before 
you move in. 
The roommate horror flick "Single White 
Female" encapsulates every apartment 
dweller's nightmare. But fret not: the odds of 
being murdered by your roommate are (unless 
you're living in New York City) relatively slim. 
Then again, fret: the odds of being annoyed to 
death by your roommate are still frightfully 
high. If you're not living with a friend or even 
an acquaintance, there are steps you can take to 
increase the chances of surviving your roomie 
experience. 
Consider the following tips and testers gra-
ciously provided by Paul Lyons, owner of the 
successful Boston-area apartment sharing ser-
vice, Roommate Works. 
Telltale questions 
Before you agree to move in with a 
stranger or invite one to share your pad, arrange 
a time to meet You'll probably want to ask 
some, if not all, of the following questions: 
• What is your view on neatness in the 
common areas? 
• How do you feel about overnight ·guests, 
and would you want to establish some kind of 
house policy? · 
• How do you feel about the use of ciga-
rettes, alcohol or "recreational" drugs in the 
apartment? 
• What amount of common area furniture 
do each of you have? Would you be willing to 
collaborate on furnishing the apartment? 
• Would you be interested in sharing a 
phone service and/or a cable TV subscription? 
• What time do you leave for work? 
•How often do you travel out of town? 
•What kind of musical tastes do you have? 
• [To the person who has the apartment] 
Does anyone other than yourself have keys to 
this apartment? 
Scam protection 
Once you've found someone that seems 
reasonably sane, you'll still want to take steps to 
make sure you're covered in case your new 
roommate turns out to be less than ideal: 
Scam #1: He/she rings up a massive 
phone bill and leaves you with it. 
Protection: If you can't afford individual 
phone lines, at least order individual long-dis-
tance services with personal access codes. 
Scam #2: He/she takes depqsits from ten 
different roommate applicants and then disap-
pears with the money. 
Protection: Don't give your deposit until 
you've verified the person's legal right of resi-
dence with the landlord. 
Scam #3: He/she is living rent-free by 
charging each of his/her two roommates half of 
the total rent 
Protection: Always ask to read the con-
tract even if you're not being put on the lease. 
Scam #4: He/she strews your possessions 
on the street and changes the locks; or he/she 
disappears without paying the remaining rent. 
Protection: If, and only if, you've made 
sure both of your names are on the lease, are 
you entitled to legal recourse. 
Why Choose Tivoli Apartments? 
Here's \Nhat residents have to say ... 
"The 
"Very 
spacious 
apartments 
and balconies" 
people are ,,,,,,..,.......__ 
friendly in 
the office 
(and 
stayed that 
way after 
move-in)." 
''Affordable 
price .. 
"Private 
bathrooms 
for each 
resident" 
"Management 
cares about 
us." 
"I can ride my 
bike to class." 
TOP REASONS 
TO LIVE AT 
TIVOLI 
Location 
Price· 
Size 
Layout 
Friendly Staff 
Ample Parking 
Cable & Ethernet 
Included 
Excellent Amenities 
"Great 
location. 
distance 
to UCF" 
"Price, 
location. 
quality" 
"Plenty of 
parking-no 
towing" 
"Very well-
maintained" 
"Quieter 
area" 
"Rent 
ir.icludes 
ethernet 
and 
cable." 
So, what are you 
waiting for? 
Tivoli Apartments 
1/2 mile east ·of Alafaya 
on McCulloch Road 
"Tivoli=l lov it" 321-765-1111 
. . 
**Based on actual resident 
survey September 2001. 
Photographs are not actual 
residents. 
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Come home to romfortable living just minutes from UCF. 
Two Swimmi,ng Pools• Heated Jacuzzi • Full¥ Equipped 
Gym • Indoor A/C Racquetball Court• 24 Hour 
Emergency fJlamtenance • Wood Burning Fireplace$ 
Pdvate Patios with French Doors 
24 Hour Laundry Facility• ~mall Pets Welcome 
Bedrm 
11 4 xl:z9 
Living 
13'x t~ 
1 bedroom, 1 bath 
750SQ.FT. 
Master 
Bedrm 
1lx122 · 
Living 
20x 15 
2 bedroom, 2 bath 
llOOSQ.FT. 
2550 Alafaya Trail• Orlando, Fl 32826 
(407) 380-5519 
email us: chatham@cfl.rr.com 
• Fully furnished spacious • Individual (private) 
3 and 4 bedroom units bathrooms available 
• Individual leases for 
your financial protection 
Each unit provides: 
• fu/lsize washer and dryer 
•microwave 
•garbage disposal 
• dishwasher 
•refrigerator with icemaker 
•range 
• miniblinds 
•Private balconies available 
•Study desk in evety bedroom 
•All bedrooms prewired to 
aflow for two phone lines 
uE1PE 
5TUDENT5 
W,.AJ\ITTo 
5E. 
•computer lab 
•fitness center 
•sand vof/eyball court 
•clubhouse 
•picnic areas & barbecue grills 
• 2 sparkling pools 
•beautiful lakeside setting 
•gazebo area 
•fax service available 
~ p r-~ ii 
,l 
. . . 
r·E.b ·1 ~ .~~:'.dh ~-· 
Other Floorp!ans Available 
Located on·McCulloch Road ... just outside the UCF North Gate! 
For More Info Call: 
366-7474 
Splitting living 
costs between 
roommates 
PADRA SANCHEZ 
STAFF WRITER 
Most would agree the 
cost of student living can be 
relatively high. But, there 
are ways to split. expenses 
other than the normal costs 
of rent and utilities. 
Obviously, the amount 
roommates pay for rent, and 
what they actually get for 
that cost, varies among resi-
dential communities. If sign-
ing a lease in one of the pri-
vately owned off-campus 
residential facilities such as 
Boardwalk, The Gatherings, 
Jefferson Commons, 
University Club Townhouses 
or The Village at Science 
Drive, students can expect to 
di vi de their bills including 
everything except the phone. 
But what about the other 
essentials for living? A little 
bit of planning ahead and 
communicating with room-
mates prior to moving in can 
conserve on cash flow. 
Since most student-
designed dwellings offer pri-
vate bedrooms, one may opt 
for their own television and 
stereo. But splitting who 
brings what for the kit~hen 
and common Ii ving area 
saves not only money, but 
space. 
Students can find great 
deals online when shopping 
for quick and easy living 
space necessities. One per-
We offer: 
son can bring a Kenmore 
Single Motor Clean Air vac-
uum cleaner from student-
market.com for $69.99. If a 
full-size vacuum cleaner is 
too large or too expensive, 
click over to amazon.com 
and order a Dirt Devil Plus 
hand vac for $29.99. 
Moving on to the 
kitchen, another roommate 
may want to check out the 
Kenmore Countertop 
microwave for $69.99 at 
eshop.com. Or for the 
health- and again, money 
conscience person, the 
George Foreman grill can be 
found on the same site for 
only $24.99. 
Is there limited space in 
the main room? 
Studentmarket.com offers 
inflatable furniture at dis-
,count prices. A chair runs for 
$34.99 as compared to 
$59.99 retail. A couch is 
only $49.99 instead of 
$69.99 retail. 
When living with two or 
three other people, one 
should never have to feel 
burdened to spend a lot of 
money. Speak to roommates 
ahead of time and decide 
who will bring what to the 
living quarters. Sometimes 
people even bring their own 
table and chairs or their own 
appliances from home, so 
that's even better. After all, 
the best way to save money 
is to not spend any at all. 
• Rentals/Leasing 
• Property Management, 
residential/commercial 
• Buyers & Listing Agents 
• Community Association Management 
We strive to provide you with the individual and 
personal atteldion you expect and deserve. We work 
on a ref err al basis, your satisfaction is our best 
advertising. With indiYidualized attention comes a 
bond and a trust aUowing L.A. Real Estate to be 
oYour Real Estate Consultant for Ufe.1' 
L.A. Real Estate 
has been in business in Central Florida 
for the past 10 years. 
Better Business Bureau Member 
7523 Aloma Ave., Ste. 101 • Winter Park 
Cindy Hinkley • 407 .679.2600 
email: lareal61@aol.com · 
LISA APPLEGATE I CFF 
Retail stores such as Jo-Ann, Etc., located in Orlando off Colonial 
Drive, sells household items that are affordable for students. 
Visit thrift stores, 
garage sales for 
decorating bargains 
Flea markets are 
an overlooked 
alternative 
DENISE AUFFANT 
STAFF WRITER 
Now that you've signed 
the lease and unpacked all 
your things, .the question 
now is how to decorate your 
new place. And, decorating 
apartments on a student 
budget can be tricky. 
Many stu,dents use their 
family's hand-me-downs to 
furnish their first place. 
Thom Manell said: "We 
got our friends to help us 
out and got old furniture 
from peop_le we. knew." 
Garage sales are anoth-
er good place to find used 
furniture at extra low prices. 
The quality of the items 
might not be perfect, but 
you can usually get a good 
bargain. 
Check classified list-
ings with the Orlando 
Sentinel for estate, garage 
and rummage sales. Also, 
students can pick a Saturday 
to spend driving around 
large Central Florida neigh-
. borhoods such as Waterford 
Lakes, Deer Run or 
Tuskawilla. 
If garage sales aren't 
your style, you could also 
check out the local thrift 
stores such as Goodwill and 
the Salvation Army. Most 
thrift stores carry furniture 
such as couches, coffee 
tables and recliners. They 
also carry kitchenware and 
bedding needs. The prices 
here are very reasonable. 
If you've got a little 
money to spare, you can 
also check out the local fur-
niture outlet stores. Orlando 
has many of these, including 
the Rooms To Go Outlet on 
Hwy. 436 in Altamonte 
Springs. 
The furniture at these 
stores are usually last sea-
son's models or sometimes 
slightly damaged. If you 
like the trendy, upscale look 
this is the cheapest way to 
go about it. 
Also, many students 
forget (or don't even know 
about) Central Florida has 
one of the largest flea mar-
kets in the state. At Flea 
World, located in Sanford 
off Hwy. 17-n, vendors sell 
everything from artwork to 
carpets, cheap plastic dishes 
to fine ceramics, and they 
even have a video a'fcade. 
!lluvers Viffag_e 
5800 Auvers Boulevard • Orlando • 407-671.-0200 
Apartment & Community Features 
2 &drc><•m-2 That L 
1030 Squ•~• Focl 
W/D Connections • Basketball Court 
Volleyball Court •· Tennis • Racquetball 
2 Screened in Porches (in selected units) 
Short Term/Corporate • Pet-friendly 
Coast-to-Coast Relocation 
Laundry Facility • Rent to Own Program 
Fitness Center • 3 Sparkling Pools 
3B.droom-2Ba.th 
1141 Square Feet 
BRING IN THIS AD AND RECEIVE $200 OFF YOUR 1ST MONTH'S RENT! 
.;..LI 
1 Bed/1.5 Bath 
2 Bed/2 Bath 
3 Bed/2 Bath 
starting at 8650 
starting at SJ15 
starting· at 8899 f -~";,"" call for current specials! 
-·----2 B..J,.,.,.,. -:rn .. 1t 
J163&iu••<r r..n 
- 1 -mlle.:,.. : - •GUITY R•atD••TfAL !'~~!'.!!~~ ! llliwllllillll, ______ _ 
Your Apartment 
Home Amenities 
• Soft neutral decor 
• Laundry room 
w/full size washer & dryer 
• Private intrusion alarm 
• Walk-in closet in all 
bedrooms 
• Private garages 
Your Community 
Features 
•Sparkling pool and 
heated spa . 
• Health and fitness center 
• Executive business center 
• Car care center 
•Convenient to Highway 417 
America's Chrnce fo1 Apartment Living .. , I 
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· H.eather Glen 
Apartments ... 
. \. 
Plenty of Room to Study 
cl Hang Out With Friends 
... Spacious floor plans~ 
Starting at $615 per monthl 
Close to UCF, Local Clubs, 
Pubs, . Shoeping 4 Air,port 
... Just West of UCF off 
University Blvd. 
Resort Style Living 
... Relieve your stress 
at the pool 
6 Pock -Abs 
... On site fitness center 
Opportunity 
... Located near major 
businesses & employerst 
Midnight Munchies 
... Vending machines onsite. 
Located near a variety 
of fast food, grocery 
stores & restaurants 
1080 I Heather Ridge Circle 
Orlando, FL 32817 
407.657.0011 
PRE-LEASING 
for July & August 
Move-Insl 
Space is Limited 
so HURRYI 
Ask about our · -· 
SPECIALS 
for Immediate. 
Move-Inl* . 
*certain restrictions 
apply; must meet 
certain income 
requirements for 
·approval; not to be 
. combined with other 
offers; limited 
time only 
Need some cheap furniture? 
NICOLE TALLEY 
STAFF WRITER 
Moving or redecorating can be 
expensive. To lower the costs, stu-
dents can take a look at buying sec-
ond-hand furnishing for their apart-
ments. 
Shopping the thrift stores is a 
great way to find used and vintage 
treasures. Most stores carry furni-
ture, home decoration items, 
kitchen items, very old electronics 
and more. Books and knick-knacks 
are often available as well. 
Different stores in Orlando 
have a distinctive style. 
The Community Thrift store in 
Edgewood carries just about every-
thing. This store usually yields 
good solid furniture. A refinishing, 
repainting or cleaning job may be in 
order as the items are usually 
scratched and a tad dingy. 
The House of Hope's thrift 
store on Orange Ave. is a good 
place to find bed frames and tables. 
The store also has auction items 
available for public viewing. All 
proceeds go to benefit the Orlando 
House of Hope, which helps trou-
bled young women. 
Cheap Charlie's, downtown on 
Colonial Drive, has a large selec-
ti.on of paintings, furniture, kitchen-
ware and dishes. lbis shop has 
more vintage and antique items as 
opposed to average second-hand 
items. 
Other stores specialize in used 
furniture. 
Macik Mike Liquidator of 
Orlando boasts both antique and 
used furniture. This higher-end 
used furniture store also boasts 
many other types of collectables. 
CORT Furniture Rental 
Clearance Center of Wmter Park 
carries used furniture from furniture 
dealers, showrooms, manufacturers 
and renting and leasing relocation 
services. They offer delivery and 
The Village at Alafaya Club 
·provides residents with: 
• Gated community 
• Sparkling swimming pool 
•Nature preserve 
•State-of-the-art fitness center 
• Sand volleyball and sports court 
• Resident business center 
• Individual bedroom locks 
• All utilities and local phone included 
•Free cable with 3 HBO channels 
• Extra large floorplans 
•Private bathrooms 
• Walk-in closets 
•And more! 
installation. 
Students should beware of rent 
to own furniture stores that boast 
things like, "no payments until 
2003." 
These companies charge stu-
• dents interest for those months at a 
high rate, even though they collect 
no payments. Furniture bought this 
way can end up costing two and 
three times as more than the origi-
nal price. 
Garage sales are another way 
to find great deals on furniture. The 
Orlando Sentinel features a garage 
sale section both on its online and 
print versions. 
When hitting garage sales, it is 
Students can 
buy cheap, used 
furniture· at 
stores such as 
THRIFTKO, in 
Casselberry. 
AMY EDWARDS I 
CFF 
a good idea to have a plan of action. 
Look for sales within a I 0 or 20-
mile radius of your apartment, 
whatever is ideal for you. Then 
make a list of the sales in that range 
that you would like to visit. Being 
organized will help students find 
the best deals. · 
Most sales start on Thursdays 
or Fridays as early as 7 am. 
Professional garage sale shoppers 
usually strike early, taking the best 
deals and highest quality items. 
· Buying used furniture directly 
from its owners can also be a deal. 
Orlando daily and weekly newspa-
pers usually list these types of ads 
in their classified sections. 
finding furniture 
Community Thrift 
5471 S. Orange Ave. 
Orlando, 32809 
407-857-4567 
House of Hope Thrift Shop 
3730 S. Orange Ave. 
Orlando, 32806 
407-856-5584 
Cheap Charlie's Antique 
Emporium 
643 Lexington Ave. 
Orlando, 32801 
407~841-2923 
Macik Mike Liquidator 
9764 Lake Georgia Drive 
Orlando, 32817 
407-679-4400 
CORT Furniture Rental 
Clearance (enter 
1920 Semoran Blvd. 
Winter Park, 32792 
407-678-2677 
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University Club 
AP A·RT ME NT S . 
NOW LEASING! 
Ci Immediate Openings 
Now and for the Fall 
Ci Rent by the Room 
Ci Roommate Matching 
Ci Choice of Furnished & 
Unfurnished Rooms 
Q Utilities Included*· 
Ci FuJI ·Size Washer & Dryer 
Q Intrusion Alarms 
Ci Multi-Channel Cable 
w/HBO 1, 2 & 3 
Ci 2 Swimming Pools/ 
Fitness Center 
Floor Plan 
FIRST FLOOR 
SECOND FLOOR 
1Wt:11661art1•1••bllr•#lili,.1111r•11 .. 1 
*resrtictions apply 
1 MILE FROM UCF 
Corner of' Alafaya Trail & Lokanotosa Trail/Science Drive 
RESERVE YOUR ROOM TODAY! 
407-277-4907 
THE GATHERINGS 
UNIQUE TOWNHOME UVING 
OFFERS All OF WHAT 
YOU"RE lOOKING FOR! 
•Affordability! 
• Gated, secure community 
•Loads of amenities: Pool, 
fitness center, computer lab, 
volleyball and basketball 
courts, and resident 
business center 
The Gatherings 
• Resident activities programs 
• Most utilities included 
with rent! 
•Luxury Apartment features 
in every home, including 
vaulted ceilings, ceramic tile, 
state of the art kitchens, and 
much more! 
• Huge floor plan! Over 1500 
square feet! 
• Smart apartments: all bed 
rooms are wired for T-1 
Ethernet Access, the fastest 
connection available 
• Beautifully landscaped, quiet, 
friendly community! 
Gather your belongings and enjoy the 
privacy only The Gatherings can pro-
vide. You can have your own bedroom, 
your own bathroom, your own closet, 
and even your own lease agreement. 
Located on University Boulevard, just 
west of UCF, these beautiful townhome 
apartments also enjoy the added conve-
nience of across the street shopping, 
quick interstate access, as well as a 
great sense of community. 
Come discover for yourself why The 
.Gatherings is one of the premier individ-
ual leased communities, starting at only 
$415 per month! 
The Gatherings 
3961 Gathering Drive• Orlando 
401-613-4401 
thegatheri ngs@cmcapt.com 
I . • • 
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Commun1cat1ng 
with roomies 
LAUREN THOMPSON 
STAFF WRITER 
Almost 99 percent of col-
lege roommate conflicts are 
caused by a ~ack of communi-
cation. 
Germayne Crow of UCF's 
Counseling and Testing Center 
said: "It is easy to know how to 
communicate when you are 
with your family because you 
are comfortable. When stu-
dents come to college they have 
to re-learn how to communi-
cate all over again with people 
at their own level." 
Joe Paulick, assistant 
director of residence life, said, 
"Roommates wait for issues to 
get really bad before saying 
something. Some students 
write an e~rp.ail or leave a note 
for their roommate." He point-
. ed out, "That doesn't work." 
Paulick said a good way to 
begin communication is to set 
up rules and expectations for 
roommates in the beginning. 
Dave Summers, a senior 
theatre major, said, "I think that 
if my roommate and I had 
explained to each other in the 
beginning what are pet peeves 
were and how to work around 
them, we would have been bet-
ter friends." 
The first couple of weeks 
roommates are concerned with 
getting along and do not talk 
about living issues, such as, 
dividing up chores Crow 
explained. 
She said: "Mid-October is 
when roommate conflicts start 
to occur. It is like the show 
'Real World' on MTV because 
people stop being nice and start 
getting real." 
Resident Assistants are 
usually the first to be notified 
about a roommate conflict. 
Darren Bowman, a 
Resident Assistant at Knights 
Krossing Apartments, said, "I 
try to encourage roommates to 
talk about important living 
issues within the first week, but 
many of them wait until they 
are already upset about some-
thing." 
Cleaning issues, noise 
issues and disrespect for guests 
and/or personal property are 
among the problems that can 
result from inadequate commu-
nication. 
Summers said, "My room-
mate freshman year ate all of 
my food, listened to loud music 
while I was studying and let his 
girlfriend practically live with 
us." 
Amanda Hageman, a 
senior education major, said: 
"The stupidest things will get 
you mad at your roommate and 
the only way to fix them is to 
talk them out. I got in a fight 
with a roommate about erasing 
writing from the marker board 
before it gets dry." 
New communication skills 
are not the only things that col-
lege students have to adjust too. 
"Many students have had 
their ·own room growing up. 
Sharing a mom or space is 
hard," Paulick explained. 
"Everyone has their own 
values, beliefs, customs and 
priorities," he said. 
"Sometimes it just doesn't 
wonc.. then it is time to move 
and find a new roommate." 
Hageman pointed out that 
stress is a big cause of room-
mate conflicts. 
She said, "You have to 
know that your roommate is 
dealing with just as much stuff 
as you are and if you're fight-
ing it's probably a combination 
of both of your stresses." 
Everyday routines and per-
sonal characteristics can also 
be a cause of roommate con-
flicts. 
Summers said: "I got to 
know my roommate inside and 
out in a short period of time. I 
felt like I knew him too well." 
Crow explained that room-
mates learn things about each 
other that they might not want 
to know. "They learn about 
each other's -little secrets, she 
said." 
Is there a solution to col-
lege roommate conflicts? 
Hageman and Crow agreed 
that a better roommate match-
ing system might be helpful. 
Crow said there should be 
a more in-depth screening of 
students before placing them in 
a living situation. "Age differ-
ences need to be taken into 
account," she added. 
Hageman said: ''The only 
questions you are asked on 
your housing application are 
whether you are a smoker, how 
late you stay up and if you are 
clean. Most people lie about 
those things anyway so you 
don't know what to expect." 
Bowman and Summers 
agreed that there should be a 
specific housing orientation. 
Summers said:" Every stu-
dent who will be living on cam-
pus should be required to attend 
the housing orientation. Here 
you could meet your soon-to-
be roommate and decide if you 
will be able to live with this 
person for a year." 
"Roommate conflict issues 
need to be addressed more thor-
oughly at orientation," 
Bowman declared. 
UCF Dispute Resolution 
Services and Resident 
Assistants should be used by 
the students explained Paulick. 
He said overall it is impor-
tant to be open-minded. 
"Learning to live with someone 
and their differences is some-
thing that will help you grow 
personally," Paulick said. 
. ' 
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Knight's Court 
2635 College Knight Court 
888. 999 .1 580 • 40 7 .384.6800 
College Park LifeWorks Program and Staff 
2 & 4 Bedroom apartments • Fully furnished 
Monitored alarm systems • All appliances included 
All utilities included* • Cable TV . 
Full-size washer & dryer in apartment 
Free Ethernet in each bedroom 
Free local phone with voice mail 
2 Swimming pools • 2 Basketball courts 
2 Sand volleyball courts • Awesome computers 
Hot tub & indoor fitness center 
· Game room & media lounge 
~ .... . . _,-""':"- · 
4/2 from '425 
2/2 Type A from '510 
2/2 Type B from $ 535 
a 
Knight's Krossing 
12440 Golden Knight Circle 
888.999.6955. 407.380.5807 
UCF Residence Life Staff and Services on-site 
2, 3 & 4 Bedroom apartments • Fully furnished 
Private bathrooms • All utilities included* 
Monitored alarm systems • Cable TV w/~BO 1, 2, 3 
Full-size washer & dryer in apartment 
Free Ethernet & local phone • 3 Game rooms 
3 Swimming pools • 3 Fitness centers 
3 Tennis courts • 3 Basketball courts 
3 Sand_ volleyball courts • 3 Computer/ study centers 
Co-sponsored university activities 
4/ 4 from s475 
3/3 from .'490 
2/2 from $ 545 
· www.collegepark.org/ud • www.housing.ucf.edu tiJ' 
ClflllOflMITY 
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